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Letter of Transmittal
To the Congrea of the United Mates:
In compliance -withthe prwisiona of the Act of March 8,
1915, as amended, establishing the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, 1 trnnsmitherewith the Thirty-fourth
Annual Report of the Committee covering the fiscal year 1948.
=IZRY S. fiUMAN.
.
‘rHE wHITE HOUSE.
i~J?RIL5, 1949.

Letter of Submittal
~rATIOX&hWISOEYCOMMITTEEFORhRONAUTICS
Washington, D. C., March 30, IfI@.
DEARMR. PRESIDENT:In compliance with the Act of Con-
gress approved March 3, 1915, as amen&d (U. S. C. 1946,
Title 50, Sec. 153), I have the honor to submit herewith the
Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics cowring tha fiscal year 1948.
The Committee’s research programs during the pnst year
were conducted in an atmosphere of urgency as a consequence
of the fact that the speed of sound has been repeatedly ex-
ceeded by a special reeearch airplane. This achievement was
the culmination of an effort, in cooperation with the armed
services, to verify theoretical and laboratory predictions. It
may be the most significant event in aeronautics since the first
flight of the Wright brothers, and will certainly influence
plans for national security.
The new problems of flight at very high speeds are complex
and difficult. Special aerodynamic and propulsion problems
me encountered in each of tha three speed regimes: super-
sonic, transoniq and subsonic. Satisfactory solutions to these
problems must be combined in the high-speed airplane to
permit stable, controllable, and efficient flight at all speeds.
Aerodynamic idormation recently obtained, together with
improved jet propulsion power plants, gives assurance that
continued scientific research can provide the engineering
knowledge necessary for the design of tactical airplanw to
opernte at the higher speeds novvrequired.
The importance of superior airplanes to implement the
policy of the United States to preserve peace has been dra-
matically emphasized by the Berlin Air Lift. Continuation
of American ]eaclership in the air clepends to a ~greater
extent than ever before upon scientific ramarch. A vigorous
program of aeronautical research, experimentation, and de-
~elopment should be prosecuted by scientifi, military, and
industrial ~uencies, coordinated as provided for in the
approved National Aeronautical Research Policy.
Respectfully submitted,
JEROMEC. HUNSA.KER,
Ohairman.
THE PRESIOENT1
The White Houw, Wadington, D. C.
. .. —-.
- .—_—
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THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS -
Washington, D. C., November g9, L%@.
To the Congress of i% United States:
In accordance with the act of Congress approved March 3,
1915 (U. S. C. title 50, sec. 151), which established the Na-
tional Advisory Committee for Aerormutics, the Committee
submits herewith its thirty-fourth annual report for the
fiscal year 1948.
Last year it was stated that flight-at supersonic speeds by
practical, manned airplanes is one of the major goak of re-
search and de~elopment in this country and elsewhere, and
that this goal could be attained by any nation that would
make the effort. A first, most important step in this direc-
tion vim taken in October 1947when the USAF X–1 airplane
was first flown at a speed greater than that of sound. This
airplane and the Navy D–558 are examples of the especially
designed, constructed, and instrumented research airplanes
of a cooperative project among the ATACA~the militmy serv-
ices, and the aircraft industry. This achievement may be
the most significant event in aeronautics since the Wright
brothers’ first flight, and certainly is one to intluence our
future concept of uational security.
Although flight at supersonic spee& is novv a reality, it
cannot yet be considered practical. The flights of the X-1
:lirplane represent virtually only laboratory accomplish-
ments in view of the elaborate supporting efforts that me
involved and the special nature of the airplane. The techni-
cal importance of these flights and others in the high sub-
sonic region made by the D-558 airplanes resides in the scien-
tific information that is beimg obtained about the problems
of flight at high speeds.
The quantitati~e data obtained from these flights, and the
reports of the Air Force and NACA pilots who have flown
at supersonic speeds, have given an unforeseen stimulus to
aircraft designers. Fear of an unknown sonic barrier has
been dispelled by a better knowledge of the problems of
trfmsmic flight. Moreover, it now appears possible to build
aircraft which can be safely controlled vvithin the transonic
region. The stimulus of the X-1 accomplishment is bown
to have extended to other countries, and it must be presumed
to have a -ivorld-wide eflect.
These events are of considerable military signi6cance.
Speed is the most valuable single characteristic of aircraft,
particularly rnilitary. Superior speed is essential to su-
premacy in the air.
Because of these considerations, an adequnte program of
ueronautical research and development on problems of high-
speed flight is essential to national security. The Committee
feels the necessity for accelerating its efforte to accumulate ._
scientific data and design information m quickly m possible.
This is especially necesmry now since all of our present mili-
tary aircraft can enter the transonic speed region in dlwsl
and improved models of more refined design and increased ..
power will encounter fight conditions for which basic clesi=~
information is still lacking. ‘
The same need for acceleration of effort is evident in the
power-plant field. To attain transonic and supersonic speeds “““
much more propulsive thrust is required from the engine.
The turbojet with afterburner and the ram jet each offer
great possibilities, and research on-both should be accelertited.
Research must be accelerated to insure that the special fuels
on vvhich these erqginee operate and their special metals
of construction can be supplied in sufficient quantitiw to
meOtrequirements in an emergency.
An adequate progmm means fundamental scientific re-
search, applied research, and engineering development.
These require time. The current performance of our air-
craft rests on the applied research and engineering develop-
ment of the immediately preceding years, and this appLied
wsenrch and development, in turn, reds on preceding scien-
tific research.
The law provides thut the National Advisory Committee -
for Aeronautics shall “supervise and direct the scientific
study of the problems of flight, with a view to their practical
solution,n and authorizes the Committee to “direct and COn-
duct research and experiment in aeronautics?’ In meeting
this responsibility the Committee endeavors to assess.t~o
current status of development of aircraft, citil and military,
piloted and pilotless; to anticipate the needs for scientific ___
research and engineering data so far as possible; and to pro-
vide staff and facilities to obtain the desired information at
a rate determined by consideration of the nntional interest.
The research of the NACA is directed towarcl the over-all
objective of acquiring new scientific knowledge essential to
assure American leadership in aeronautics. The immediate
objective is to sol-re,as quickly as possible+the most pressing
problems attendant on high-speed flight.” Beyond thk im-
mediate objective, the Committee continues to direct its re-
search to the neecls of military, commercial, and private
a-htion to obtain the scientific information to permit flight .
at. increasing speecls to be accomplished in a safer and more
economical manner.
90s3s3-51—2 1
2 REPORTNATIONALADVISORYCO&f.JIITT&JFORMRONAUTICS
As a consequence of the sirnilmity of the bwic objectives
of both military and civil aviation—to carry greater loads
faster, thrther, aucl more economicrtuy-scientific research
cwl~ductedwith tile objective of improving militnry aircraft
is tipplicab~eto civil rtviatio~l. In genernl tl~eresearch re-
sults are first npp~iedto military aircraft mill”after further
prwtical experience and development, to civil nircraft.
The great costs and mnupower requirements of modern
aeronautical resemch and development require tetimwork in
planning the country’s aeronautical fu~ure, The relatio~ship
between various governmental agencies ancl the aircraft in-
dustry with regrwdto aeronxuticnl ressarcl~nn~ development
is clefineclby the National Aeronautical Research Policy.
~Tnderthe tel-m.qof this policy, the Committee’s activity is
directed toward tbe soh]tion of th~ scientific problems of
flight. Rese~rch of the NACA is not considered comp~ete-
until results we testedby sufficiel]tpractical npplicrttion,but
NACA research does not inclucle the d~ign or development
of specific aircraft or equipment.
To assist ill discharging its duties and iu determining
research needs, the Committee has wt?blished standing tech-
nical committees on aeroclynmnics, power pla”nts,o~}erating
problems,.and construction. The members of these co~it-
tees, serving as such without compensation, are especially
qualified representatives of the Go-iernment ~gencies con-
cerned and experta from private life The Comnlitt& has
also established an Industry Consulting Cornmittie to advise
it as to general research policy, especially with regard to t?le
needs of industry.
The c~m]itteeg recommend
. . . .---- .-,
and review the reamrch pro-
grams. Although most of the problems so reconunentbxl
for ~ve~igtitiol~ are ossigned to the Committw’s lIIboi’u- ....
tories, certain problems are assignecl to other .governmenhil
agencie~ &hen it is to the advantage of the Government ~;
do so, anti other problems me nssigned by research contructs -
to Scientific and educatiumd institutions in waler Io uti]izc
special skills nnd fwilities that,may be avaih~blethere. Tbc ‘“
sponsored research projects in universities also inherently
aisi.it”-th educationul process in providing aeronuulical.-
scientists tmdengineers..~
Aviation has progressed to the frontrer of supcwmlic “”
flight dere intw~siveresearch effort will result in unprece-
dented gains in aircraft performance. National security
rquire~thnt these potentiui gains “beieidized.
The Committt’e”k sncldenedto report the death on .Ju]y 12,
1!248,QLDr. George William Lewis, wlm had sewxl as Di WC--
tw of Aeronautical Research from November 6, 1!11$1,tu Sep-
tember ], 1947, A tribute to the accomplishmen~s of Dr.
Lewis was contninecl in the preceding anmud report, f(dluw-
ing his resignationasl)irectorof Aero~lautic&Ll~se~r~h.
PartsT~ II, and 111 of the annual report prcsen~u r&un~6
on the scientific activities of the Committw, the tecl~llicsl
publications issued, nnd the Committee’s fimmcial report.
““Res@Yully submittecl,
~liWIK C.”~LW.WR,— .-
C?tihnun.
Part I
TECHNICAL ACTI}71TIES
Research of the National Advisory Committee for .kero-
nnutics is conducted for the most, part at its three lnbora-
tories-Lm@ey Aeronaut icnl Laboratory, Langley Field,
Vu.; Ames .AercmauticalLaboratory, Motlet.t.Field, Calif.;
and Lewis Flight Propulsion Lt-tbomto~y?Cleveland, Ohio.
A subsidiary station is located at Wallops Island, Tn., w a
branch of the Langley laboratory for conducting research on
modeIs in flight in the traneonic and supersonic range. A
second subsidiary station is located at Muroc Lake, Calif., for
research on transonic and supersonic airplanes in flight. The
laboratory ilt Clevehmcl vias renamed the Lewis Flight
Propulsion Labomtory on September 28, 194$ at the Sec-
ond Annual Inspection in memory of Dr. George William
Lewis, past Director of Aeronautical Resermch of the ~a-
tional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
In addition to the resemch conducted at these five estab-
lishments, resenrch is also contracted for by the Committee
at the hTntionnlBurc~L~of Stnndar@ at various universities>
and at mmioue nonprofit but privntely opemted research
orgflni~tio~.
In order to carry out effectively its functions of coordinat-
ing aeronautical research, the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics hns estnblished a group of technical commit-
tees and subcommittees. The organization of these commit-
teesincludes representation from the Department of National
Defe~lse, from various other governmental agencies con-
cerned with aeronautics, and from civil life. All members
are chosen because of their particular knowledge in a specific
field of the aeronautical sciences. These technical committees
act as coordinating agencies, providing effectively for the
interchange of ideas and for the prevention of duplication
in the flekl of neronnuticnl research. There are fire
committees under the 3Tational Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics:
1. Committee on Aerodynamics. .
9. Committee on Power Plants for Aircraft.
3. Committee on Aircraft Construction.
4. Committee on Aircraft C)pemting Problems.
5. Industry Consulting Committee. .-
The research conducted by the Committee results either
from recommendations of its main committees tind subcom- .._
mittees or from the requests originating within the Depa~t:.. .
ment of National Defense and other branches of the Govern-
ment. The informcttion coming from these investigations is
presented in the Committeb’s technical publications nnd also
in special technical conferences. These conferences have the
important advnntnge of transmitting quickly and efficiently
the latest information in a pnrticulnr field of resemch directly
to the engineers and designers working in that field. During
the past yeur a series of technical conferences “washeld at the
Committee’s three main laboratories -withrepresentatives of
the military servicw and the nircraft industry covering the
subjects of aerodpmmics, nircraf t structures, and aircraft
power plants.
The resenrch conducted by the Committee .cnnbe described
most easily by referring to the vnrious phases of the work
that come under the cognizance of the different committees
and subcommittees. Since it is mostly of u classified nnture
it can be referred to only briefly in this unclassified annual
report.
AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH
—
Progress in nerodynarnic research cluring the pnst yenr has
been more rnpid perhaps than in nny other year since the
Wright brothers’ first powered flight. While the recent
successesin transonic and superwnic flight research are gen-
erally expected to lead to successful military nirplnne m-id
misile designs capable of-useful perf ormnnce at such speeds,
these resultshave redly served to point out the tremendously
huge number of detniled technical problems which must be
solrecl through additional highly specialized research and
development.
The Committee on Aeroclynamics, assisted by the Subcom-
mitteeson High-Speecl .lerodynmnics$ Stability nnd Control,
Internal Flow, Propellers for Aircraft, Helicopters, and Sen-
planes and the Special %bcommittee on the Upper Atnlos-
phere, hns reviewed research in progress by the NACA nml
other agencies and recommended problems that should be
investigated, including relative priorities in n number of_
cases. . .
The historic flights of this period in escess of the speed of
sound have provided nn additionn] stimulus in the design
of high-speed nircraf t ,which has resulted in a tremendous
increase in the demnnd for detailed technical ctatn to pro-
vide a sowxl basis for transonic-nircraft design. It was ap- -
parent to the Committee on Aerodynamics thnt ndditionnl
cIetaileclresearchthroughout the tmnsonic speed rnnge would
be required to meet this demancl. .+ccordingly, at its M:~y
7, 1048, meeting, the Committee on Aerodynamics recom-
mended the appointment of a special snbcornmittee to con-
3
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sider the immediate needs oi the aircraft designers and to
recommend the direction and ccmcentrntion of effort in the
NACA’S limited tiansonic-research facilities. The l&ecu-
tive Committee .mncurred in this recommendation, and a
special subcommittee ou the Research problems of Transonic
Aircraft Design was appointed on May 28, 1948. The sub-
committee undertook. an intensive study of the situation
during June ancl July, arriving at specific recommendations
that, with the concurrence of the Aerodynamics Committee
and the Execut iv.e..Comnlittee,are being implementecl at the
Committee’s l~boratories.
COMMI’M’EE ON AERODYNAMICS
Airfoils
Because of considerable interest il~moclificd NACA four-
digit-series airfoiI section% theoretical pressure distribu-
tions were calculated and experimental aerodynamic cluw-
acteristics were determined in the Langley two-dimensional
low-turbulence pressure tunnel for a selecteclgroup of these
sections. The results of this investigation, reported in Tech-
nical Note 1591,indicate that, v-henthe m.oclificatio.ncon@ed
of moving the maximum thickness to 40 percentmhorclwith-
out changi~wthe leading-edge radius,the maximum lift char-
acteristicsvery closely approximated those of ~fiooth NACA
64-series low-drag sections of corresponding thickness and
camber. Minimum drag coefficients were, however., higher
than those of~orresponding NACA 64-series airfoils. When
the. leading-edge radius was then reduced to a qu?rtsr of
the normtilvalue, the maximum lift coefficientswere wbout35
percent lower than those of NACA 64-seriW sections of cor-
responding thickness and camber; but minimum clrag coetli-
cients were ctboutthe same as those of corresponding N-ACA
64- tind C6-seriessections. Incretises in the trailing-edge
angle resulting from rearward mo~ement of the position of
nmximum thickness caused sharp decrenses in the lif Lcurve
slope and pronounced f orwarcl.mo~ement of the..aeroclyna?nic,
(’enter.
In ord~r to provide data for the design of small personal-
type aircraft, the aerodynamic characteristics of six airfoil
sections of interest in this connection mere studed. at low
Reynolds numbers in the Langley two-dimensional low-tur-
bulence tunnel. A comparison of the results obtained with
the previously existing datu for higher Reynolds numbers
showed that the. minimum drag coefhcient of each of the.
smooth airfoils increased progressively as the Reynolds num-
ber was reduced from 9,000,000to 700,000, and that the mag-
nitude of this effect increased with thickness ratio, Decreas-
ing tle Reytiolds number also caused a reduction in the m~i-
mum lift coefficient of all the ciirfoiIs both in the smooth
condition and with rough lending edges.
An NACA 66w-21O airfoil with a special mean-camber
Iine designed to procluce n high critical bfach number was
investigated at 10-wspeecls in the Langley two-dimensional
low-turbulence pressure tunnel. In Technical Note 1633, by
the use of .dntapreviously obtained in the Langley low-turbu-
lence tunnel and high-speed data obtained in the Ames 1- by
31&foot high-speed tunnel, the aen~dynamic characteristics
of-this airfoil were compared at both low and high speeds
with those for the NACA 66-210, a= LO ai~fuil. The high:.
speed dati inclicat?d that the airfoil with the special mean
line ha~_. drag-divergence Mach number at the design li [(
coeflicieu~.slightly higher than that of the NAM 66-210,
a=l.O airfoil section, but this hcrense was.noL so great M
that shoxn by cnlcu]mtions,based on low-speed data, of the
critical Mach numbers.
In an effort to improve the maximum lif L und sttilling
‘chmwcterietics.of moderately thick airfoils, moclificmtionsof.
the conto~.rvery near the lending edge have been invedig~twl
at the Ames Laboratory. The study WM initiated using ~11
NACA. 63-012 .sectio~~and various leading-edge radii. In
additiol~ the effects of a nose flap hn~e been investiga{el~~
The modifications to the airfoil section contour did not l)ro-
duce the,desired ilnprovement in maximum lift and stnlling
characteristics. Howeverl studies 011& problem ire beii]~
continued.
—
High-Lift Devices
As ~n aid to the designer, available data on plain, s~llit.
.-andslott~ flaps were collected and analyzed. The effcc~ or
each of thg_.variablw”iuvo~v;d in the clesig~l.of the vurious
types of flap were-e&&ined and, in cases where”there were
sufficient-data,optimum configurations hfive been deduced..._ _ ._.—.
In order to extend the range of data cwailab~eon slotted
flaps on-thin airfoils, the aerodynamic characteristics of cm
airfoil approximateing an hTACA 65~11:,Alll section and -
equipped with an 0.35-chord slotted flap were determined in
th~ Lm@ey two-dimen@@ low-turbul~lcc @~~.e~_ fq~ _
ReynoI&” numbers ranging Up to .25,000,000and reported in
Technicai Note 1463. The optimum flap cleflcction and tl~e
optimum location of the flap leading edge were found for the
different Reynolds numbers. In general, increasing the
Reynol& niimber delayed the stall to higher section angles
of attack and also caused a more gradual stall for both the
flap-retracted and the flap-deflected configurations.
For the very thin wings that are desirable for high-spceti
flight, reasonable maximum lift and shall characteristics re-
quire notmnly tiafling-edge fiaps but aIso leading-eclge flu~}s
or .simiIIr devices cap~ble of effectively increasing the nose
camber...&L~ACA 65AO06airfoil equipped wi~h a clroqml
nose flap and a plain trailing-edge flap was inveetigatcd ~~t
high Rejnolds number and low Mach numbers in the Langluy
low-turbidence pressure tunnel. The resuke of the.invesli- _
gations indicated that at Reynolds numbers up to 9,0.00,000
the optimum combination of drooped nose-ancl plain t.rai1-
ing-edgw flaps investigated incremed tl]e maximum section
lift coeficieltt.
A further investigation was conducted in the Lnngley 1wu-
dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel to.determine tlc
effect of leading-edge flaps on the maximum Iift cocfflcicuL
of an NA(jA &QO09airfoil and to compnre the results wit]i
data obtained from previous investigations of similarly
shaped flhpson an NACA 64,--(U2airfoil. The inveetigatiol~
included testsof t}vo 10-percent-chord leading-edge flaps, one
designed to extend by sliding forward along the upper sur-
face rmdfhe.other to hinge at the center of the airfoil leadilqg-” “--
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edge radius and deflect from the lower surface. The flaps
were tested on the plain airfoil and on the airfoil with a
trailing-edge split flap deflected 60°. The results, presented
in Technical ISote 1624, indicate that the upper-surface lead-
ing-edge flap W-M,in ~gpmerd,a more effective high-lift device
than the lower-surface leading-edge flap, especially when
u.wd alone on the plain airfoil; however, with rough lending
edgw, the two flaps were about equally effective. Either type
of flap causes a forward shift in the aerodynamic center at
high ~g]ss of att~&
wings
The wings of aircraft designecl to fly at. transonic Mach
numbers tire.in general, characterized by thin nirfoil sections
and in most”cases also by low aspect ratio ancl considerable
sweep. The maximum lift coefficients normally obttiinnble
with such wings are low. A number of investigations have
therefore been conducted by the ATAC.Ilaboratories -withthe
object ire of improving the characteristics of wings of Tarious
plan forms appropriate for use in high-sped aircraft. The
avnilable remdts of these investigations, together with per-
tinent two-climensional data on the de-relopment of thin sec-
tions with high section lift coefficients, have been reported.
The correlation between the characteristics of swept and un-
swept wings has also been briefly indicated. The princip~l
conclusions of this study are that maximum lift coefficientsin
the neighborhood of 1.3 to 1.6 (depending on the angle of
sweep) can be obtained with the best combinations of split
flaps and leading-edge devices investigated and that, insofar
as maximum lift is concerned, the importance of the airfoil
section decreases as the sweep increases and as the thickness
of the airfoi I decreases. The drag at high lift coefficients is
showrIto be of great importance in determining the power-off
rate of descent or, alternatively, the amount of power re-
quired for hmding. Leading-edge high-lift devices are
shown k most cases to be effective in improving the aero-
dynamic characteristics of the wings in the high-lift range.
An investigation has been conducted in the Langley 19-foot
pressure tunnel at a Reynolds number of about 7,000,000 to
determine the characteristics of various trailing-edge flaps
and stall-control devices on a 37°-smeptkack wing of aspect
ratio 6, having NACA M-series airfoil sections. A combinat-
ion of a half-span leading-@Ue device and a half-span split
or double-slotted flap produced acceptable lift coefficients.
A number of investigations at high Reynolds numbers to
determine the effects of high-lift devices on the aerodynamic
characteristic of wings utilizing 10-percent-thick, circiktr-
arc airfoil sections have been conducted in the Langley full-
scale tunnel. The winagsinvestigated include a trapezoidal
wing, a rectangular wing, and a sweptback wing. In general,
the landing characteristics of the wings indicated that the
inherently high gIiding and sinking speeds are alleviated by
the use of drooped nose flaps or extensible leading-edge fiaps
and aggravated by trailing-edga flaps. The longitudinal
stability of the unswept wings was satisfactory, and lift
characteristics could be satisfactorily calculated from theory.
An investigation has been conducted in the Langley 19-foot
pressuretunnel on a 42°-sweptback wing with NACA 6&l12
airfoil sections to study devices for increasing the m~ximu~
lift and improving longitudinal stability. A combination of
leading-e~~e flaps or slats over the outer portion of the wing _.
and trailing-edge split flaps over the inner portion of the
wing produced a reasonable maximum lift coefficient and
longitudinally stable characteristics at the stall.
—
Theoretical calculations reported last year indicated that ~
a wing of the highest posible aspect ratio -withsweepback of
60° or 65° should be capable of attaining flight efficiencies.-—
at Mach numbers up to 1.5 which are comparable with those
of fighter airplanes flying at subsonic speeds. A coordinated -
program -wasundertaken at the hnes Labomtory to deter-
mine the aerodynamic characteristics of a 63°-sweptback
wing throughout the speed range available in the various
facilities. The Ames ‘7- by 10-foot wind-tunnel section has- -
investigated various controls and lift-increasing devices on
a semispan nlodel of this cotiguration. Tests of the 0.3°-
svreptbackwing in the k.nes 12-foot pressure tunnel have in- ____
dicated only minor effects of compressibility at the highest
Mach number tested.
Of the -wing plan forms suitable for flight at moderate,—.-.
supersonic speeds, triangular wings combine the structu~~l_
efficiency of low aspect ratio and high taper with the aero-
dynamic efficiency of a highly s-weptbackleading edge. Con-
sideration of the available low-speed data on low-aspect-ratio
poirited wings has indicated that. the landing and take-off
problems, especially with respect to stability and control, may
be les severe thun those encountered with the more efficient
supersonic plan forms combining high sweep with high as-
pect ratio. As part of a general program of systematic re-
search on a wing of trianawlarplan format the Ames Labora-
tory, testshave been made in the 12-foot premme wind tunnel
of a trianbg]ar wing of aspect ratio 2. The tests -werecon-
ducted at constant Reynolds numbers of 3,5Q0,000and 5,300,- ‘“
000 for varion Mach numbers and at a constant Mach number
of 0.18 at Reynolds numbers up to 27,500,000.
Results of these studies indicated that no serious longi-
tudinal stability problems would be encountered in flight
with such a wing at the highest Mach number reached. The
lift-to-drag ratios at the landing condition were very small
and, for the confianiation -which vras tested, it is indicated
that a landing without power would not be feasible.
lh the study of a general triangular-wing design”at the _
Ames Laboratory, pressure distributions have been obtained
over the wing surface in an effort to reach a better under-
standing of the flow phenomena controlling the wing charac-
teristics. The effedx of adding a vertical tail and a fuselage
having a finenessratio of 12.5to the basic wing have also been
determined. A clearer picture of the problems associated
with the use of such wings now exists, but the best manner of ..
overcoming these problems remains to be determined.
For flight at Mach numbers above about 2, wing sweep,
which is beneficial in delaying the effects of compressibility
as long as the wing is swept behind the Mach cone, is no
longer structurally feasible because of the large amount of
svieep requisite to the attainment of subcritical flow over the
wing. Calculations have shown that, at these 31ach numbem,
a very thin “sharp-edged wing without sweep maybe superior
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i~]perfornmnce to a swept wing which is not swept.behind the rnorneyt data and will be used for developing the theory of
Mach cone. To investigate. the characteristics of such n b~undary-layer effects o~ control surfilces”-”
straight wing at high subwmicspeeds, testshave been made.in In Technicnl Note 1479 the boundary-layer momentum
the Ames 12-foot pressure tunnel of a wingof aspect rutio 4 equmtionsfor the three-dimensional flow o~.a fluid -withvari-
and taper ratio 0.5 with a very thin supersonic airfoil section. able density find viscosity are presented in a furm similar
Tests were conducted on this model for several constant to the monwntum equation for twe-dimensional flow. The
Reynolds numbers over a range of Mach numbers. At low equations can be reduced to Prandtl’s three-dimensional mo-
speeds, data were obtained at Reynolds numbers .flp to mentum equations fur a fluid with constant density tind vis-
10,000,000. cosity. When the flow becomes two-dimensional, Von Kfir-
k is usually the case with unwept -wings,the nerodynyynic mfm’s momentum equation results. I?or the flow of a fluid
center of the -wing moved forward. with increwirw Mach. ‘with conshmt density “and-viscositj” in a ‘col)vergent or cli-
numbw at Mach n;mbws belovr the.critical, Becauz of the. ~wgent. Channel,the ;quatiol)s reduce to those of ‘l{chl,
combiuation of low aspect-ratio and extremely small wing-
thicknessratio, the total movement of the aerodynamic center
wns small for the Mach number range.
The charwteristics of three uns~ept ~in~s with W?ec~
ratio of 10and thick root sections, determined experimentally
in the Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel, are presenfed and
compared with calculated results in Technicnl hTote1677.
The nirfoil sections used were of the NACA 44 series, 230
series. and.low-drag 64 series. For the flnp-neutral smooth-
model condition, excellent agreemeut was obtained between
the calculated and experimental characteristics.in most cases.
No definite. trend -was observed which would indicate that
the degree of correlation obtainable depends on the airfoil
section within the range of variables invcsti=wted. In a
similar comparison, the .Chamct.eristicsof three wings of
aspect ratio 9 and of NACA 64210. and 65+210.airfo~~sec-
tions with and without washout were “calculated from two-
dimensional airfoil data. These calculated characteristics
were tdso found to be in excellent ugreement with experi-
mental chwwcteristics determined in the Lallgl.ey 19-foot
pressure tunnel. This work was reported in Technical Note
1*Z.
In order to help correlate wind-tunnel and flight inwstig~-
tions~a study vvtasmade in the Langley full-scale tunnel of
the effects of time.rate of change of tingle of att~ck, idl%
propeller. operation, and Reynolds number on the maximum
lift coefficient of a single-engine fighter-type airplane. This
study is reported in Technical Note .163.9. Airplane””rot~tion
in pitch increased the maximum lift coefficient, as did pro-
peller operation, even with the propeller idling ~t a l?egative
thrust coetlicient.. The wind-tunnel results were co.mparecl
with flight-test measurementsof the maximum lift coefficient
of the same airplane. Exact agreement was found for the
flaps-up configuration ; with flaps down, the wind-tunnel
maximum lift coefficient was 0.09. below that obtained in
flight, which represents a difference d 2 miles per hour in the
stalling speed.
Bountlary-Layer. Investigations
The characteristics of the b.ounchmylayer on an NACA
0[]()$airfoil equipped -withplain sealed flaps have been inves-
tigated ~nd are reported in Te&nical Note 1574. This work
was performed primarily for the purpose of defining as com-
pletely as possible the flow conditions on models that had
previously been used to obtnin control-surface force. and
In Technical Note 1644 the laminar flow of a slightly vis-
cous incompressible fluid that issues from n slit Nnclpasses
over a flat plate is investigated in a region far enough from
the slit for the boundary-layer equations to be vnlid. The
partial cl.flercntial equation for the l.wuncharylayer is re-
duced to a third-order nonlinear ordinary &fferenLid equn-
tioll, yhich is.integrated by numerical means for the required
bwndary .c.omlitions. T1l.e.solution gives the velocities nt-
points~n the fluid and the snrfuce friction at points on the
plate.
As ~ continuation of the study of the boundmy-layer and
stalling characteristics of nirfoil sections, m NACA 63-009
section has been investigtited at the Ames Laboratory, This
investigation is part of a long-range progrnnl t.o provide n
better .unkrstanding of the mechanism of separation of air
flow from a surface d the.stalling of airfoils. IMailcd
measumnmntsof the boundary layer indicated that the shdl
resulted from the ftiilure of a separated larninar layer to re-
nttach itself to the airfoil surface. There was some indica-
tion that this phenomenon is similar to the bo-undmy-layer
flow associated with the critical Reyiolds number of cylin-
ders. The strollwas abrupt, but the loss in lift was not large.
After !he stall, tot~lly new flow conditions were set up. The
flow abti.utthe stulled tirfoil was suggestive of thattabout
very thin or sharp-edged. sections (fltit pltites) prior to t,hci.r
nlaxim~ln~lift, Circulation tipparent.1y was lost and Iif~ was
due pr~rnfirilyto the dynamic effects of the air stream,
A comparative-study “of bounihwy-layer~flow at transoi”ic
and low speeds is reported in Technical h’ok 1623. It
was foimd thut a significant portion of low-speed I.xxudary-
l~yer theory could be-.etiendecl for application to tmnsonic
flows..=
Basic studies have bee;~made of the poesibilit.y of o~tafi~-
ing, through boundwy-layer control, extcl~sive lamin~r
.bounchry layers on airfoils with corresponding low drag co-
efficients In order to obtain m indication of the s~abilizing
effect of area suction toward keeping the boundary htycr
huninar, an NACA 64iiO10airfoil having permeable.surfacw
was in-restigatr+din the Langley two-climensional low-turbu-
lence tmmel at Reynolds numbers of 2,000,000,4,000,000,and
6,000,0UU~Although the surfaces of the airfoi] model tested
had many waves find irreawlarities of contour, the dnta cor-
roborated qualitatively the theoretically predicted stabilizing
effect of area suction on a smooth flat plalc. The suction
quantity required for tile wavy airfoil invcstigate~, howe~cr,
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WRSmuch greater than the theoretical value for w smooth
flat plate.
The stalling chamcteriatics of some moderately thick air-
foils are characterized by a relatively low maximum lift and
an abrupt loss of lift at angles of attack greater than thnt
for maximum lift. The faihre of these airfoils to pro-
duce greater lift without an abrupt 10SSof lift beyond maxi-
mum lift is attributed to complete laminar sepamtion oc-
curring Yery near the leading edge of the airfoil. In an
attempt to improve these conditions, control of the boundnry
layer very near the leading edge of an NACA 631-012 airfoil
was attemptecl at the Ames Laboratory. Suction was ap-
plied to slots of various widths and locations. The results
indicated that the optimum slot location is downstream of
the point of minimum pressure and in the immediate vicin-
ity of the lamirmr separated bubble at maximum lift. Slot
width is of considerable importance. The maximum sectiou
lift coefficient of the airfofi tested was increased from 1.3S
to 1.S4 with boundary-layer suction, and further gains ap-
pear possible. This investigation has been reported in Tech-
nical Note 16S3.
An investigation has been conducted at Reynolds num-
bers rang~w from 1,000,000to 6,000,000in the Langley two-
dimensiomd lovr-turbulence tunnels to determine the effec-
tiveness of boundary -htyer control by suction and of suction-
slot location in increasing the maximum lift and decreasing
the drag of a thick airfoil section equipped with a double-
slotteci flap. The results of this irmestigation are presented
in Technical Note 1631. At a Reynolds number bf 6,000,000,
deflecting the flap increased the maximum section lift co-
efficient of the smooth airfoil from 1.4 to 3.4, and boundary-
layer control at 0.65 chord further increased the value to
4.2. Boundary -1ayer control by means of a si.n@e suction
slot ut 0.65 chord also resrdted in a section total-drag co-
efficient, includi~~ an aIIoviance for the &mndcmy-layer-con-
trol power, levier than tlat of the plain airfoil. The mtmi-
mum section lift-drag ratio of the airfoil -withflap retracted
and leading-edge roughness was more than doubled by the
use of boundary-layer control and that for the smooth airfoil
was increased by nearly 40 percent.
In the Langley full-scale tunnel, studies were made of
the lift and stalling characteristic of a 47°-s-weptback-wing
and fuselage combination equippeclwith several high-lift and
stalLcontrol devices and, also, equippecl with boundary-layer
suction slots near the miclchord of the outboard portion of
the wing.
Experiments ha~-ebeen made in the application of bound-
my-layer control to s-iveptforward wings at the Ames Lab-
oratory. A wing has been tested alone and also in combina-
tion with a fuselage. Detuiled studies of the progression of
stall have been made and various wing leading-e~me devices
have been designed to overcome the leading+dge-type stall
which is not readily amenable to boundary-layer control.
The usefulness of boundary-layer-control devices on the
sweptforwmrd wing till be investigated.
The question frequently arises as to whether the additional
weight of bounclary-layer-control equipment iS justified by
the improved aerodynamic characteristics or -whether the
high maximum lift ccdlicients thus attainable are acturdly
useful in take-off and landing. In Teclmical Nrote1597,”“a
,.-—
performance analysis has been macle to determine whether . ~-~~
boundary-layer control by suction might reduc~ the mini-
mum take-off distance of a four-place or five-place liaison-
type airplane below that obtainable with conventional high- ___.
lift devices.
The analysis showed that, unless the wing aspect mtio is
made considerably larger thrm the present typical values,
the total take-off distances could not be appreciably reduced
by boundary-layer control although the ground-run distance
is reduced. The stalli~m speed for a given maximum air- “-
plane speed -wasreduced 20 to 25 percent for all cotigura-
tions by application of boundary-layer control.
Research Techniques and Instrumentation
The closed-wind-tunnel phenomenon of choking and the
wcdl-constriction effects in the subsonic Mach number ran& ‘“
where supersonic flow appems were studied ky means of the
hydraulic analogy. For this investigation, flow fields vr;m
obtained about several symmetrical airfoils at zero lift in a
water channel. With the approach of choking, the flow was
found to approach the onedimensional form. l%im~ing of
the -wall boundary layer in the region of the model appre-
ciably increased the choking 31ach numbeis, but critical
——
speed, position of maximum thickness, and ratio of maximum
thickness to chord had little effect.
With increased emphasis placed on aerodynamic in-resti-
gations conducted in closed wind tunnels, the need for con-
stant impro~ement in the” accompanying interpretation tif ““-
the data is self-evident. Of particular importrmce is the
problem of determining the constraining effect of the tunnel
VW& on the flow past bodies mounted in the tumiel and the
corresponding modification of the pressure distribution. Re-
cently developed conformal-mapping methods were applied
by the Lewis Laboratory to the calculation of the constrain- .
ing effect of the tunnel -ivaIlson the ideal zero-lift flow past
arbitrary symmetrical airfoils. The results were compared
with those of the conventional first-order image theory, of
Goldstein’s second-order image theory, and of a stream-
fihtment theory with approximate allowance made for the
curvature of the strem-dine. This inf ornmtion is contained
in Technical Note 1642.
The average lo-iv-speed jet-boundary constriction correc-
tion was experimentally determined for a large model span-
fing a closed circular tunnel. The model and tunnel *ere””
approximately one-eighth wale of a typical full-scale wiiid-
tunnel installation. The variation of the local constriction
with span-wiseand chordvriselocation viasalso experimentally
determined. A comparison with existing theory was made
for the constriction correction and the induced-curvature
correction that. results from lift in.g action. This investiga-
tion is reported in Technical Note 1639.
An in-restigation of the effects of fuselage interference on
the reaclings of pitot tubes, extending -iarions distances for-
ward from the noses of fuselaens, is reported in Technicul — –
hTote1496. Comparison of measured and calculated inter-
ference increments showed that avnilable calculation pro-
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cedures were quite reliable. The interference was found to
be strongly influenced by the shape of the fuselage nose.
The recent rapid advances in aerodynamic research huve
resulted to a hinge extent from the development. and per-
fection of a number of new research techniques. In prac-
tically all such cases, the success of these new techniques in
recording the data with a high degree of accuracy and under
extremely difficult conditions had been made possible through
intensive research okl these specialized instrumentation
problems.
The basic techniques for obtaining data from rocket-
powered models by means of telemetering and ~racking have
been -well-established king the past few years, and the
aerodynamic research program on rocket-powered models
has now entered a period of planned expansion, As a con-
sequence, during the past year effort has been concentrated
on improving all technical aspectsof the instrumentation and
on increasing the number of instrumented models for the
research program, Also, to meet future needs, research ef-
forts have been aimed at increasing the range and accuracy
of the telemeter and tracking equipment.
In order to increase the effective range .of operation of
the telemeter system, efforts have been made to improve
the radiating efficiency and radiation patterns iri antenna
design. A teIemeter receiving antenna has been deveIoped
giviug circular polarization and a gain of 12 decibels. This
antenna is servo-operated from the SCl&584 radar unit and
effectively increases the power output of the telemeter by a
factor of approximately 10, thereby increasing the range by
a factor of approximately 3 to L
A new optical tracking technique employing the open-sight-
principle has made it possible to track high-acceleration test
vehicles with the SW-584- radar -whichformerly could not be
tracked. In addition, night fing experiments have been
carried on in which small lights have been placed on the
models, This method of tracking has been found quite satis-
ftictory and may be employed in the future. For improve-
ment of daylight tracking, experiments have been conducted
with smoke and with flares. The resuks with the smoke
have been promising, but it is not certuin at the present.time
whether this method will be used as a regular procedure.
An M-9 pmallax computer has been adapted as a trackil~g
aid for use with the SCR-58+and” the Doppler radar unit.
In setting up the radar_equipment, it is necessary for the
Doppler unit to be placed 200 to 300 yards away from the
SCR–584, and the jimtillax computer improved the accuracy
of this tracking arrangement.. ..
Further work on wire resistance strain-gage br@nces for
wind tunnels has resulted in the evolution of two genernl
types, of which a number of balances have beeu built: Inter-
nal bahmces for sting-mounted models and external balances
for semispanmodels. Three-component sting balances,which
were reported in the last annual report, hate operated suc-
ceeefully during the year. As a result of experience gained
with these balances, several six-component, balances -werede-
signed and are now under construction. Mininture sting bal-
ances have been built for l-inch-diameter models used in the
Langley 9-inch supersonic tunnel. For this installation, a
two-component btilance was used to measure lift and pilch-
ing moment, and a rolling-moment bahmce was put into use
with s~ip rings for m~tlrement of damping coefficients at
rolling speeds up to 10,000 revolutions per minute. A largo
balance of the semispan type, measuring four components of
load, ~vas wed extensi~ely in the Langley two-dimensional
low-turbulence pressure tunnel, Several small five-compo-
nent semispan balances were constructed for use in smnll
supersonic tunnels and for use with the “bump” techniq~~ein
larger tunnels.
The humid atmosphere thxt prevails in the Atkmtic coastal
region has long been one of the major sources of trouble in
the use of wire strain gages at the Langley Laboratory and
the Wallops Island testing station. However, continuous
research has resulted in improved tdmiques of cementing
and moisture-pr@ng and th~ results of re~arch, coupled
with increased operational knowledge and C1O.SCattention
to detail, have made it possible to improve the over-all quality
of strain-gage instrumentittion considerably. In addition,
during the past year, methods of twnperatura-compensating
have bee~ developed to permit balances to operate through
temperature changes of 100° F. with zero shifts of-1 percent
or less.
The performance of balances used in the wing-flow mehxl
has been improved by more closdy matching the lag of all
the recording galvanometerselementscmeach balance M well
as by ‘improving strain-gage techniquw and temperalure
compensation.
.A minititure hinge-momel~t tmlauce which has been dc-
velope-d, although standard commercial strain gages wcro
used, fits in a space ~s inch thick or lees. used on a semispan
moclel .in the Limgley 9- by Winch supersonic Mow-down
tunnel, the bahmce gave excellent data on control forces at
supersonic speds.
“Improvement io tle stunihmdNACA 1~-G flight recorder
have been made which inc]ucle the use of liquid dampil;g
in place”of the former friction type and the uddition of a
temperature-compei~sationmechanism to the airspeed link-
fige. The Air Force and Navy have ordered a number of
these instrumel~tsfor their own use.
A ccunpactflight analyzer has been developed to provide
recor.ds.of airspeed, altitude, and acceleration for centinuous
perio& up to 200 hours.
TWOnew types of wing-flow balances have been construchxl
for the.measurement of forces on small models in the tran-
sonic range. 130th balances. employ spring-type pivots
throughout and are designed to record three components of
force. : One balance employs synchronous tranemitt.e~ for
remote recording; whereas the other contains an optical sys-
tem ivhich allows direct recording.
The miniature inductance pressure gage has ken furt,her
developed and tested to the point where it can be used to
m.easum air-flow phenomenn at frequencies from static to
2,000 cycles per second and pressure ranges from 1 ponml
per square inch to. 100 pounds per square inch full scale.
Only ~ inch thick and M inch in diameter, these gages have
been used to mtike time-history measurements of pressnro
behind rotating propellers iy the Langley 16-foot high-speed
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tunnel and to measure high-frequency pressure and stream-
angle fluctuation in several tunnels.
An indicating tachometer with an accurncy of 1 part in
6,600 has been developed for propeller dynamometer ra-
search. A mabgneticdrag disk assembly with a range of 600
revolutions per minute indicates the difference in speed be-
tween the propeller being tested and a highly accurate tuning-
fork-driven reference motor.
The adaptation of a crystal pressure gage ancl high-speed
photographic equipment to the time-history measurement of
a shock wa-retra-reling down a bhist tube has produced quan-
titati-re ckttaon pressure distribution through shock waves.
The hot-wire anemometer has been further cleveloped and
refined so that measurements of turbulence as 10TVas 0.04
percent at frequencies up to 5 kilocycles cambe made quickly
and accurately at airspeeds up to a Mach number of 0.6.
It has been used for sever-almeasurements, such as a survey
of the boundary h-tyer in a jet of the Langley induction
aerodynamics laboratory at Mach numbers up to 0.6 nncl
studies of turbulence behind axial-flow blowers.
A technique for studying the aerodynamics of simple bodies
of revolution in the transonic and hypersonic ranges has been
dewdoped in which the body being tested is fired as a pro-
jectile. The technique has proved to be most usefril. One
application at transonic speeds has been the study of the
interference effects of wind-tunnel walls. This was c~ried
out by firing projectiles through a chamber representing the
test section of the wind tunnel. Precise measurements of
velocity and sinudtaneous photographs of the shock-wave
pnttern permitted a rapid eur-reyof proposecl arrangements
for improving the flow in transonic -wind tunnels. In the
hypersonic range, the technique is proving useful as a means
of rapidly surveying the flo-ivat Mach numbers of 7 and more.
The velocity of the projectile and the conditions in the test
chamber can be determined with a precision that is not yet
attainable in wind tunnels.
An instrument of particuhtr interest to the United States
Air Force Air Weather Service has been developed -which is
intended to eliminate human judggent in reporting the in-
tensity and frequency of ~gpstsencountered in flight. The
instrument, known as a turbulence indicator, operates from
the airplane’s pitot-stntic head to measure small increments
in forward velocity of the airplane resulting from gusts.
The turbulence indicator counts the number of gusts that re-
sult in a speed chana~ greater than 10 feet per second and
records the magnitude of the strongest gust encountered in
any period of time. The instrument hm.been tested in fight
on a B-99 airplane by the Air Weather Service and satisfac-
tory performance -wasobtained.
Instrumentation for the measurementof low absolute pres-
sureshas been supplemented with the development of a minia-
ture Pimni-type ~~ge, an optical indicating manometer, and
small optical recording manometers. The Pirani gnge is the
size of a grain of wheat and is useable over a pr~ure range
of 0.01 to 3 millimeters of mercury a.bsdute and has been con-
structed for use as a laboratog standard in cnlibrnting other
gage9 within this range. The small optical recordem employ
nesting-type aneroids and have been used successfully for
measuring absolute pressures o-rer a range of 0.1 to 20 mil~-,
meters of mercury.
In order to provide a means of investigating heat transfer
in supersonic flow-, a small electrically heated surfuce pro-
vided with heat guard rinagshas been devised. The unit con-
sists of two rhodium first-surface mirrors that ire placed
back to back with fine resistance wire -wound around t~fi
edges to act ns a heat-flow barrier. The rhociium surfums are
so arranged that they serve both for heating and”‘for”tem-
perature measurement and the temperature-sensitive surface
mny be mounted flush with the wall of a tunnel or nozzle in
which heut tmnsfer is to be investigated.
For investigations of atmospheric turbulence, a single-
channel bulloon-borne telemeterhas been de-relopedwhich re-
cords the low values of acceleration encountered by the
balloon as it ascends into the upper atmosphere. At the pres-
ent time, the range of the accelerometers is &+@ centered
about a lg reference. The telemeter allows 2 hours of flight
time and a range of more than 100 miles and. has an ‘ac-
curncy of approximately 5 percent.
Techniques and equipment were developed for making
tibmt ory strain measurements on propellers. Suicessf u]
applications were made on a pusher-propeller investigation
in the Lnr@ey 16-foot high-speed tunnel, and on both the
rotor and stator blades of the compressor of the Langley
4-by 4-foot supersonic tunnel when it was put into operation.
Instrumentation vras providecl for measurement of the
vibration and noise level of existing tunnel structures; the
data obtained are to be used for imprcmed designs for future
wind-tunnel shells.
Wire-strnin-gage -irin@wist and wing-bending recorders
were developal for wing-deflection measurements on super-
sonic aircraft. The initial unit, was used to measure yfi~
twist in a P47.
Dynamic instrumentation was developed and used for re-
cording linear and angular motions m-idlinear and angular
accelerations of seaplane models in tests of rough-water
landings.
Complete instrumentation was provided for. helicopter
investigations in the Langley full-scale tunnel, including a
large number of strain gages mounted in the ~la-deswhich
provided data, through slip rings, on bending aml twisting
stresses. Blade-motion datn were “alsotrmsmitted thro@~
sIip rings, and other data were provided by a three-component
strain-gnge balance.”
SUBCOMJIITTIIE ON HIGH-SPEED
AERODYNAMICS
Wings at Transonic Speeds
Continuing investigations of NACA lo-iv-drag airfoil sec-
tions at high subsonic speeds have considerably narrowed the
range of geometric variables to be considered in the selection
of airfoils for high-speed aircraft. .-- . . .
For reasms other than aerodynamic, the removal of the
cusped trailing edges of NACA low-drag sections has been
considered desirable, nnd investigations have been conducted
-—-
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on cusped and str~ight-si.cledairfuils to determine the effects
of cusp remowd on the high-speed .aerodynarniccharacteris-
tics of the section.
The Langley annular transonic tunnel, which consish of
W]unmdar duct in which a two-dimsrrsionalairfoil maybe ro-
tated at high speeds, was put into operation during the past
year. Pressure-distribution measurements on an NAC!A
6-series airfoil have been mode in this tumlel at tmnsonic
speeds and have been compared with results of wind-tunnel
unclfree-fall experiments.
Experimental check of part of the K&rmtintransonic simi-
larity rule has been made by means of the freely falling body
technique using a series of NACA low-drag airfoils. The-
oretically, the similarity rule has been extended in Technical
~Note152’7to include the effects of variable specific-heat,ratio.
Free-flight investigateions, using the rocket-powered-rnoclel
method, of -wingcharacteristics m influenced by various ge-
ometric varinbles are continuing. Investigations to deter-
mine the eflects of aspect ratio, taper, and sweep on wing
drag previously reported have been extended during the past
year to include the effects of airfoil profile and thickness
ratio. Both round- and sharp-leading-edge airfoils were
iucluded in the progrwn.
Two triangular {ings of differing airfoil section hnve been
extensively investigated over a wide range of subsonic and
supersonic Mach numbers in the Ames 1- by 31/2-foot tran-
sonic tunnel.
A theoretical study has been made.to gain insight i~ltothe
effects of sweepback on boundary layer and separation phe-
IIomella. The idealized case of an infinitely long airfoil
moving obliquely with respect to the air stream was consid-
ered, ancl the results indicated that as in the case of nonvis-
cous flow the axial component of motion of the airf.olexerts
no iu(iuence on the boundary layer and on separation. For
this idealized case, then? the boundary layer and separation
phenomenn are related only to the lift coefficient and
Reynolds number based on the crosswise component of
veIocity, This work was reported in Technical Note 1402.
Supersonic Wing Theory
Considerable effort has been expended over the past few
years to develop and explore theories fur wings at super-
sonic speeds. As a result most interesting lifting-surface
configurations can now be treated at least approximately
by the small-disturbance tlteories. Contributing to this body
of theory during the past year were studies of the drag at
zero lift of tapered and untapered mveptback wings for the
case of Mach lines ahead of the line of maximum thickness,
as reported in Technical hTotes1449 and 1672. Calculations
were ulso made in Technical Note 1543to detmmine the effect
on the zero-lift drag of section-thickness location on
swept-back wings.
A method for determining lift distribution for thin three-
dimensiomd wings of fai.rly general plan form mentioned
in the last aninlal report has been simplified and ex-
tended in Technical hTotes1484 aid 1585. The extended
method for determining the pressure distribution led to”the
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development of a graphical method which has been found
to be..particularly useful for plan forms whose edges are
curveti. This graphical method was reported in Technical
Note 1676.
Another generalized wing theory has been developed in
Technical Notes 1412 and 1515 for calculating the vekily
distribution over lifting surfaces, which removes the limita-
tions of previously developed conical-flow-field analyses. I.tx-
tensicinof this method, as reported in Technical Note 1620,
permits tle calculation of downwash behind wings. Further,
it has been shown in Technical hTote1621 that the general
theory COUICIbe applied directly to the solution of two-
di?ne@oual. unsteady-lift problems, such as the calcuhttion
of the efTectsof gusts on the load distribution.
Co&ideration of the estremely high velocities encounkred
by missiles of the V-2 type in the dense air near the ends o-f
their trajectories led to the development of u method for esti-
mating the pressures on aerodynamic shapes nt high Mach
numbers in dense air. Bodies of revolution at zero angle of
attack and two-dime~~ional profiles may be treated.
Wings at Supersonic Speeds
Inasmuch as the wing theory mentioned in the preceding
paragraphs does not consider the effects of viscosity and is
not valid even in the nonviscous case unless the wings con-
sidered are thin and at small angles of attackj experiment
is nw-~y”to determine viscous and large perturbation ef-
fects. Two comprehensive investigtitions have been cou-
ducted in the Ames 1- by 3-footsupersonic hmnel to deter-
mine experimentally the characteristics of a number of wings
and provide checks against the linear themy. 1]~one invcati-
gatioll”i series of apptiximateIy 30 v&gs were investigatcd
to determine the effects of taper, aspect ratiu! and sweep.
The other investigation involved n detailed study of (he pres-
sure distribution on the surfaces of a highly swept untapcred
wing, One result of both of these investigations was to place
additional emphasis on the importance of Reynolds number
effects at supersonic speeds. —.
Maxin&I Liit at High Speeds
Flight and w-jnd-tunnel investigations at subsonic and
supersonic speeds reportecl during the past year have pro-
vided considerable knowledge of the variation of maximum
lift of: ~’ings with Mach number. Buflet boundaries have
been established and the qualitative and cputntittttivediffer-
ences between buffet boundaries and maximum lift arc now
much more clearIy understood. The investigations reported
durin.&the past year macle use of the Langley 16-foot higll-
speed tunnel, the research airplanes of the Muroc Flight Test
Group, and the Langley 9-inch supersonic tmmel.
Bodies and Wing-Body Interference
Reseiich on the drag of bodies at transonic speeds has
been conducted by means of the f reely failing body method
described in previous annual reports. Results are now avail-
nble for- a series of bodies of varying fineness ratio ancl 10-
cation of nmximinrtdiameter. Other classes o~ bodies have
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been investigated by mems of the rocket-powered-model
method The pressuredistribution over a body of revolution
at tmnsonic speeds, difficult to measure by the free-flight
methods, htisbeen contributed by the NACA wing-flow tech-
nique. From this pressure-distribution investigation insight
vim gained into the mechanism of the drag rise incurred in
going through Mach number 1.0.
Genercdizeclinvestigations of wing-nacelle nnd wing-fuse-
lage interference at high subsonic and transonic speeds have
been conducted. An investigation in the Langley 16-foot
high-speed tunnel, reported in Technicnl Note 1593, de-
termined the optimum location of n reprssentntive nacelle in
an unswept thin wing. At transonic speeds, an investigation
vim undertaken by means of the- freely falling body tech-
niq ue to determine the drag interference between a slender
fuselage and n s-iveptbackwing ns influenced by the bcation
<~fthe wing with respect to the maximum diameter of the
body. The effect of n huge fillet cd the juncture of u swept
wing and slender body at tmnsonic speeds also was studied.
A detililed study of the eflects of external stores, such as
fuel tanks ~nd bombs, on drag and buffeting at high speeds
has been crmriedout in the Langley 7- by 10-foot high-speed
tunnel.
Complete Configurations
A number of complete airplane nnd missile configurations
hnve been investigated at transonic and supersonic speeds,
both in free flight and in wind tunnels. From tests h the
tmnsonic region some general research results have been ob-
tained -which help in pointing the wny to design eonsidern-
tions which should resrdt in desirably smcdl force nnd
moment changes near Mach number 1.0.
Research Tectilques and Equipment
Modifications to the test section of the Ames lt!-foot high-
speed tunnel to permit higher speeds were completed during
the past yenr: Test Mach numbers up to about 0.95 nre now
possible.
Until recently the technique of mnking shock waves vis-
ible at high speeds belonged exclusively to the wind tunnel.
An investigation at the Ames Laboratory during the pnst
year demonstrated the feasibility of flow visualization in
flight, using a shdowgraph technique with the sun w the
light source. By use of the technique developed it is pos-
sible to render -risible wing and pilot-canopy shock -waves.
Following this investigation a fighter nirpkme was fitted
with schlieren appnmt us which -ivnssuccessful in obtaining
a cross-section view of the supercritical chorclwise flow over
the wing.
The problem of model-support inteltierence in supersonic
wind tunnels hnsbeen studied in the Ames 1-by 3-foot super-
sonic tunnel. Insight was gained into the effects of the sup-
port system on the dmg of bodies of revolution in this .in-
wst iaqtion and n sntisfnetory method for correcting test
results for interference dects ms e~olved.
Coordination of Supersonic Aerodynamic Research
Consideration by the military services and civilian re-
senrch agencies of the resermchneeds and current activiti~
in the field of supersonic aerodynamics resultid in a coopern~
tive effort to coorclinnte research being conclucted. in this
field by the various agencies. This @ort is aiding mate- “-
rinlly in avoiding unnsccsa,.ry duplication and ‘in pointi~o
Up neglected problems. It M the current plan to contimiti
this study from time to time m required.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON STABILITY AND CONTROL
The Subcommittee on Stability and Control has contin-
ually studied the rtdvances in its field and the needs $or
further research. TCIanswer the stability and control prob-
lems recommended for stucly by the subcommittee and those
resulting from previous labomtory resenrch, extensi~e inves-
tjgatiolls nave been conducted in the NACA’s ~hld tunnehj
in flight, and analytically. .. -—-
In addition to flight testsof special research aircraft, three
special techniques, de~eloped and reported over tlie “past
several years, have been employed to answer problems that
occur in the important tmnsonic regime, Two of the tech-
niques usecl to obtain aerodynamic clnta in the transonic
rnnge are the -wing-flow method and the wird-t unnel bump.
These techniques make use of the high-velocity region that
exists over a curved surface when the main-stream velocity
is vezy high but less than the speed of sound. Velocities o-rer
the curved surftices reach li~cll numbers of the order of “. -
1.1. In fight the -wing of an airplane provides the high-
speed region required for such tests. The. model to be @- _ _ _
vestigatecl is mounted on the -wing surface, dimensioned and
positioned so thnt it is in the high-velocity region. In hi~%~””
speed mind tunnels, a curved surface is mounted on one side
of the tunnel. This bump produces a field of high velocities
over its surface and investigations similnr to those made
by the wing-flow technique are conducted.
The third technique makes use of rocket models, The con-
figuration under in-mstigntion is propelled in free flight by
means of rockets. Throughout the flight of the model,
aerodynwnic data are telemetered back to the ground and
recorded. Data are obtnined not only through the tran-
sonic ra~~e but also weIl into the supersonic region.
Stability ancl control research nnd some results by the iISC
of these newer specialized techniques as well as by conven- ..._ _
tiond means will be discuesed in the following sectio~~.
Longitudinal Stability
Some triangular wings nppenr to have stnbility nnd con-
trol characteristics that would be suitable for flight nt both
subsonic and supersonic speeds. One triangular phm form
already extensively studied in the high-speed facilities of the
Ames Laboratory has been irwestignted in the 7- by 10-foot
wind tunnel to determine its subsonic stability and control
characteristics. This wing had nn aspect ratio of 2 and a.
thin double-weclge section. The tests were mncle with the
-wingdone, -withcontrols, and -withthe wing in combination
with a fuselage nnd in the presence of n ground bonril. Tests
.-
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on this triangular wing with two fuselage configurations
were also made at supersonic speeds in the Ames 1- by 3-fuot
tunnel.
An exploratory investigation to obtain a survey of the
flying characteristics at low speed of models with low-mpect-
rtitio triangular wings has been ccmducted in the Langley
free-flight tunnel. Four models having triangular-plan-
form wings with 53°, 63”, 76°, and 83° “mveepbackand five
models having these same wings with the tips cut off were
used in this investigation.
A correlation of avtiih~bletwo-dimensional airfoil data to
determine the effects of compressibility orI the location of
the section aerodynamic center at low lift coefficientshas been
rnad~ The results indicate that there are large forward or
rearward movements of the aerodynamic center with Mach
number. Thickness ratio nppems. to be an important con-
trolling parameter.
AH investigation was made in the Lafigley 300-rnpli 7- by
10-foot tunnel of an airplane model having a 42.80-swept-
back wing and having s-iveptback horizontal and vertical
tails to determine the low-speed stability and control charac-
teristics of the arrangemwlt. This investigation determined
the effects on longitudinal stability of wing vertical location,
fuselage size, horizontal-tail location, and st~ll+ontrol vanes
on the wing.
A 42°-sweptback NACA 64,-112 wing equipped with in-
board split flaps and outboard leading-edge flaps was in-
vestigated in the Langley I$foot pressure tunnel, alone and
in combination with a fuselage and horizontal tail. Results
for the wing-alone tests show that at small distances above
the ground the nature and magnitudes of the ground inter-
ference effects were, in general, comparable to those obtained
on unswept wings; the longitudinal stability at the stall -was
not materially affected by the presence of the ground. Re-
sults with the fuselage and tail installed show that the tail
did not appreciably alter the direction of the final break
in the pitching-moment curve of the model in the stalling
range; the effect of the tail on the pitching-moment ch~ac-
teristk.s was not altered appreciably by be reh-dive vring-
fuselage height.
A comparison of downkash angl&”by direct measurement
and by calculation from horizontrd-tail moment data TWLS
made possible by an investigation “in the Langley 19-foot
pressuretunnel with a high-wing, six-engine-pusher, powered
mocleL Th~ results indicated that the average values of
downwash obtained from air-stream surveys in the plane of
the elevator hinge line were approxinlately 1° ti 2° greater
than the effective values obtained from force and moment
data. An empirical formula was developed by which nver-
age ~raluesof downwash angle obtuined from air-stream sur-
veys could be made to agree satisfactorily with effective
values of downwaah.
Dowmvash angles have been measured at probable tail
locations behind a high-aspect-ratio wing with various
amounts of sweep and mounted on. a fuselage. The wing
had nn NACA 65-210 airfoil section; in addition, the straight
wing -wasswept back and swept forward 30° nnd 45°. This
inve@igation was con(lucted in the Luugley 8-foot. h@I-speed
tunneL The testsindicate that tilthough the downwash chrlr-
ticteristicsbehind the swept wings ~re similar .to those of the.
straight -wing, the changes in downwnsh were. delayccl by
sweep. This delay corresponded to the d61ayin critical Wch
number associated with the sweep.
An~llvestigatio]] was macle in the L@ey 30(J-n]ph7- by
10-fod tunnel to cleterminethe low-speed stability and con-
trol chnmcteristics of n complete model equipped with i-t
V-taiL Tail dil~edml anglea of 35°, 4’i0, and 55° were tcskd
and the reauks compared with results of tests of a conven-
tional-ttiil arrangement used with the same wing-f usehigo
combination. The results of this study, present ill Tech-
nical “Note1478, indicated that Lhe47° V-tail was tlm beat,of
those tested and contributed 40 percent more longitudinal
and directional stability and 90 percent more dihedrol effect
than the conventional tail despite the fact thnt h V-tail
had only about-12 percent gr-eaterarea thrmthe conventional
tail.
An investigation was made in the Langley 300-nlph 7- by
10-foot tunne] of a complete model with a sweptbtick V-tail
and a.svveptbackwing to determine its low-speed stability m-d
control characteristics. Comparisons were made with the
results of investigations of the same tail panel with zero
dihedral (horizontal tail) on the same wing-fuselnge combi-
nation. The results indicated that for the same contribution
to.stability, a V-tail configuration similar to the one testwl
will probably require less area thnn a conveutiontil-tail
nssembly.
The large ttlillessairplnne model investigated in the Lang-
ley full-scale tunnel last year and reported in the last aunufi]
report has been converted to a tail-homn airplane model
nnclinvestigated in the Langley full-wale humel in order to
obtain a direct comparison of the performance possibili-
ties of the two types of airplanes ‘I%is comparison is re-
ported in T%chnicalNote 1649.
A wind-tunnel investig~tion has been mnde in the Lu]@cy
7-by 10-foot tunnel to determine the effectsof unsymmct.ricnl
horizontal-ttiil arral?gemente on the power-on shd.ic longi-
tudinal stability of Usingle-engine single-rotation nirphmc
model. The results of this investigntioll have been reported
in Technical Note 1474.
l?light investigations have been made in the Ltingley f rce-
flight t~~el to determine the dynamic lateral shtbilit~ id
contro]lnbility of a model IMvi.ngan unswept wing with Mn
aspect “iwtioof 2 over a range of dihedral angles and vcrt.ical-
tail areas. The resultsof these investigations were compared
w-ith a similar series of testson a conven~iona] model having
n wing with an aspect ratio of 6 and are reported ill Techni-
cal Nds 1658. The flight characteristics of UN low-nspect-
ratio model were not so satisfactory as those of the conwm-
tiorud modeL
An investigation wns made by the NACA wing-ffow
method to determine tile longitudimd stability and control
charnctcristics d transonic speeds o~ a semispnn airplane
nmdel having a 45°-sweptback wing and tail. Measurements
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were macle of lift and m@e of attack for trim for several
stabilizer anclelevtitor settings. Additional tests were made
to investigate the effects of transition wires mounted on the
wing and tail of the model, the effect of increasing the
bounclcmy-lnyerthickness on the test surface, and the effec-
tiveness of m-wingflap hnving a sweepback of 45°.
An investigation -wasmade in the Langley high-speed 7-
by 10-foot tunnel to determine the longitudinal stability cmct
control characteristics of an unswept semispan nirplnne
model and an nirplnne model having a 43°-sweptback wing
and tail at tramscmicspeeds. The trnnsonic-bump technique
was utilized to obtain aerodynamic data up to a Mach num-
ber of 13.
An investigation at the Ames Laboratory of i 45°-smept-
lmcli wing of aspect ratio 4.5 with stall-improvement de-
vices indicated that fences parallel to the wind stream on
the upper surface of the wing would improve the longitudinal
chctracteristics of the wing below the stun, but would not
improve the characteristics cd the stroll. The use of split
flaps gnve only n slight increase in maximum lift and no
improvement in the longitudinal characteristics at the stall,
while chord-extension flaps ~ggwesizable increases of mati-
mum lift coefficient but caused nonlinenr lift and pitching-
moment characteristics.
The problems of obtaining longitudinal stability for air-
planes designed to fly in the trtmsonic range have been re-
viewed. TIM results of investigations on the transonic bump
and by the wing-flow method as well as km-speed invest.iga-
rions were cmalyzcxl. It vms shown that large amounts of
sweepback on both the wing and the horizontal tail can
delay siamificantly the Mach number fit which critical trim
changes occur and can greatly reduce the trim and stability
changu when they are encountered. It w-asalso found that
satisfactory longitudilml stnbility characteristics in the
landing condition for airplanes having s-iveepback of 45°
could be obtained by utilizing various stall-control devices.
Optimum arrangements for such devices, however, must be
determined experimentally.
As part of a general investigation of the effects of Mach
numbers on longitudinal stability and control characteristics,
tests were mnde on two different aircraft to evaluate the use
of a negatively deflected flap designed to reduce or alleviate
the nose-down change in trim e~erienced by high-speed
straight-wing aircraft above the critical speed.
An investigation of the reduction in static longitudinal
stability of airplanes with imcrea.singMach numbers up
to that for lift divergence was completed. It -was shown
that the reductions in static longitudinal stability became
more pronounced and might reach serious proportions when
the wing aspect rntio or tail lengths -were decreased. In
order to minimize the effects of compressibility on static
longitudinal stability, it was found that the rate of change
of clownwash angle with angle of attack must be kept to a
minimum value.
Existing basic dynamic-lo~Uitudinal-stability equations
are for the fixed-control case and for the incomprwsible speed
range. In mstudy at the Ames Laboratory, these equations
mere extendecl to include the effect of changes in the co-
efficients with speed as -well as angle of attack. The effect
of m free elevator control was also investigated. Thirty-
eight trace recorcls, each a solution of the equations of mo-
tion for a particular airplane flight condition, were obtainecl
from n differential analyzer. It is planned to compare these
results with those obtained by simpler methods to ascertain
the importance of including the variation of the coefficients
-with Mach number.
Lateral and Directiontd Stability
The low-speed yaw characteristics of a MO-sweptback cir-
cuhtr-arc vring equipped with extensible round-nose lending-
edge flaps and split flaps were investigated in the Langley
19-foot pressure tunnel. The effective dihedral incrensed to
a maximum at moderate lift coefficients, and then decreased
with further inc~se on lift. With leading-edge flaps, the
effective dihedral continued to increase with lift coefficient
in a manner similar to that for m comparable round-
nose-airfoil configuration. In general, tests -witha fusel~ge _..
showed that the effect of the fuselage on effective fihedral.
was similar to that of an unswept wing when the flaps were
deflected; but, with flaps neutrid, the fuse]nge &ect was re-
versed except in the low-lift range. Air-stream- surveys
showed that a vertical tail would be more effective on a low-
vringairplane of this type than on a corresponding high-wing
airplane.
An investigation vias made in the Langley 300-mph 7- by
10-foot tunnel of an nirplane model having a ~.s”~eptback
wiqj and a sweptback horizontal and vertical tail to deter-
mine the lovr-speed stability nnd control characteristic of
the arrangement. A series of modifications, including 10W-
ering the wing, incorporating n smalIer-fineness-ratio fuse-
lnge, and increasing the vertical-tail size, were ma~e in order
to improve the aerodynamic characteristics of the original
model configuration.
The contribution of a centrnlly located vertical tail to
the directionrd stability of a typical fighter-type airplane
w-as investigated in the Langley propeller-reeearc!~ tunnel. -.
The results obtained point out the inadequacies of current
clesign methods and show that more accurate methods must
treat separately the contributions of the vertical tail itself,
the fuselage area above the stabilizer, and the fuaelnge area
below the stabilizer.
The results of a number of recent lateral-stability investi-
gations conducted by the NACA were summarized. illus-
trations are given of some of the effects on dynamic lateral
stability of a few of the more important aerodynamic and
mnss characteristics such as the effective-dihedrnl parameter,
the directional-stability parameter, the damping-in-,roll para-
meter, mass distribution, “andrelative density. The problems
associated with the “snaking” oscillation encountered re-
centIy by several high-speed airplanes are discussed. Some
of the important factors affecting the vaIues of the sttibility
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derivatives used in dyl~timic-ktertil+t~lbilitycalculations for
airplunes with Icrw-aspect-rrttioswept vrinam-wereindicated
and a method was suggested fur estiniutingthe effects of scale
and roughness on the sttibility derivatives.
The effects of steady rolling on the dynamic longitudinal
and directional stability of an aircraft have been studied
theoretically nnd the results have been published in Techni-
cal Note 1627. Simplifying assumptions have been made
with regard to the longitudinal and lateral motions of the
nirplane in order to obtain a solution which sho-ivsthe prin-
cipal effects of the rolling motion.
.An investigateion has been made in the Langley free-flight
tunnel to cietermine the effects of the sloshing of fuel in
partly filled, unbailled tanks on the dynmnic stability of a
free-flying model. The results show that the sloshing of the
fuel in the tanks caused small-amplitude, high-frequency
lateral oscillations which caused a rough lateral motion when
superimposecl on the normal Dutch roll oscillation.
The causes of. undesirable directional oscillations of nir-
planes, usually called “snaking:’ and vmious rudder modi-
fications clesibqed to alleviate this. condition were investi-
gated. It was found that the rudder-fixed oscillations were
predictable using present theory and that the snaking or low
damping was attributed to the hinge-moment characteristics
of the rudder.
Rotary Stability Derivatives
The rolling- and cur-red-flow facilities of the limgley
stability tunnel are being utilized to inveetigate the rolling,
yawing, ~nd pitching stability deriw$ives of @rigs and .@m-
plete airplane configurations. These investigations show
that, for a model representative of current dwigu practice
for high-speed .~irpkmes,the wing kfl?e most {mport~~~Con-
tributor to all rcdling and yawing derivatives except the
yawing moment and lateral force due to yawing. Further
test results, reported in Technical Note 1669, show that the
effects of sweep on both the yawing and the static stability
derivatives depend very largely on the aspect rntio. The ef-
fects of sweep cm these derivatives generally tend toward
zero as the aspect ratio approaches zero. The effects of vnri-
ation in taper ratio on the static and yawing stability cleriva-
tives were shown in Tech.uical Note 1671 to be of about the
same importance far 45°sweptback wings as for unswept
wings.
An approximate metl~od based on strip_th$ory for pre-
dictilig the stability derivatives of wings of arbitrary plan
form. but with zero dihedral, has been presented in Technic-
al Note”1581. The analysis shows that the process of evalu-
ating the stability derivatives from known load distributions
is more difficult for swept wings than for unswept viings.
The analytical methods of Technical Note 1581were extended
to include the effects .of dihedral on the static and yawing
stability derivatives im TechnicaI Note 1668. The analysis
was supplemented by tests of a 45°-sweptback Tvimgwith
various diheihvd angles. The test results were in fair agree-
ment with the calculations and showed that, of the various
static and yawing stability derivatives, only the rolliug
moment clueto sideslip and the rolling momc~~tdue to yawi ug
-wereappreciably affected by dihedral.
The-low-speed clamping-in-roll and static-sifibility ;.lN~r’ac-
teristics of some low-aspect-ratio triangular wings and un-
swept wings were measured in the Langley free-flight tumwl
and tile results of these investigntiolis were re])ortud in
Ttilcul Note 1468. The sweepbcwkof the triangular wings
varied from 53° to 83° and the aspectratios varied frum 3 to
\& The aspect ratio of the low-aspwt.-rtitio unswepl will~w
vctriedfrom 3 to 1/2. A few win~wof higher aspect ratio were
inclndecl for comparison. The unswept wings s~lowcd no
consistent voriation in clamping in roll Tith lifL coefficient;
whereas the triangular -wingsin general showwl a reductim
in damping in roll with increasing lift cdicient aml in some
casesbecameunst~blebef ore maximum lift was reached. TI10
damping in roll &creased with aspect ratio. E~l)~rim@~tid
values of damping in roll were generally smaller than the
theoretical values.
In Teclmical Note 1566 the damping goetlcienls ill pi~h
and roll have IMW1ca]cul:tted for triangular wings of w]y
aspect ratio at,supersonic speeds, The clamping coctlkients
were found to be a function of the ratio of leuding-edge angle
to~he,~iacll angle; for yings having leading edges nhead uf
the Mach cone. the damping coef%cientswere constant.. The
method utilized a previously developed i.whnique in which
the airfoil was represented by a cloubletdistribution or what
may be considered a bound vortex distribution. The rela-
tion between the two was derived in the analysis as a contri-
bution to the general lifting-surface theory.
The analysis. of the stubility derivatives of ]ow-aspcct-
ratio Iriang-ular -wings at subsonic and supersonic speeds
given in TeclmicaI Note 1423 was extmded to appIy to tri-
angular wings having large vortex nnglss and ~ravcling at
supersonic speeds. All the known stability deriva(ives of
the triangular wing at supersonic speeds are summarized for
convenience and presented with respect. to b.Qth budy axes
tin-dstabiIity axes. The remdts of this investigation, whit’h
are presented in Technical Note 1572, are 1imited to Mac’h
numbers for which the triangular wing is contained wit-bin
the nf~ch cone from its vortex.
A preliminary experimental investigfition of the cflect uf
mjet exhausting from the rear of a fuselage on the dymunic
damping characteristics of the fuselage has been made. A
body having a Enenessratio of 6 was tested in conjunction
with three sizes of vertical tails. The exp~l’illlentid resn]ts
showe~no- consistent effects of jet operatiou on the dnmping
of the fu.seIageor fuselage-tail combiuations fur the range of
variables investigated.
Controls
An investigation was mac~ein the Langley 7- by 10-fuc)t,
wind tum~elsto determine the aerodynamic sec.timlcharac-
teristics of an NACA 0009 “airfoiI with plain flups having
chords of 95 and 50 percent of the.airfoil chord. The flaIJs
were tested independently ancl in combination. The results
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of the investigation, which are reported in Technical hTote
1517, indicated thnt.the linger flap woldd provicle greater lift
increments but -would lose lift eilkctiveness at higher de-
flections and at a lower angle of uttack than vroLLIclthe smaller
flap.
A series of five flat-plate models of aspect ratio 2.0 with
25-percent-chord flaps have been inveatigated at Mach num-
bers from 0.5 to 1.1 to gain inforrnntion on the effect of sweep-
b~ck on flap effectiveness. An unswept model had the high-
est flap effectiveness at subsonic speeds.
An anal@s has been macle of the low-speed lift, rolling,
and pitching effectiveness of flap-type control surfaces on
swept wings M determined from numerous wind-tunnel in-
vesti=~tions, and methock for calculctting these character-
istics have been developed. Two methods are presented in
Technical Note 1674 -which may be used satisfactorily to
calculate the effectivenessof flap-type controls on swept wings
having from 0° to 60° svreepof the wing leading edge, aw.ect
ratios from 2.5 to 6.0, and tnper ratios from 0.4 to 1.0.
An extensive collection of the lift and hinge-moment char-
acteristks of control surftices up to a Mach number of 0.9
was assembled from available high-speed -wind-tunnel data.
The importante of using flat-sided control surfaces and max-
imum-thickness locations forward of the 40-percent chord
line are stressed.
An analytical and experimental investigation of the effect
of plan-form chrmges on the hinge-moment characteristics
of control surfnces has been under -wayfor some time. The
experimental portion of the program consists of a study
of the clmracterietics of a series of tail surfaces having aspect
ratios of 2 to 6 with various amounts of sweepback. The
test resulte have been reported and will be useful in estab-
lishing satisfactory methods for the prediction of control-
surface characteristics for swept plan forms.
The lifting-surface theory has been used to study low-
speed hinge-moment parameters and the results of this study
-werecompared with experiment and reported in Technical
Note 1506. This report shows that for 35°-sweptbnck wins%
viscous effects appear to be m great that the theory is in poor
agreement with experimental measurements.
An investigation has been conducted in the Langley 300-
mph 7- by 10-foot tunnel of a 51.3°-sweptL)ncksemispan wimg
with a raked tip and a sealed ph-tinaileron of various spans.
Each aileron span was irrrestigatedwith several trailing-edge
angks. The roiling-rnoment, ynvring-moment, hinge-nlo-
ment, and aileron-seal-pressure characteristics -were deter-
mined for’ each of the con.figurations. The results of this
investigation indicated that variation of the aileron geo-
metric characteristics on the sviept wing produced effects
similar in trend to, but differi~~ in magnitude from, the
corresponding effects produced on unswept wings.
A straight-sicled plain aileron was investigated on a wing
with 80° and 45° svieepback and svieepforward in the Langley
S-foot high-speed tunnel. The wing -whenunswept had an
aspect ratio of 9.0. The results of the investigation show
that the severity of the large changes in rolIi.ngmoment. and
aileron hinge-moment coeilicients observed for an unswept
wi~o as a result of compression shock vras reduced, ahd the
speeds at which such chnnges occurred were delayed to higher
Mach numbe~~by 30° of sweepback ad s-ireepform.rcL The
confia~rcdions with 45° of svreepbackand svieepforvmrd hail
rolIing-moment anclhinge-moment characteristics which, for”
the speeds covered, mere not materially affected by a chnnge
in Mach number.
An in~estigution was conducted in the Langley two-dimen-
sional low-turbulence pressure tunnel to detemine the effeck”
of CLforward movement of the transition point on the sec-
tion clmracteristiw of a I%percent-thick Iow-clmg airfoil
section with n 24-percent-chord sealed plain aileron. The
results, as presented in Technical Note 15S2, showed thrtt
fixed transition at either 0.30 chord or fit the uirfoil leading
e~~e res~~ltedin decrea~ aileron effectiveness nncl CLdecrease
in the negative rate of ch:mge of aileron section hinge-
moment. coefficient”with section nngle of attnck”and” w“it_f-
aileron deflection. Shifting the position of” tinntition f rofi -
npproximately 0.50 to 0.30 chord generally caused larger
changes in the aileron characteristics than those cnused by
shifti~m transition from 0.30 chord to the nirfoil leading
edge. Leading-edge roughness decreased the maximum sec-
tion lift coefficient.by about 0.3; whereas roughness at 0%1
chord generrdly caused no significant change in the maximum
section lift coeilicient.
At the Ames Laboratory, tests -wereconducted on a vving
having s-weep angles of 0° and 45° and equipped with an
aileron. For the wing unswept, there was a loss in aileron
effectiveness as the 31ach number was incrensed. For tl~e
swept wing>the aileron did not lose effectivencsawith increas-
ing Mach number.
As a pnrt of an investigation in the Lnngley high-speed
7- by 10-foot tunnel of lateml centrols suitable for use with
full-span flaps, nileron ancl high-lift characteristics of a 20-
percent-chord stmight-sided aileron ancl a 95-percent-chord”
full-span flnp were obtnined. These data are p~ented in
Technical Ii’ote 1473. The straight wing, tested as.a aemi-
span model, had an NACA 65+1O section, nn aspect mtio
of 5.76, and a taper mtio of 0.57. The tests viere-mnde tit
31nch numbers up to 0.71. The lift, drng, and pitching
moment were determined with the flap retracted nnd de-
flected and the aileron rolling, yawing, and hinge moments
were measured.
An analysis of the principal results of recent control-sur-
face research pertinent to transonic flight hns been made.
Avnilable experimental dntn on control surfaces of both un-
swept nnd sweptback configurations at transonic speeds were
used to indicate the control-surface characteristics in the
transonic speed range. A cksign procedure for centrols on
s-weptbackwings based on low-speed experimental datn was
developed. The resdts of the cmnlysis indicate- that no se-
rious problems resulting from compressibility effects would
be encountered provicled the speeds were kept below the
critical speed of the wing nncl the trctiling-edge m~gle -was
kept small. Above the critical speed of the wing the be--
-.r -
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havior of the controls depended to a large extent ou the wing
sweep an#e.
The Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research Divisiori” his
made extensive use of freely flying rocket models to provide
data on the trrmsonic and supersonic characteristics of con-
trols. 13xperimentaland theoretical studies of various con-
troLsfor use on triangular wings are reportecl in Technical
Notes 1600, 1601, and 1660. ~Technical Note 1600 indicates
that trian=f@w tip controls on triangular wings ara very
effective and that there are no adverse changes in eflectivene.ss
in the transonic range. The experimental and tlleoretical
results for the trirmamlmtip controls show excelk.nt agree-
ment at all Mach numbers for which the theory is applicable.
Less agreement is shown for constant-chord trailing-edge
controls on triangular wings. ho~e~er, probably because of
body interference and boundary-layer effects which nre un-
doubtedly much larger for these contrcds than for the trian-
~mlar tip controls. The experimental variation of control
effectiveness with Mnch number and wing apex angle shows
excelkmt agreement with theory and provides a meati of
accurately estimating the characteristics of configurations
other than those investigated.
Previous rocket-model studies of the effects of wing sweep,
taper: thickness,and aspect ratio on aileron effectivenesshave
baen continued and extended to higher speeds and include
the effects of airfoil section profile and the characteristics of
spoilers.
An exploratory investigation has been performed in the
Langley 800-mph 7- by 10-foot tunnel to determine the opti-
mum location for a spoiler ‘M.eral-control device on a 42°-
sweptback wing having an aspect rrdio of 4fOl and a taper
ratio of 0.625. Spoilers having a projection of 10 percent
of the local wing clmrd were investigated at various span-wise
and chordwiae locations and skew angles. The variation of
rolling effectiveness -with spoiler projection y-as determined
for one of the more satisfactory spoiler arrangements. As
reported in Technical Note 1646,”a spoiler” consisting of a
group of segments located near the Wing trailing. edge,
slightly inboard from the wing tip, and skewed with refer-
ence to the wing so as to be perpendicular to the free-stream
air flow gnve the most satisfactory roiling-effectiveness char-
acteristics,
An investigation was performed in the Langley high-speed
7- by 10-foot tunnel to determine the lateral-control char-
acteristicsof plug and retractable ailerons on n thin low-drag
sernispan wing equipped with a 25-percent-chord full-span,
slotted flap. Various “modifications of the basic plu~ an”d
retractable ailerons were investigated through a Mach nunl-
ber range from 0.13 to .0.71. A comptirison of the plug-
aileron and the retractable-aileron data obtained in this in-
vestigation with plain-aileron data previously obtained on
the same wing indicated more desirable characteristics for
the spoiler-type ailerons. A report ‘on this investigation is
available as Technical Note 1663.
An analysis, based on wind-tunneI data, hns been made
to determine the relative..merits of spring-tab-mileron and
of.spoiler-pilot-aileron lateral-control systems,. Spring-ttib-
aileron control arrangements both with tmdwithout tininter-
connection between the ailerons were considered. Tho analy-
sis repurted in Technical Note 1441indicatml that for a given
controLforce the spring-tub aileron will provide slightly
greater rolling etl’activeness at high speeds, -whereas tJlc
spoiler-pilot-aileron system is superior nt low speeds. Il%en
the nilerons of “tispring-tab-aileron control systcm exhibit
upfloating tendencies, the arrangement in which the aihwons
are kterconnected is preferable.
An analysis of methods used in the determination of (ho
lift chimcteristics of wings at supersonic spemls has led to
the indication t.lmtthese methods are applicable Qlsato the
deterfinat ion of the characteristics of centrol surfuccs.
Technical Note 1554 presents the results of calculations of
control characteristics on svvept wings at supersonic speeds
by the method of superposition of conicnl-ffow solutions.
With this method it was possiblc to obtuin solutions for
control. surfaces with hinge lines and trailing edges operal-
ing in the subsonic regime. The theory vms npplied to the
estimation of hinge-moment and effectiveness churachistics
of elevators and ailerons.
ReiZiirch has contintied on the factors that afftititthe hhge
mome@s of control surfaces and on improved methods of
designing control surfaces to obtain satisfactmy character-
istics. A considerable amount of data on the characteristics
of tabs having various aeroclynnrnicbalances hns been pllb-
lished in Technical Note 1403. Analysis of the rmlts imli-
cated that certain types of balance could be used to advantage
on the spring tabs of large airplanes,
A tkoretical study has been made of the effectiveness 01
tabs for” balancing control-surf ace hinge lyoments at super-
sonic @eeds. This investigatiol~showed tl~atin general for
thin air40ils conventional geared tabs do not provide, al
supersonic speeds, the advantages they offer at sub.wnic
speeds.
An investigation was mnde to determine the ellectiveness
of constant-chord trailing-edge elcvato~~. It was found fhat,
for the configurations invatigat ed, Ackere~’s theory could
be used to give a fair prediction of the lift and pitching
moment resulting from a control cleflect.ion.
A limited stability and control study was made and rc-
portecl of a triangular-wing airplane. The major pUrpOSC
of the investigation was to define the saf~ operati~lgranges-
that is, angles of attack and sideslip-during the critical
take-off and lnncling periods.
Exl)erimental investigation of autom~tic shibilimticm
systems has been delayed by the development of ncw im-
proved research vehicles for conducting supersonic flighL
studies. Analytical studies, however, ham continued. Onc
of these investigations provides an analysis .of the displace-
ment-response, fficker-type automo.tic pilot. This analysis
clearly delinerdes the capabilities and ]imitations of the dis-
placernent~flicker”systemand provides desigi~charts by which
the applicability of such an automatic pilot to any specific
problem may be rapidly determined.
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FIying. QuaIities
In addition to the flying-qualities studies to be discussed
in this section, the h7ACA laboratories hctve conducted ex-
tensive flyingqualit~ in-restigations of many current mili-
tary-aircraft types. These particular studies are reported in
n followkg section on specific aircraft.
To aid in the emluation of light ctircraft, flight measure-
ments of the flying quctlitiesof five pe~rml-type airplanes
were irmessigated and the results presented in Technical
Xote 15T3. The investigation included studies of stability,
controllability! and stcdl~v characteristics. Stability about
the three cum -was generally scitigftictory for all five air-
phmee, although the degree of sttibility varied considerably
between airplanes. Adverse yaw was considered objection-
nble on the airplanes which had 10-wdirectional stability.
The dihedral effect vm.spositire and genertdly within desir-
able limits for all the airplanes tested. The bank accompanyi-
ng sidedip -wasfavorably large even at low speeds for all air-
planes. The pitching moment due to sideslip was generally
desirably small at smaIl angles of sideslip, although at large
angles of sidedip an appreciable nosing-dotim tendency was
measured on several of the airplanes. The control surface-s
of all the airplanes -weresatiefactorily effective in produc-
ing chang= in attitude cmd angular velocity about their re-
spective axes. Stalling characteristics were considered good
for all five airplanes although the ensu@ instability vras
considered objectionable. Ailerons -wereineffective in main-
taining lateral control in a power-an stall in any of the
airplanes. Stalls from turning flight were possible with
power on at all speecls in three of the airplanes tested but
viere generally impossible nbore a certain airspeed with
power off bemuse of insticient eIevator control. Snmll
fixed wing-tip eIots on one of the airplanes -were found to
have no measurable effect on its fly~~ qualities or stalling
characteristics.
To determine the necessity of chnnges or ndditions to ex-
isting handlingqualit.ies requirements to cover the case of
instrument approaches -withlarge airplanes, a flight inwsti-
gtition was conducted on a four-engine transport airphme.
It was found that no changes in the requirements -were
necessary.
The satisfactory tlyingquality requirements for airplnnes
m specilled by the N7ACAhn-reserved as a basis for similar
requirements of the Navy nnd Air Forces. A better under-
stctnding of these requirements and of the factors involved
in obttiining satisfactory flying qualities has been made pos-
sible by the publication of Technical Note 1670, Appreciation
nnd Prediction of Flying Qualities. The matericd in this
report is based on lecture notes for a training course for re-
search workers engaged in airplane stnbility and control in-
vestigateions.
spinning
A study of the design and mass characteristics of severnl
airphmes wns made to determine the bnsic factors which in-
fluence the spin in such a manner as to mnke the spinning
motion a series of violent rolli~~ and yawing oscilluticms.
Technical Note 1510 presents a chart showing an empirical
relcttionship betvreen n sicle-nren moment factor nncl mass
distribution. This relationship separates a region for. -wlti.ch
steady spinning motions were obtained from a region for
-which -riolent osci~atory motions were obtainecl.
The effects of lancling flaps nnd kmcling gear on the spin
and recovery characteristics of airplanes hare been deter-
mined from nn analysis of the results o-f spinning investiga-
tions of 58 models and are presented in Technicnl Note 1643.
The results indicate that genernlly nn ndverse effect on re-
co-rery chnrncteristica -wasobtained when the flaps were in
cm extended position during the spin. Extension of the
hmcling gear usunlly had a negligible effect ou the spin-
recovery characteristics.
An investigation hns beeu conducted in the lkngley 20-
fuot free-spinning tunnel on n research model, repreeenta-
ti~e of a trainer or a four-place cabin nirplane, -with\“aried
moments of inertin. The results of this investigation -are
reported in Tecbniccd Note 1575. The in-restigtition w:~s
made for eight different wing arra~~ements nnd four dif-
ferent tail arrangements, including twin tnils. The results
indicated thnt uniformly decreasing the moments of inertia
led to steeper spins, higher angulnr and vertical velo~ities,
and faster recoveries. Adding weight nt the center of grnv-
ity up to 50 percent of the bnsic -weight did not seriously
nlter the recovery characteristics but led to higher rates of
descent and rotation. The twin-tuil configuration was a very
favorable arrangement as regards spin recovery.
In addition to the general spfi investi=@ions, spinstucliea
of 10 speci!lc military-airphme confiagm-ations were made.
h~otonly mere normal recovery eharacteristics investigated,
but also the effects on spin characteristics of loncling, flaps,
air brakes, protuberances, and wing-tip tmiks were cleter-
mined for the various designs. In some cases, the inverted-
spin characteristi- were studied.
In connection with spinning studies, stable spin-recovery
parachutes hnve been imestigat ed nt the Langley Laboratory
in both the spin tunnel and free-flight tunnel. The resuks
indicate that the stable parachute, unlike the unstable para-
chute, can be safely to-wedby the nircraf t. Thus it is possi-
ble to check out the operation of the parnchute and @ectse
mechanism in norm-d flight before making spin tests. The
stability of the parachutes was found to be primarily a func-
tion of the porosity of the fabric. —
Procedure for pilot escape from spinning airplanes @ __
been determined by means of investigations in which pilot
escape was simulated from 21 airplane models spinning in the
Langley 20-f oot free-spinning tunnel. The resuhs in general
shovved that the pilot ahonld bail out on the outboard sid&
For the types of airphuws imw.stigated,the centrifugal force
acting on a pilot cluriqg a spin would probably not prevent
him from leaving the cockpit.
An investigation of the stnbility of models of the jettison-
able nose sections of several research airplanes has been con-
ducted in the Langley 20-foot f me-spinning tunnel_ .Ench
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moclelnose section tumbled about an approxim~tely horizon-
tal ctxis. The installation of suitable tins together with suf-
ficient forward location of the center of gravity prevented
the tumbling and caused the models to descend in a stable
nose-down attitude. .
Specific Designs
In addition to investigations at the request of the Services
of JJmnymilittiry airphmes ctnclmissiles, the NACA labora-
tories have made general instigations with these aircraft
and with the special research airplcmes~ These specific in-
vestigntions have yielded useftd design and performance in-
format ion which in many instances has resulted in clesign
changes. Iil addition to this direct use of the iltfornmtion
obtained, these inveetigntions.have provided valunble genern]
aerodynamic information.
A complete investigation of the flying quctlitiesof a pro-
peller-driven fighter-type airplane was .maile to determine
the lateral, dirw,tional, mudlongitudinal stctbility tind con-
trol characteristics and stalling chamcteristics. The lateral-
and directional-stability studies were made with two vertical-
tail assemblies.
An evaluation of the handling qualities of It.jet-powered
fighter airplane was completed. This study includecl de-
termination of the lateral cmd directional stability and con-
trol chuwcteristics of the airplane, as well as the stalling
characteristics.
It has been indic~ted thnt the use.of. ~~eepback will mn-
terinlly alleviate trim and stability difficulties cts well M
clelay the force break in the transonic speed rnnge, although
sweepbrtck is known to add to low-speed. fl@t difficukies.
In order to study the eflects of moderate sweepback on the
low-speed flying qualities of ml airplane, a flight investi-
gation has been made with an airplane havinga wing swept-
buck 35°. Measurements were made of. the htteml, direc-
tional? and longitudimd stability and cmtrol cltaract.eristics
and the stailing charncteristics without slots on the wing and
nlso with slots nlong 40 and 80 percent. of the span of the
sweptbnck wing pnnele. A. 1/4,5-scale,.model of this air-
phmc was tested in the Langley 300-mph ~- by 10-foot tunnel,”
and therefore a comparison of the flight and lower-scule
wind-tnnnel measurements COUldbe made. Results of the
investigations to determine the lateral and directional st~~-.
bility and control characteristics with. the 40-percent-spnn
slots on the wing hnve beep reported in Technical Note 1511.
The results of investigations to determine the longitudinal
stability stalling, and lift characteristics of the airplnne
without slots and with slots along 40 percent “of the span
are reported in Technical ATote1679.
‘~t~o D-558-I trai~onic research airphmes were turned
over to the hTACA by the Bureau of Aeronautics, Depaii-
ment of the Nnvy, for transonic-filight investigations. One
nirplane wns instrumented for. stOi.lity and control studies
and the other for prmsure-distribution measurements.
During the past year progress has been” made in tran-
sonic-flight research with the X–1 airp]ane nt the Muroc Air
Force Base by joint effort of the NACA and the United
States Aiflorce, which cuhninated in the .attaimnent Of
supersonic_@ght. With this airplnne, valuable st.abili~yand “” ‘
control @ta, as well as other aerodynamic informcttio~ilare “”
being obt&ed. Research is being conductwl with t};o X-1
airplnnes, One airplane is being used in a cooperative pro-
gram bet-ivem~the United .States Air Force and ?!J_AC&,in .
vrlich y~ogram the ffying i? done by Air Force pilots and
the data are obtained from NAC-A- instrumentation and
nnalyzed Lj NACA personnel. The other airplane”“isbeing
.operntedby-the NACA. In geneml, the flight inwx.tigntions
indicated that-the handling qualities of both ai~plnnes were
satisfactori””in the flight rantie from minimrim spc.ed to. a
“Mach numbr of about 0.8, and that the airplane should ho
satisfactory for use as a research vehicle. The stulling cl~ar-
acteristics .vrere considered satisfactury with stcI11warning
in the form of hufletiilg. “The flight investigcttions have
been contingecl over a wider speecl range.
In addition “to”tlie afor.enieutionecl stuclies, the N.\W
laborakoriis have nlade ext?nsiye. subsonic, trunsoilic, mid
“supeisoni;”&dies of a”number of specific airplnne aml nlis-
aile configulwtiona. The purpose of these investigations
i’aiied f roti studies of the static and dynamic sttibility and
control chctracteristicsof the busic aircraft to cflecti of higl~-
lift aud sti~-control devices, dive controls, power, buflctillg,
wing-tip tanks, ancl mnny other items.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNAL FLOW
Experience gained in design studies and in nctwd oper~-
tion ‘of new aircraft has further emphtiaized the need for
detailed research on air inlets, exits, and m-sociatwl duct
problems though the subsonic ctnd into the supersonic
regime. : _
The results of reviews of these internal-flow problems by
“’ilie Silbcommittee on Internal Flow ctndtl~elalxnwiories of
the NAC~ have governed the course of extensive laborutory
investigations in this field. These investigations, reported
here with some of their resdts, have contributed direc-t.lyto
the improvement of the performance of aircrafl designed
for subsonic.and supersonic flight.
Nose” Ideta ““ -
The nose inlet still remrtinsan importnnt inlet type for
reciprocating, turbojet, and turboprop installations nnd for
certaili ram-jet applications.- “”
To dete~:minethe characteristics of nose inlets suitxble for
high subsonic speeds, a preliminary investigation was con- _
ducted in the Lungley propeller-research tunnel, This ill-
vesti&tio~i covered cowling-spinner combinations btised on
the NACA l-series nose inlets resrdting in a systematic ftim-
ily of approximately ellipsoidal spinners. I1;formation was
obtt~inedcm the effects of spinner ]ocntion, s~inner shape,
inner-cowiing lip shape, and operation of n propeller. From
this inforlgation, charts have been prepared from which spill-
ner proportions and”rates of internal flow for inlets with
good pressure-recovery characteristics can be selected for
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high critic:d speeds. In the course of this investigation, data
werealso obtctinedon the effects of spinners and propellel% on
cowling characteristics which f ncilitate selection of NAC.!A
l-series cowlings for use with spinners of other shapes.
In connection with the spinner-cowling investiantion, com-
pressible-flow equations relating inlet-velocity ratio to the
surfuce pressures on the cowling and spinner have been de-
rimd.
Supersonic nosa inlets have received continued attention.
One study indicated that high inl~t efficiency could be ob-
tained :~ta Mach nmnber of 1.85 with a nose inlet httring a
cwttml body thmtcontinuously decelemted the enter@ air
stream. Studies on this particular type of inlet have con-
tinued in an attempt to improve the clrag clmmcteristics of
the inlet without impairing the recovery characteristics.
Because the combustion process in a mm jet may affect the
efficiency of the inlets ancl hence the net thrust obtainable,
an investigation of the importcmce of this interaction was
unclertAen.
Wing Inlels
Although the simple nose inlet presents the most straight-
forward inlet design problem other types of inlets have to
be resorted to as design compromises. One compromise,
wing-lectcling-sdge inlets, is of pctrticulm interest for many
airplane and missile clesigns.
At the Ames Laboratory, stuclies of au empirical design
metho:l for wing-leaclirtg-edge inlets on stmight wings hu-re
continuecl. It has been found possible to predict the effect
of lift and inlet-vehcit y ratio on the pressure distribution
of the cluctedsection aft of the inlet.
To provide clesign information for leading-eclge inlets
011swept \vingsa proagramhas been initiated at the ‘i- by 10-
fcwt wind tunnel of the ~mes hbomtory on a 450-s-wept-
lxwk wing. The inlets in this investigution -were derived
by a modified version of the method developed for straight
wingg.
Side Inlets
The side inlet for both subsonic ancl supersonic fright hcts
receirecl considerctble attention. This type of inlet has the
aclwmtage of allowing the inlet to be placed near the engine,
and thus avoiding long lengths of clucting ctnd msocided
duct losses.
Some recent resultsobtained with N~C~ submerged inlets
show tle effects of changes in the geometrical design param-
eters on pressure recovery, pressure distribution, and drag.
An investigation has been macle of submerged inlets at
large scale bused on design principles developed at small
scale. It was found that, if the design principles deter-
mined at small scale were carefully observed, inlet efficiencies
eqltrdto ~r better than those measured at small scale could
be realized.
Tests were conducted with n 0.3-scale model of a general-
ized fighter airplane up to high subsonic speeclsover cmangle-
of-ntttick mnge to determine the characteristics of the inlets
in a pmct ical application. The inlets were placed on wtch
side of the f uselage above the wing at various distances behind
the wing leacling edge and the air flow into the inlets was
varied.
The effect of tractor-propeller opemt ion on ram preesure-
recovery chnracteristice of submerged inIets has been in- –
-resti=@ecl. It was fwmcl that for good recovery cureful
attention must be given to the design of the blade shrinks.
As might be expected, it was found that the mm recovery
increased with increasing thrusi coefficient.
The major problem to overcome in desisting suitable su-
~ereonic side inlets is to mininlize the interaction I.ietiveeu
the boundary layer and the rate of compression of the flow
inside the cliffuser. To study the merits of schemesto accom-
plish the desired flow characteristics se-rem] invedigtitions
were undertaken.
NaceUes
Preliminttry results of iuwstigations of nacelles On a
sweptback wing at the Ames Laborcttory have been olxained.
This illvesti~ltion included :t study of the efFectof uacelle
position with respect to the wing and the ehcts of ~lirflow
through some of the nacelles.
Two pusher nacelles were investia~tecl in the Laugley two-
dimensional low-turbulence tunnels. Large reductions in
clrag were obtuiuecl by modifications to the nacelle inlet and
the internal-flow system. The nacelle as fhdy developed
had relatively lo-ivexternal drag.
Ground-stand investigations of a mdial nir-cooled en-
gine installation were conducted at the Langley Laboratory
to determine means fur improving its pressure-recovery dis-
tribution in the ground-cooling conctition. The pressure-
recovery distribution obtctined with the originally installed
underslung “C” cowling was not improved appreciably by
the use of any of three alternate sets of propeller cuffs or by ‘-
the use of inlet vanes. A small improvemertt in the over-cdl
cooling characteristics at high poviers and engine speeds vitis
obtained by the installation of a symmetrical cowling.
General Studies
A study of the importance of pressure recovery to the
performance of the jet ~~ircraftwas completed and has been
published as Technical Note 1695. It was found that the
pressure-recovery efficiency of an airplane air-induction
system is best representedby mm-reco~ery ratio. The analy-
sis indiccttes the necessity of high mm-recovery ratios for
attaining optimum performance. It is also shown that the
importance of high pressure recovery till increase as air-
planes are developed which have higher drag-divergence
Mach numbers and which utilize more powerful jet engines. ““
A study has been macle nt the Lewis Labomtory of &r
ejector-+ fmquently used in turbojet -e~~ine exhaust-nozzle
cordiggrations to pump cooling air through the engine cooli~~ ‘- -
system at stntic and low-speed flight conditions. This study
consistecl of a systematic experimental imrestigat.ionof the
performance of air ejectors hcming pumping capacities re- ‘“
quired for current aircraft desiw~.
--
--
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON PROPELLERS FOR ““
AIRCRAFI’
During the past year, research.tiorts to increase the efi-
ciency of propellers at very high forward speeds have been
intensified. The results obtained from the various investiga-
tions are of special importance in the successful application
of propeller-turbine power plants.
Propeller Theory
A theoretical investigation has been made which resulted
in a method for obtaining, by means of Theodorsen’s propel-
ler theory, the radial load distribution on a propeller blade
which will give maximum propeller efficiency for any desi=gn
condition.
PropeIler Experiments
A program was begun at the Langley Laboratory to deter-
mine propeller-blade section characteristics by measming the
pressure distribution over the propeller blacle under actual
operating conditions.
In order to determine the effects on propeller efficiency of
the use, in the design stages, of airfoil data obtained yncler
different test conditions, ccdculations of propeller efficiencies
have been made utilizing data for ““severalNACA 16-series.
propeller airfoils obtained in different tunnels.
In an effort to improve the operating performance of shank
portions of propeller blades, investigations have been made
to determine the effects of propeller-shank thickness ratio
on over-ail propeller efficiency. Ccuupgrisogs were.m@e .of.
wind-tunnel results for similar sets of blades diffe~tig in
shmk configuration. The conclusicmsreflect the importance
of designing propellers for minimum energy losses and of
using efficient nirfoil sections along the entire length of the
blade. In addition to hse wind-tunnel tests, flight investi-
gations were made of a propeller with shanks represent~tive
of those used for application on slender-nose airplanes.
These shanks are characterized by rapid transition from thm
airfoil sections to round roots immediately outside of the
spinner. As reported in Technical Note 1414; thrust losses
due to shank drag were high, corresponding to nn efficiency
10SSof about 9 percent nt a forward Mach number of 0.7
and power coefficient of O.1~ per blade. Loss in thrust
due to shanks was a function primarily of airplane Mach
number and was relatively independent of power hading.
When part of the shank sections of this propeller were
covered, by increasing the.diameter of the spinner by a factor
of 19percent, shank loses were reduced by 60 percent of their
value with the smaller spinner.
The effects of thickness distribution along the Made have
been investigated by comparing the performcmce of a number
of propellers having blade-s@ ion maximum thickness ratios.
from 6 to 12 percent of the chord.
In order to evaluate the combined effects of blade-section
cuber and compressibility on propeller performance, com-
ptirisons have been made of. a number of related propellers
overfiange” of blzde angle nnd uirspuxl. l’hc results in.
clicate that increasing the design camber ores what arc CO1!.
sidered conventiomd values shows promise for certuin alJ-
placations.
An investigation was conducted in the Liangley propellrr-
research.tunnel to determine the efficiency at low tip speeds
of two 10-foot -dimneter six-blade clual-rotating pmpcllcrs
differing only in pitch distribution (’klmical Notu 1634).
Pqopeller forces were determi~led by both dynamometer
measurements and wake surveys, alId nn ~nalyticul metlI”od
using two-dimensional datu wms used to calculate lhc ef-
ficiency, blade loading, thrust, and torqm chwwteristics .o1
both propellers over n wide range of operating conditions.
The calculated results were found to be in good agreemenl
~ith the experimental results.
Tlwtiect of thrust-tixisinclinntioll is becoming import~n(
in the structural design of propellers because of the variatim}
in blade loading throughout each revolution. An ann]y~is
based on simple geometry and calculations based on the
analysis are presented in Technicnl ~Note 1721. CalculntimE
~~ow.~cellent a~eement, with. z l~fited nulukr of. iiigli{
investigations in which the maximum tind minimum thrusl
loadings on the right :md left sides of the propeller disk were
measured in relation to the thrust.-uxisan@e of attack. .
.Invastigations reporte~ in Technical Note 1654 were con-
ducted to determine the way in which the noise patterm
f ronl multiple propellers cotiine. Souml measuren;ents fui
the zero-airspeed condition in the tip bfach number range
from 0.37 to 0.89 me presented for three diffcmnt dual
rottiting propellers operating side by side in the swue lJ1:lI1(.
of rotation; the results obttiineclcIrecomp~red witl~g t.heo.
retical ‘~alysis of the problem and excellent agreement i:
found~_. _
Sound from a fuur-blacle clual-rotating propeller wns fouml
to fluctutiteapproximately between that of a t.wo-blailesingle.
rotating propeller and a four-blmle single-rotating propellu
-when the propellers are absorbil]g the sume power fit thr
same tip speecLs, The amount of ftuct.uutiwlwus found ~U
depend on the angle of overlap with respect t,uthe okervcr.
By correct phasing of the components of ~ $lunl-rotatil~gprr)-
peller in flight, the sound reaching the ground in a givm
direction can be reclucedby a smnll amoul~t..
Ili c~-nnectio]~”with the ~ommittee’s ]nwgrarn to reduce
noise emanating from aircrnft, a study vrrtsmade of tlw
factom affecting the cledgn of quiet propellers. Tile paper
which describes the results of this study constitutcs a review
of ticoustic, neroclynamic, and structured considerations. 1[
is concluded that to obttiil~a quiet propeller the rottttionnl
speed must be reducecl to about one-half the conventional
speed. Such speed reduction requires a propeller of about
four times the conventional mea. It is ~hown from th&-
retica] considerations! that, for a given prope]]er- dknelerl
if the number of blades is incrcmed, no penalty in aero-
dynamic efficiency will result. It ie also shown, when flutter
speed is useclas a criterion, thtit by using a lighter material
-..
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for blade construction the quiet propeller need not be heatier
than the conventional propeI1er.
As an aid in the design of propeller shanks and cuff% the
{1OWspeeds and directions in tha vertical phne of symmetry
of six 3’ACA l-series cowling-spinner combinations and one
NACA l-series nose inlet -weremeasured in the Langley pro-
peller-reswmch tunnel.
SUBCOMMITHIE ON HELICOPTERS
The incrcnsing use of helicopters, both by the military
services and by commercial operators, has accented the
mwessityfor developing means of improving the flying and
handling qualities of this type of aircraft. During the past
year, the Committee has intensified its research on the basic
problems involved in obtaining satisfactory stability and
wmtrol characteristics for helicopters.
FIight Investigations
Ffight-performance measurementswere made on a twisted,
plywood-covered helicopter rotor in vttrious tl.ight condi-
tions, in order to obtain reliable data -with which to check
the rotor theory thzt had ttlrendy been published by the
NACA. h analysis of the test results, published in Techni-
CIL}Note 1595,showed that rotor theory can be used to predict
adequately the performance of helicopters in ~arious steady-
flight conditions. By comparing the test results with per-
formance measurementson a fabric-covered rotor, the tmaly-
sis of Technical Note 1595 also showed the importance of
smooth, rigid-blade surfuces for obtaining maximrun per-
formance.
The eihcts of rotor-blade twist on helicopter performance
in the high-speed and rertical-autorot ati~-e-clescentcondit-
ions -wereinvesti=nted in flight wit the results reported in
Tschnical Sote 1666. It was found that the use of negative
hlnde twist appears to be an effective means for increasi~-
the maximum speecl of the helicopter m limited by blade
stun and for reducing the performance losses due to stall at
mgiven thrust coefficient and tip-speecl ratio. The investiga-
tions also showed that negative Made twist hncl little eftect
on the power-oil performance of the rotor in the vertical-
descent and forward-flight conditions.
AualyticaI Studi*
As a first step in establishing a setof flying- and handling-
qualitiee requirements for helicopters similar to those pre-
viously established for the airplane, a discussion of same
fundttmentd concepts of helicopter stability and control was
prepared. This paper also includes n discussion of several
lines of development which appear to warmnt considemtion.
In view of the current interest.in larg~ slow-moving load-
cnrrying helicopters, methods for the improvement of rotor
lmvcring pcrf ormance are necessary. One mean9 f or accom-
111ishing this improvement, which involves designing the ro-
tor Llacleswith proper amounts of twist and plan-form taper,
was investigated theoretically in Technical Note 1542. The
results of the analysis indicated that substantial improve-
ments in hoveti~w payload could be achieved by small
amounts of ~inea.rtwist and taper.
The high tip speeds of helicopter rotors appear to offer
a useftd application of jet power, particularly for the large
load-lifting type of helicopter. TO evaluate the merits of
the various types of jet power plants available, a theoretical
study was made of the hovering performance of a helicopter
powered respectively by a ram jet, pulse jet, and Nernst tur-
bine in which the air is compressed by the centrifugal pump; “”
ing action in the hollow rotor blade and mixed with fu~
at the blade-tip burners.
Bibliographies and %&nary Reports
Direct contact with designers and research -workersin the
rotating-wing field has indicated the need for bringing to
their attention all of the available technical literature. Ac-
cordingly, as an aid in obtaining such material and in order
to acquaint the rotating-w@u industry and the various Gov-
ernment agencies charged -with the design, evahmtion, and
procurement of helicopters with the work done by the NACA .
in the field of rotating-wing aircmft, a bibliogmphy of
NACA papers issued in tlrat field was released. . . .. .“.
AIso, in order to f ucilitate the application of miscelraneoue “
airfoil data to the problems of the helicopter designer, a dis-
cussion of a number of the problems most frequently arieirig ‘“
was published. A reference list of published reports on air-
foil section characteristics (or their application) which ex-
perience had ahown to be useful in connection tith th%. _
helicopter problems w-asincluded in the paper.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SEAPLANES
Length-Beam Ratio
Seaplane research has been focused sharply on the pos-
aible methoclsof developing operational seaplan~ -whichwill “–
have minimum air drag consistent -with acceptable hydro-
dynamic chrmacteristics. Increasing the length-beam ratio
of the hull of a flying boat by maintaining Conatimtthe
product of length squared and beam has been a promising di- -
rection of development and extensive investigations have been
conducted on hulls of high length-beam ratio.
‘iVind-tumel tw.ts of model hulls mounted on a.wing h~d .___
shown that the air drag -wasreduced -when&e length-beam
mtio was increased from 6 to 15. In order to dete;.mine the _. ,
extent of wing interference, tests were made of the hulls
without the wings. The redts (Technicnl Note 1686) con-
ilrmed the previous conclusion that increasing the length-
beam ratio reduced the air drag.
_ . ....
To investigate the eilect on structural weight of use of~a ._. -
high-length-beam-ratio hu~, a mathematical analysis was
carried out; it vrasconcluded that a weight saving would w . .—.-
sult with no reduction in strength. -.
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Because of ..the mlvantagw of reduced air drag and re-
duced structural weight, the series oflength-be~rn-ratio hulls
were investigated in the towing tnnk to determine their
hydrodynmnic characteristics. The spiny in the vicinity Of
the propellers and flaps was slightly better.on high-length-
rntio hulls, bnt the spray around the horizontal tnil was
slightly worse. It was conclude.d.that the over-all spray
was of nbout the same severity. Hydrodynamic stability
and resistance mensured on complete dynctmic models
(Technical Note 1570) were practically unchcmged by in-
censing the length-beam ratio.
Unconventional Seaplanes
An airplane is designed primarily tu ffy and clevices used
fcm taking off and landing are secondnry to the primary
design purpose. In some nirplane designs, the lancling gears
are so greatly subordinated to the fight n~iesionsthat anY
workable arrangement is permissible. With the philosophy
of this desibg practice in mind, research hns.been directed
toward providing n means of seapl~ne take-off nncl landing
which will not pennlize the flight chamcteristic$.” “-.
Step Depth
The step on a seaphme must baiieep enough to prevent
skipping on landing cmdyet not so deep as to cause unneces-
sary air chg. An empiricnl formula has been devised
(Technical Note 1571) from n series of model.t.ests.for com-
puting the depth of step necessary from the length of the
afterbody ancl the nft~rbody keel angle. A comparison of
this formula with the results of other model investigations
nnd flight tests shows it to pre!ict accurately the depth of
step required.
Small Twin-Float Seaplanes
Because of tl~. large number of low-powered twin-float
seaphmes encountering take-off cliticultiw, an nnalysis of
the take-cff resistancewas.made (Technical Note 1524). The
resistance at.the.lligh Froucle numbers encountered nenr the
ttike-off speed was found to be criticnl for take-off. Based
on previous experience, methods of .mducing this resistance
were sugg-ted.
SPECIAL SUBCOMIWIT’EE ON ‘THE UFPER
ATMOSPHERE ‘“” “-” -‘-
Standard.Atmosphere Tables
The Special Subcommittee on the.Upper Atmosphere has
reviewed the tentative standard upper atmosphere that wns
establishedfrom indirect measurementsand releasedas Tech-
nical Note 1200, in the light of high-altitude temperature
and pressure measurementsbecoming available from eound-
ingsby~–~andOtherhigh-altitude rockets. Although di-
rect measurementshave now been made, they are still few in
number and are open to some question owing to uncertainties
t.hntexist in the methods of measurement. For these”reasons,
it hns appeared inadvisable to attempt tu~yrevision of tho
tentntive stnl]dard at this time. l’he suhcmmnittee is-con-
_—
tinui~~gits efforts to provide nn accurate extension to extrenlc
altitudes of the NACA stnndard atmosphere.
Surface-Tenlpernture Rise in the Free-illolecule Regime
At the extreme nltituclee encountered clurillg flight of
sounding rockets and missiks, the atmosphere can no longer
be considered as a continuum, nncl nccom~tmust be taken of
the individual motions of the molecules composing the atnms-
phere. Using the methods of kinetic theory, calculations
ljg17ebeen ma~l.eby the Ames Laboratory of the tcmpernture
of uncooled flat plates trnveling at high sped in the upper
ntmosphere. This work is reported in Technicnl Note 1682.
The calculation may be extended to bodies of arbitrary slmpo
by considering tllern to be comprised of a number of flat,
plntes.. The nmount,of cooling required to mnintnin eewuml
specified body tempemtures is included in the cnlculnlicms.
---- PROPULSION RESEARCH—
~Jl}e~ropulsion requirements of high-speed nircraft mid
guided missiles have led to the consideration of many pos-
sible forms of powe”rplnnts in nddition to the reciprocating-
engine nncl propeller combination, Among these arc lh
turbojeti, the turbopropeller, the comlmuml el~gine, the r:lm
jet, and the rocket. Resetirch problems have multi])lieci ar-
cQrdingly. These new forms of power phmts for acmnauli-
cnl applications are capable of umrkeclimprovcment through
continued research. NACA .effurts in this field hnvc IJWI1
assiste-dhi the Connnittee. onPower PlurItsfor Airrrafl and
its seven subcommittees. Most of the resenrch.cliscusscd ill
this section .lMSbeen conducted at tlw Lewis Flight Pro[iul-
sion Ltiboratory, formerly ccIled the F] ight Propulsion RII-
search Laboratory. Research has also been con(luctd lJy
the Nntional Burenu of Sti~nd~rdsnn(l educi~tiol]alinstihl-
tions, [iilder contract to the NACA, and the results of these
researches are iwcluded.
As a means of bringing the findings of NACA re.seurcll~~}.
the nircr:ift inclustry with a minimum of delny, conferences
on spe~lficphases of the research have bww hckl at the Lewis
F] ight Propulsion Laboratory cluring d~e past yeuu. At
these conferences significnllt NACA research results were
presemtedon fuels and eng@e stress nnalyses. Theec Con-
ferences were attended by representatives of Guvernmcl~t
ngenciesnnclGovernment ccmlractors working in the J)i~J’-
ticdar field.
During the year the former Subcommittee on AircralL
Fuels nnclLubricants recommended that the subjwt uf lubri-
cants be assigned to another group. It was accordingly
assigned to the then %bcommittee on Lubricntiol~,Friction,—
and Wear. As a result, the nnmes of bcJtl~subcommittees
were changed, becoming the Subcommittee on Ai rcrnft,Fuc1s
and the Subcommittee cm Lubrication cud Wear. respec--.
tively.
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COMMI’ITEE ON POWER PLANTS FOR
AIRCRAFT
Altitude Performance of Gas-Turbine Engines
During the past year the fuII-scale gas-turbine power-plant
altitude facilities of the Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
were increased by the addition of two altitude test chambers.
These facilities hare proved very useful in providing research
information -which previously could be obtained only in the
altitude wind tunnel or in flight.
Investigations have been conductcxl in the Lewis altitude
wind tunnel to determine the operational and performance
characteristics of several turbojet engines. ‘lb efEectsof
variations in altitude, ram-pressure ratio, and tail-pip+
nozzle area on the engine performance and operational char-
acteristics and on the engine-component performance were
evaluated.
TIMstudy of methods of generalizing the data so that per-
formance of a turbojet engine could be extrapolated from one
operating condition to another was continued. In general,
the engine-performance data for one turbojet engine general-
ized satisfactorily over the range of altitudes investigated;
whereas, the performance of a second engine could be eeti-
mated only to an accuracy of about 9 percent over a range of
altitudes. The generalization of data for a third engine did
not afford satisfactory performance estimation twause of
variations in compresor and turbine efficiencieswith altitude.
Thrust Augmentation of Turbojet Engines
The performance and operating characteristics of 10 dif-
ferent types of tail-pipe burner were investigated on a blower
test rig. The results of this investigation served as a basis
for the selection of burner d~gn. In addition to establish-
ing a simple low-pressure-drop system of fuel injection and
flame holders, methods of controlling the temperature dis-
tribution in the burner were investigated. The use of &f-
ferent fuels was aIso studied. A method of obtaining satie-
frwtory ignition was developed.
b investigation was conducted in the altitude wind tun-
nel of the thrust augmentation of a turbojet engine haVing
an axial-flow compmesor. These investigations evaluated the
thrust increasw obtainable with tail-pipe burning in a tail-
pipe burner which did not increase the over-all dimensions of
the engine and in an over-size tail-pipe burner with simul-
taneous water injection into the engine inlet and the
combustion chambers.
Flight investigations vvere made with water-alcohol mix-
tures injected into the compressor inlets to determine the
‘mixture ratio and the injection rate for optimum thrust
augmentation for a range of flight speeds and altitudes.
Ram Jets
Flight investigations have been made using several dif-
ferent ram jets, Starting characteristics, ope@ing limits,
and combustion efficiency were determined for a 20-inch-
diameter ram jet over a range of fight conditions. At high
altitud~, it was found that the adverse effects on combus-
tion efficiency of low pressures and temperatures were
greater for low fuel-air ratios than for approximately stoichi-
ornetric mixtures. A flight investigation has been made of -
a rectangular ram jet incorporating a V-shaped gutter-type
flame holder. The combustion efficiency decreased markedly
with increasing altitude, but rough engine operation -was
encountered ordy when tbe fuel-air ratio approached either
the lean or rich operating hmiti at altitudes above 20,000
feet. Free-flight investigations at supersonic speeds of a
series of 16-inch-diameter ram jets were made by releasing
the unit from an airplane at high altitude and utilizing the
engine thrust and force of gravity for acceleration.
.Investigations of ram jets in the altitude vvind tunnel
have been directed to-ward the determination of confi=qra-
tions for optimum engine performance. The effect of fiame-
l~oldergeometry on combustion-chamber performance in the
Z&in&-diametm ram jet has been evaluated.
~ study of ram-jet performance characteristics-indicated
that optimum performance o~er a wide range of operating
conditions required a variable exhaust-nozzle-outlet area. ~
20-inch ram jet with an adjustable exhaust-nozzle pl~~ to
vary the outlet area was investigated in the altitude wind
tunnel. In general, the performance of the engine was im-
proved by the use of a nozzIe plug.
An analytical method that gives two independent meh-~’-
of evacuating the total-temperature ratio across a ram jet
without direct measurement of the outlet temperature was
deveIoped. Tests of a ,2&inch ram jet over a wide range of .. .
operating conditions verified the results of the analysis. h-
asmuch as the thrust of a ram jet depends on the total-
temperature ratio across the engine, this ana’lysisprovides tie
basis for two general types of fuel-metering control. .—
Stress and Vibration Research
Among the power-plant components that -wereinvestigated
were the disks and the blades of conventional and supersonic
compressors and of the conventional gas turbine.
h investigation (Technical Note 1667) was conducted to
-.—
determine the influence of strength and ductility on room-
tamperature burst characteristics of solid disks, disks with
large central hohx, and dish with small central holes. Duc-
tiIity varied from 8.4 to 52,8 percent conventional elongation. .-
For all designs, disk strength increased with increasing ten-
sile strength and the ratio of disk strength to tensile strength
was found to be relatively independent of ductility.
b experimental investigation was made of the_djgtribu-
tion of residual stressw in an over-speeded thin flat disk”w~ti—
a central hole by the nondestructive method of AX-ray dif-
fraction. Stresses were measured on the surface along the
disk radius in the radial and in the tangential directions
after some plastic-deformation under rotating strwses. The
apparent operating stresses in a %S ahuninum disk as de- “” —
termined by the measurement of the r~duaI stressesin those
directions showed the occurrence of high local stress gradi-
ents and variations, particularly near the center hole.
SeveraI analytical methods exist for the determination of
frequencies in the various modes of vibration of turbine
blades, but most of these methods are lengthy. A short
method of calculating the frequenciw of axial-flow-comprss-
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sor blades in the first three bending and torsional modes was
tested by comparison with experimental measurements on
actual blades and was found to predict frequencies correctly
within 10 percent. Because the variation in geometry of
axial-flow-compressor blades is limited, mode constants de-
termined experimentally from one set of blades maybe used
to predict the frequencies of other sets of blades if the varia-
tion in geometry is within the Iiqitations set forth in the
analysis.
A theoretical investigation was made of the effect of cen-
trif ugal force on. the flutter of blades. It was found that
centrifugal force can decrease the critical flutter speed as
much as 60 percent,
The effect of aerodynamic hysteresis on the critical flutter
speed at stall was investigated. A mathematical analysis was
made to determine whether.the aerodynamic-hysteresis the-
ory can be correlated with the available experimental data.
Good agreement was obtained.
Experiment-d vibration measurements were made on su-
personic axial-flow-compressor blades as mounted in a wind
tunnel and when functioning as a true compressor powered
by an electricdrive motor. The effects af flow swlocity, cen-
trifugal tension, tip speed, angle of attack, and shrouds were
investigated. A series of tests was .WISOundertaken in the
wind tunnel to evaluate various blade thicknesses and their
effect on natural frequencies and vibration amplitudes.
Vibratory stresseswwe measured by wire resistance strain
~g~ in the blading of a. lktagq .axia]-flow. compressor
under normal operating conditions. The eff@s of sped
and order of vibration on both fwquency and stress ampli-
tude were determined. It was found that the lower the order
or higher the speed, the higher was the stresslevel; however,
no destructive vibrations were detected. The change in
damping coetlicientswith the application of the instrumenta-
tion and the amplitude necessary tu cause failure ware ex-
perimentally determined.
Thrust Control of Turbojet Engines
An analysis was made, using engine-component operating
data, which indicated that the thrust of a turbojet engine
can be fully controlled by an inlet throttle or a variable ex-
haust nozzle or both -withthe engine operating at a constant
speed. This result is particularly significant-because it pre-
sents a means of varying propulsive thrust far more rapidly
than can be obtained with current variable-engine-speed sys-
tems, Rapid thrust control is a very important requirement
for high-speed maneuverability as well as for safety.
Control of RaIU Jets
A1though the ram jet is unique in both dwign and flight
application, its practicability as a pcnver plant for either
guided missiles or piloted supersonic aircraft will depend
to a great extent upon the development of satisfactory .control
systemsthat will permit the engine pot?ntialiti~to be fully
exploited. An analysis was made to determine the funda-
mental control requirements and parameters for th ram jet
Temperature Sensing and ControI
Both” the gas-ttirbine- and the ram-jet-type enginea are “:
temperature limited; that is, they are operated at tempera
tures only slightly below the maximum temperature that
can be withstood by the engine materirds. lt. is therefore
neceesrwythat controls be provided to maintain the cmgino
temperatures at the high levels required for peak engine
eiliciency and at the same time to prevent tho tempcrnturcs
from exceeding safe limits even for brief periods.
Becatiie conventional temperature-sensing and control sys- ‘-
‘ternsw~e considered inadequate to meet sat.isftictorilyeither
current or future gas-turbine-engine control requirement+ an
investigation was instituted to study various new tempera-
ture-sensing and control systems. ~ new pressure-sensitive,
temper~ture-control system was evolved, which offers much
promise in providing accurate high-response-rate tempma-
ture signals up to temperature levels of approximately
8,000° F, +
Operation During Starting —
The starting of gas-turbine engines hus been investigated ~
to determine basic causesof overheating, which leads to fail-
ure of various engine parts during this important phase of
operation. Results of the investigation indicate that ex-
cessive fuel-flow rates at the low rotative speeds incident with
starting ivefe &using extremely high temperatures,resulting
in failure of certain engine parts. It was found tha~ hot
starts cQ_&lbe eliminated by improving fuel atomization at
low .ffow rates. TJseof lower fuel-flow rates with imprwed
atomizat~n resulted in controlled temperatures during the
starting cycle. Improved atomized fuel sprays also permit-
ted ignition of-the engine burners at lower rotative speed,
with a resultant reduction in required starter input energy
of approximate~y 50 percent.
Fuel D&ilmtion
A new type fuel system for gas-turbine engines, comprised
of variable-area atomizing nozzles and a distribution control,
has been investigated to determine characteristic perfcmn-
ance of .hoth the engine and the fuel system. The variable-
area fuel nozzIes were found to produce finely atomized
sprays over a much wider range of fuel-flow rates than con-
ventional fixed-area fuel nozzks. Peak fuel pressures were
also reduced to approximi-dely one-haIf- the wdue of those
now in current use, The fuel-distribution control was found ,
capable of m.gdating fuel-flow rates to e~ch nozzle within ~
*2 percent of the average value. A fuse valve in the dis-
tribution control functioned perfectly to eliminate fuel flow
to any nozzle line that had ruptured,. This feature would
permit an engine to continue in operation at near maximum
output after several fuel lines had been severed through
breakage or battle damage. A break in any fueI-nozzle line
of current fuel systems will cause immediate engine fnilurc
and introduce a serious fire hazard.
. Reciprocating-Engine Cooling—Air Cooled
in order to provide a rational ba& for the development of An investigation of tlmtypes and the locations of pressure
ram-jet controI systems. tubes and thermocouples satisfactorily used by the NACA in
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multicylincler-engine cooling investigations was made. The
advantages m-d the disadvantages of- the various types of
pressure tube and thermocouple were evalunted with regard
to reliability, durability, and ease of installation. The re-
sults are reported in Technical A’ote 1509.
Piston CooIing
An investigation was made of the cdicients of heat trrms-
fer at the surfaces of pistons and of the effects of piston
dimensions on piston temperature distribution. Conflicting
ideas in the literature on the use of thick or thin pieton
crowns to avoid overheating of the piston result from lack
of infornmtion on coefficients of heat trrmsfer at piston
surfaces.
Temperature distributions within a piston were determined
by hardnees surveys of the pis~on, which was composed of
an age-hardened aluminum alloy. From these data surface
coefficients of heat transfer were determined. These coeffi-
cients of heat.transfer were then used in a theoretical analysis
of the effects of crown thickness, ring-beIt thiclmese, and
undergrown cooling on temperatures throughout the pistom
The analysis reconciled the previously conflicting opinio;s.
With low rates of undercrovvncooling encountered by early
investigations, thickening the crown decreases crown tem-
perature with little increase in ring-belt temperature With
high rates of undergrown cooling achieved by oil sprays, thin
crowns reduce both crown and ring-belt temperature. In
the latter case, very little heat is dissipated through the pis-
ton rings or lands.
Effect of Valve OverIap on Engine Performance
An investigation was conducted to determine the effect on
the performance of a two-valve air-cooled aircraft cylinder
of increasing the val-re overlap from the conventional value
of 40° to 130°. With the 130° valve overlap, nearly com-
plete clearance-vohune scavenging was obtained with a con-
sequent increase in povier output of approximately 20 per-
cent over that obtained with no scavenging (Technical Note
1475). Despite the increasd” power output -with the 130°
valve overlap, the cooling tied of the scavenging air was
sufficient to prevent any increase in the exhaust-valve-seat
temperature.
Heat Transfer From Wlgh-Temperature Surfaces to Fluids
at Wlgh Heat-Flux Densities
An investigation has been instituted to obtain surface-to-
fluid heat transfer and associated pressure-drop information
at high surface temperatures and heat-flux densities in which
case the temperature gradients of the fluids at the surface are
severe, making the extrapolation of existing data to these
conditions doubtful. As part of the general pro=gram,an
investigation was made with air flowing through an electri-
cally heated Inconel tube at average surface temperatures up
to 1,700° R. The results indicated that cormdation of the
heat-transfer data by conwntional methods, wherein the
physical properties of the air were evaluated at the average
bulk temperature, reeilted in a reduction of Nueselt number
of about 25 percent for an increase in average surface tem-
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perature from 680° to 1,700° F. at constant Reynolds number.
A good correlation of the data for the entire temperature
range was obtained, however, -whenthe physical properties of
the air were evalunted at the average surface temperature
and the Reynolds number was modified by substituting the
product of air density evaluated at the average surface tern-
perature and velocity evaluated at the average bulk tempera-
ture for the conventional mass flow per unit cross-sectional. ._.
area.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT I?U@$ : :“.
Effect of Turbojet-Fuel Characteristics on Combustion in
an Engine
Investigations over n range of altitu& have shown that ‘
the bofig range of the fuel and the predominant types of
hydrocarbon present in the fuel have an important beqJ=
ing upon the performance of the turbojet en@nes in which
the fuels are used. These fuel variables influence the start-
ing characteristics of the engine at altitude conditions, the
combustion efficiency, the ditude operational limits, and
the quantity of cm+-wnthat will depcsit in the engine. The
influence of fuels on these parameters has been investigated
in both tubular and annular combustors from turbojet en-
gines. The investigations have shown that at simulated
high-altitude conditions one type of hydrocrmbon fuel wiI.I
give ~ combustion efficiency markedly greater than another
type of hydrocarbon fuel. It has also been shown that the
altitude operational limits that can be attained with a com-
bustor are influenced by the fuel. Differences of several
thousand feet in simulated-altitude operational limits have
been obtained with two different fuels in the same combustor.
& part of these investigations studies have been conti&ed
to determine whether fuels available in sufficient quantity
in time of national emergency -will operate satisfactorily in
aircraft gas turbines. On the advice of the XACA Subcom-
mittee on Aircraft Fuels the military services tentatively
indicated a fuel for atiation gas turbines which would permit
maximum utilization of available crude oil for conversion to
aircraft gas-turbine fuel in time of natiomd emergency.
The performance of such a type of fuel has been investigated
in several current types of turbojet power plants under
altitude conditions.
Method of Fuel Injection
The manner in which the fuel is introduced into the com-
bustion chamber has a great influence on the efficiency of the
combustion process. The research reported in Technical Note
1618 indicated the extent to which at low fuel flow the com-
bustion efficiency of a tubular combustor was improved by
changhg the fuel spray in such a manner that the fuel was
more eiliciently distributed in the primary combustion zone.
-.
Molecular Structure and Chemical Composition
Turbojet engines and ram jets require a rapid energy
release in a short combustion chamber. Therefore, it is de-
sirable to utiIize fuek with a rapid rate of flame propaga-
tion. A study of the changes ti ~tes of flwe prop~gati?n
attained when the mokwdar structure of hydrocarbon fuels
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is varied is reported in Technical Note 16.09. In quiiscent
fuel-air mixtures, fuels with a triple carbon-to-carbon bond
gave considerably faster rates of. flame propagation than
fuels with single carbon-to-carbon bonds.
The hydrocarbon types present in &ctualturbojet fuels are
extremely numerous and complex. Suitable methods have
not yet been developed for the characterization of the.com-
ponents of such fuek+ and re.smrchis being continued on new
methods for their them.kxd and physical analysis. A spec-
troscopic method for the analysis of naphthalene components
in mixed fuels is reported in Technical Note..16O8...A rapid
method for the determination of aromatic hydrocarbons in
complex mixtures is described in Technical. Note 1641..
High-Performance Reciprocating-Engine Fuels
Research was conducted.on the knock-Iimited performance
ofifuel components nec~sary to produce fuels above a per-
formance number of 115/.l45. The manner in vvbich both
paraffinic and aromatic blending agents perform in a full-
scale single-cylinder engig~ is gq?~rted. in. Technical No@
1374and 1416. It was shown that the knock-limited perform-
ance of- paraffinic Mends could be predicted from the per-
formance of the pure components. However, aromatic
hydrocarbons did not follow the Mending” relation derived
for pmaffins. Small-scale single-cylinder-engine evacuation
of high-performance paraffinsand olefins is reported in Tech-
nical Note 1616.
The knock rating of high-performance aviation fuels by
comparison with leaded blends of heptme and isooclxne has
been considered as needing improvement. A number of rat-
ing systemshave been suggested but some have not been com-
pletely evaluated. The results of an investigation to deter-
mine a suitable fuel-rating system are reported in Technical
Note 1619. lt “wasconcluded that a heptane-triptane system
is a satisfactory fuel-rating system but we standard rating
engine must be.changed before ex@emely high performance
fuels can be satisfactorily rated,
The interest in reciprocating engines compounded witi. a
turbine has created ccmaiderable.interest in the. influence of
high exhaust manifold presmmeson the knock-limited per-
f orrmmce of fuels. .Aminvestigation of .~l~isproblem was
conducted on a full-scale single-cylinder engine as reported
in Technical hTote1617. At most operating .conditioqs the
knock-limited performance of the fuels iirmstigated de-
creased regularly with increasing exhaust manifold pressure.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON .COMPRESSORS
Research results obtained on turbine cooling and high-
tempsrature materials fm gas-turbine enginegshoT ~t ,syb-
atantial increases in turbine-inlet gas temperatures are
feasible. The turbine. expansion ratio for gas-turbine en-
gines must increase with increasing turbirm-inlet tempera-
tures if full advantage is to be taken of the large gains in
performance obtainable with increased turbine-inlet temper-
titure. Becauiiepre&iilre”onthe downstream side of the tur-
bine is for the most part fixed by the pressure of--the
atmosphere surrounding the engine, the compressor must
supply a higher pr~sure ratio to correspond with the larger
expansion ratios required by higher turbine temperatures.
Good progress has been made during the past few years in
increasing the pressure ratio per stage of both axial- and
centrifugal-type compressors. The supersonic compressor
.embcdies .a completely new concept in the field of efficient
mechanical compression, and experimw-@ models have been
oper~ted successfully with encouraging r“~lt& The w@ve-
ment.Qfhigh-perf ormance compressor types is being pursued
by theoretical and experimenttil investigations.
Axial-Discharge Mixed-FIow Compressor “-.—
An axial-discharge mixed-flow compressor. was investi-
gated in order to study the possibilities of combining tho com-
pactness, reliability, and wide opernting range of” a centrif -
ugal compressor with the. high flow capacity per unit of .
front.d area that-characterizes the tmial-fIow compressor.
The flow capacity per unit f rental area for this axinl-dis-
.char~e irnyelkr WM.found to be much ~e~ter than that for
cu~eqt types of mixed-flow compresso~s for which da(n
vrere~va~ab]e but !VW.somew~~t le~ than that for the b@ ._
“axial-flow compressors. This axial-diechargo mixed-flow
compressor exhibited a wide operating range over the egtiro
speed range and the performance was in C1OSO~grc&cnt “-
with that predicted by the theoretical design.
Centrifugal-Compressor Performance
Sqeral investigations were conducted to determine ~]~e
perfoiinance of large centrifugal-type compressors that are
components of turbojet engines, and to increase the fun”da-
tient~l knowledge of flow through this typo of compressa-.
A ce@ifugal compressor with a single-entry impeller and a
vrmed collectol was investig~ted over a wide range ofmper-
ating conditiom” and the effectivenessof the component pd.s
“of tha compressor was evaluated, An analysis of static-
pressure.variation along the direction of flow in the com-
press~r showed that the maximum-flow limitation of Lhe
‘c-ompl%ssorww caused by flow separation in the eutrance
regiog_of the.varied-collector passage. On the basis of” iliis
analysis, an alteration of the varied collector wm.smade to
provide a large entrance flow area, which resulted in a. 25
perctit increase in Wight flow and improved over-all ef-
ficiency at the operating speed of the comprcsor. Pressure
lokses”fiereahio shown to origind.e in the inlet region of Lhe
impeller at high flow rgtes.
--- A method of compressor-performance augmentaLiog by
means of water injection into the impeller was investigalcd
on two. large double-entry centrifugal comprmors. Wam
injection resulted in an iocreas~ in toh.d:pressure rise“md an
increase in weight flow. Although the.compressors wcro
physically similar, the surge characteristics were different.ly
affected by water injection, and it is therefore necessary to
consider the eilect on surge characteristics when matching
the turbine and the compressor using water injection in a
turbojet engine.
.
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Diffusers and CoIIectors for Centrifugal Compressors
Exwn.imtion of a large amount of data on compressor
performance with both variedand vaneless diffusers using the
same impeller suggested the possibility of combting desir-
able characteristics of the two types of diffuser, thus in-
creasing the adaptability and performance of centrifugal
compressors. The vanelesa diffuser has the advnntage of a
wide operating range, but has a considerably larger diameter
than a varied diffuser for equivalent energy conversion.
Further study of the data on vaneless diffusers with a
conventional collector ring indicated that the decrease in
compressor dliciency with reduction in vanelesdiffuser
diameter was approximately proportiomd to the 10S en-
countered at the juncture of the vaneless diffuser and the col-
lector ring. The inlet losses of the collector ring could be
attributed to the increase in kinetic energy at the collector
inlet associated with a decrease in wmeless-difuser diameter.
It appeared that the substitution of a,diffusing scroLlcollec-
tor for the collector ring might reduce the inlet kinetic-energy
losses to a point where a small-diameter wmelesa diffuser
could be dliciently employed.
A family of diffusing scroll collectors was therefore de-
signed for a mixed-flow impeller and a smd]-diameter vane-
lws diffuser. It was found that for the range of e.croll-eol-
lector geometry and surface conditions investigated there was
a negligible difference in compressor performance. A repre-
sentative VaneI*-diffuser and scroll-collector combination
was therefore used in a comparison of over-all compressor
performance with the same impeller and various difhwer-col-
lector combinations The results showed that the perform-
ance of a 20-inch vanelws diffuser and scroll collector is
approximately the same as that of a 34-inch vsmelessdiffuser
and coIlector ring. Also, the 20-inch vanelem diffuser and
scroll coI1ectorhad a higher efficiency and pressure coefficient
than fi 17-inch varied diffuser and collector ri~~ (Technical
NOte1568).
The effect on diffuser performance of the passage curva-
ture of two mmelessdiffusers designed -witha 6° equivnlent-
cone divergence along a logarithmic-spiral path -wasinvesti-
gated in combination with two mixed-flow impellers. It -was
found that the large difference in presage curvature of the
two vaneleas diffusers made no appreci~ble difference in dif-
fuser performance at. the peak compressor efficiency (Tech-
nical Note 1490).
Collectors for Axial-Flow Compressors
An investigation was conducted to determine the effect of
size and number of outiet pipes on tie performance of collec-
tors used experimentally for the investigation of axial-flow
compressors. The size and the number of outlet pipes had
no appreciable effect on the static-pressure distribution at
the collector inlet. It was found that in a collector with a
sudden expansion at the idet, which resulted in large pres-
sure losses, the ratio of cross-sectional outlet-pipe area to
collector-inlet area had to be greater than 2.0 to prevent
choking of the flow b the outlet pipes.
With the exception of the smallest outlet cross-sectional
area investigated, the principal tohd-pressure Iossesoccurred
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at. the collector i.det. When two ditierent outlet configu~-
tione of the same total flow arefi were compared, the total-
pressure-lees factor was smaller with one outlet pipe than
with two (Technical hTote1607). ----
Surging in &&d-FIow Compressors
..—
Compressor operation at.low air flows for a given speed
is limited by unstable flow conditions, commonly called surge. . .
In axial-flow gas-turbine engines, the compressor surge prob-
lem becomes criticrd because the range of compressor opemtl
ing flows is so small that the engine operating point is very
close to the compre~or surge point. An investigation has
been conducted to determine the surge characteridics of a
10-stage axial-flow compressor. All the stages started surg-
ing at approximately the same time and, although the end
of surge was not clearly clefine.cl,all stag= appeared to stop
surging at approxixuately the same time. As the compres-
sor speed was increased, the amplitude of pressure fluctuation
increased and the frequency decremecl. The. frequency of
fluctuation -was practically unaffected by inlet-air pressure
but the amplitude increased as the pressure was increased.
Effeet of Reynolds Number on AxiaI-FIow Compressors
An investigation w-asmade to determine the effect of Iteyn-
olda number on the performance of a multistage axial-flow
compressor by -rarying inlet-air pressure and tempemlure.
The peak values of adiabatic temperature-rise e.%iciencyand
pressure ratio were found to decreass as the idet-air pres-
sure -was reduced at constant inlet-air temperature The
indicated effect of irdetair temperature was small as comp-
ared with inlet pressure effects because the range of Reyn-
OICISnumbers covered by varying the inIetiair temperature
was much smaller than that obtained by varying the inlet-~ir
pressure. The peak values of the performance parameter “
increased as tie irdet Reynolds number was increased with. _
the exception of the equivalent weight-flow parameter,
which was only s~ight]y a$lectedby inlet conditions.
Effect of Mach h’umber on AxiaI-FIow Compressors
h investigation vvasconducted to study the influence of
high relative inlet Mach number on the performance of a
highly loaded axiul-flow-compressor rotor-blade row designed
for asinl subsonic inlet velocity. Detailed flow n~easure-
ments were taken both upstream and downstream of the
rotor-blade row to investigate bhtde-section performance and
the over-all pressure ratio and efficiency. The results at the
mean-radius section of the blade showed that low-speed two-
dimensional cascade data can be used to predict rotor-blade
section performance with a fair degree of accuracy. The
blade row had good efficiency with a slight dkcreass in effi-
ciency as the relative Mach number was incremed to a value
of 0.82; above that. .Uach number the efficiency decreased
rapidly. The o-rer-all tot.d-pressure ratio -was extremely
high in comparison with the stage pressure ratio being ob- _
tained in current axial-flow-compressor designs.
Supersonic Compressors
An axial-flow compressor rotor operating with supersonic
velocities relative to the rotating blade row has been investi-
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gated ill air to cletermineperformance characteristics in air
and to check the performance obtained from an aerodynam-
ically similar rotor operated in Freon-12 at lower rotating
speeds. The rotor bladei -were designed on the basis of
studies -withsupersonic diffusers and cascades. The 24-inch
diameter rotor was machiued from a solid steel forging with
the shroucl integral with the blacling and was investigated
over a wide range of rotcr speeds. The general performance
closely paralleled that obtainecl from the rotor operated at
lower speeds in Freon-12, and the detailed flow measure-
ments indicated that theoretical supersonic performance
charactvristics were closely approached.
WJBCOMMI!M7EE ON TURBINES
Substantird improvements in turbojet and turbi-ne-pro-
peller engines are obttiinable if the permissible turbine-inlet
temperatures and the expansion ratios across the turbine
are increased. Great care must be exercised, howe-rer, to
tw.surethab these higher temperatures and expansion ratios
are accompanied by adequate service life and low engine
weight. Considerable etFortis therefore being expended in
turbine research to devise means that -will yield the high-
est performance gains without sacrificing compactness, light
weight, and ri+iability.
Suitnble ccoling of the turbine blades and other critical
engine parts by circulating air or mater as n coolant permits
sustained high-tempemture operation. Experimental re-
sults inclicate that considerable gains can be obtained using
this scheme, but much basic research remains to be’ done
before the fundamentals are clearly understood. ~ircula-
tion of coIlnnt inside the turbine blades requires that thicker
blade shapes be used, which in turn ]eacls to a completely
new approach to the technique of blacle design.
Design and Performance
Although partial-admission steam turbines have lol~gbeen
in general use, little application o,f this technique is known
to have been made to gns turbines -ivhichhave relatively high
pressure ratio per stage. Partial admiesion b one possible
method that could be used to obtuin efficientpart-load opera-
tion or power reeqlation. In order to determine the effects
of partial admission of gases to the nozzle periphery on
turbine performance, an inv@.igation was conducted on a
representati~7esir@e-stage turbine. lk was found that efi-
cient turbine performance could be obtained up to a blocked
nozzle arc of 180°. When the nozzle annulus was blocked
further, marked 10SW in efEciency occurred. ~ method
vws also cle~-elopedby -which the over-all turbine efficiency
tine]power output for any degree of admiesion can be evalu-
~ltedif the performance at full admission is known.
The effect of inlet conditions and pressure ratio on the
adiabatic ef6ciency of a radial-flow turbine has been de-
termined. It was found that the turbine efficiency incremed
as the Reyno]cla number was increased at a given blade-to-
jet speeclratio.
Matching
The performance of a turbine component clesigned to
match the ~ACA eight-stage axial-flow compressor was in-
vestigated with cold air. The interaction and the matching
of the turbine with the NACA eQht-stage compressor were
computed with the combination considered as a turbojet
e~~ine; the over-all performance of the engine was then de-
termined. The internal aerodynamics was studied to the .
extent of investigating the performance of the first stator
ring and its influence on turbine performance. For this
statorj the stream-fihunent check on velocity distribution
permitted efficient sections to be designed, but the design
condition of free-vortex flow with uniform axial velocities
-wasnot obtained. The actual air flow was 0.904 of the de-
si=~ value at design pressure ratio and”speed, and W-m0.98
at design speed and enthalpy drop. Ro@tive speed for op-
timum efficiency (0.875) was 180 revolutions per second as
compared -withthe design speed of 134 revolutione per see-
ond when an efficiency of 0.823 vvrtsobtained (Technical
Note 1469).
In order to understand the operation and interaction of
turbojet-engine components cluring engine opemtion and
to determine ho-ivcomponent. &haracteristicsmay be used to
compute engine performance, a method of analyzing and of
estimating performance of such engin= was devised and ap-.. ._
plied to the study of the characteristics of a turbojet engine.
The applicability of component calibration -wasdetermined ““
by correlating turbine performance obtained from engine
experiments with that obtained by the simpler procedure of
separately calibrating the turbine with cold air as a driving
fluid. The turbine characteristic curves of weight flow and
total-presmre ratio checked with the resuIts.from cold-air
component calibration, though some discrepancies in ef-
ficiency were noted. The system of analysis was also applied
to prediction of the engine and component operation during
engine acceleration and to estbates of the perforinrmce-of
the engine and components -whenthe eshaust gas was used
to drive a power turbine (1’ecbnicaI Note 1701), ”
Turbiie Cooling
Analysis has shown that large increases in specific power . ~
output along with a decrease in speci& fuel consumption _
can be obtained by increasing the turbine-inlet temperature
while simultaneously maintaining optimum pressure ratio
in a turbine-propeller engine. The net horsepower output “
per pound of air is approximately doubled by increasing the :
gas temperature from 1,500° to 2,500° F. By providing
cooling for the blades, turbines can be built to withstand
these higher temperatures. Turbine cooling has an addi-
tional advantage, particularly in applications -where the
very high gas @rnperatures are not needed, in that less costly
metals can be used in plnce of present types of high-temperti-
ture alIoys.
-.-—
Fundamental bent-transfer data are being obtained to 1
determine the best possible means of cooling turbines. An-
alytic~ inve&ightions have been extended to providi a thee--’- “:”
retical malysis of the radial-temperature distribution
through n turbine with and without cooling fis on the ~
rim. The results showed thnt the addition of cooling fine ‘
on the rim permits only a slight increase of effective .g~=
tempemture. A three-dimensional study indicated the type
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of temperature gradients to be expected in a section of the
rim surrounding a blade root and may be applied to deter-
minations of rim thermal str&ses. ““
Experimental investigations have been conducted on the
high-temperature operation of l.iquid-cooled blades in a static
heat-transfer research unit and in n liquid-cooled turbine.
The results of this investigation showed that a liquid-cooled
turbine wheel of a high-conductivity material, such as alu-
minum alIoy, can be satisfuctcmilyoperated at gas tempern-
tureaappreciably higher than those now in use.
SUBCOMMI’ITEE ON LUBRICATION AND W’EAR
Sliding Friction and Rnn-In
Au experimental investigation, reported in Technical Note
157S, was conducted to identify tile roles of solid surface
films in the various mechanisms of sliding and lubrication
involved under three conditions: (1) In the mating and com-
patibility of boundary-lubricated slider surfaces, (2) in
the action of extreme-pressure lubricants, and (3) in the op-
eration of slider surfaces not supplied with fluid lubricants.
Molybdenum ditide -wasshown to be a very effective solid-
film lubricant under conditions of high sliding velocities
and extreme surface loads. Other results indicated that
chlorine components -were more effective extreme-presmme
lubricant additives than were sulfur compounds. The ob-
ser-red friction trends favored the theory of the action of
extreme-prewure lubricants, which states that the film-ma-
terial, formed by reaction of the lubricant additive with a
surface, melts under extremely high temperatures or pres-
sures and in that case the friction force mill involve only
shearing of a liquid film.
Extreme-Pressure Lubricants
Analysis of the mechanism of action of extreme-pressure
additives led to a theory that the relati~e speed between slid-
ing surfaces might exceed the rate at which an effective chem-
ical reaction could occur. Evidence tending to confirm the
theory was obtained in an investigation. of lubricants @
high sliding rates. The experimental evidence, obtuined
with a sulfur-type additive, showed that the criticaI sliding
velocity, above vvhich effective lubrication cannot be main-
tained, is unaffected by additive concentration or surface
loads (Te&nicaI Note 1720).
Bearings
A theoretical analysis of the eilects of bearing accelera-
tion on several performance characteristics of s.Liderand
journal bemings has been made (Tecbmicrd Note 1730).
Equations are presented that establish fundamental relation-
ships and show the effects of temporaI acceleration on pres-
sure distribution and on load capacity. The equations show
that the factor most important in establishing the effeck of
accderation on bearing perfomnance is the ratio of accelera-
tion to speed. ‘il’hen this ratio is high, the effects of accelera-
tion are great; when it is Iovr, the eilects are s@ht.
SUBCOMWIT’EE ON COMIXJSTION ...
,
Effect of Operating and Design VariabIes on Performance
of Gas-Turbine Combustors —
Investigations ha-re previously been directed toward ob-
taining a comprehensive picture of the influence of operating
variables, or inlet conditions, on the performance of various
gas-turbine combustors.. With a lmowIedge of these e@-ts . .
as a background, increased emphasis has been placed on
experimental research aimed at pro-ricling desigg rules and
design criteria for gas-turbine condmstors This rese?rch
has been particularly aimed at determining the effect of pres-
sure drop, location, size? and mea of air holes in the flame
tube, and fuel nozzles on the efficiency and the altitude opera-
tional limits of gas-turbine combustors. A most significant
finding in this research was that, by introducing some of the
combustion air through properly distributed liner holes in
part of the liner length, altitude operational limits and Corn-
bustion efficiency at altitude -weremarkeclly improwd. Re-
distribution of the air entering tho flame tube of the liner of
a gas-turbine combustor to improve its altitucle operntiontd
Iinits frequently advemely affects the outlet temperature clis-
tribution. A particrdar outlet temperature distribution is
required to avoid turbine-blacle f nilure, and increased em-
phmsisis being placed on the problem of outlet temperature ‘“
distribution. .._u——
Effect of Operating and Design Variables on the Perform-
ance of Ram-Jet Comhnstors
As a basis for research and development on the operation..——.
and the design of ram jets, the efleet of op&ating ~~riables
such as altitude and flight speed must be known for the com-
bustiondmmber design. Experimental research has ‘been
conducted on both rectm-qyhm and cylindrical ram-jet com-
bustors -with p~rticular emphasis on the effect of inlet-tiir
temperature, pressure, and velocity and fuel-air ratio on the
operational limits of the combustor, on the efficiency of com-
bustion, and on the flame length. This research thus far
has covered only a limited number of the ram-jet combustor
configurations that must be studied. ..-
As in the case of research on gas-turbine combustors, a
search for desi=a rulas that are required in the development
of ram-jet combustion chambers has been undertaken. This
research includw the systematic variation of flame-holder
design and fuel-injector desijgfiwith the effect of these vari-
ations on operating limits, efficiency, and flame length being
noted. The relation between combustion phenomena and
ram-jet diffuser design has aIso been studied.
Liquid Propellants for Rocket Engines
The determination, evaluation, and perfection of propel-
lant systemsthat can be used for the desired application ind
that will give the masimum thrust per unit weight flow
and per unit vc$une flow of propelhmte have been under-
taken. A theoretical investigation of the performance to-. .,
be expected from a large number of propellant combinations
has been continued. This theoretical inveetigntion has neces-
sitated the preparation of charts anclmethods for the thernlo-
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dynamic computations thmt are involved. Charts for the
computation of equilibrium composition of chemical re-
actions in the carbon-hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen system at
temperrdurcsfrom 2,007)0to 5,000?are presented h Technical
Note 1653. .The mQre.promising prope~ant combinations.
reveaIed in the theoretical study are being experimentally
evaluated with regard to their halldling properties and their
performance in actual rocket engines. Experimental propel-
lant evacuation has been conducted in small+wale rocket en-
gines. Piopelhmts..investigated offetie possibility of
greatly increasing the range of rocket-propelled vehicles as
compared with alcohol and liquid-oxygen propellant.
Rocket-Engine Design
If high-energy propellants are to be burned in rocket en-
gines, ways and means of cooling the ch~ber and the nozzle
of the rocket engine must be found jn. order to prevent de-
struction of the engine when itissubjected ta the extremely
high temperatures resulting from the high-eqergy propel-
kmts. Jacketing of the rocket engine and nozzle with a
coolant fluid is frequently insufficient,” O{her means “of pro-
tecting the wail of the engine from th.heat of the combus-
tion products are being investigated,
Research has been conducted with different rocket-eugine
sizes and with dMerent fuel-injection devices. .iu order to
determine the smallest and lightest possible rocket engine
for a given thrust. High-speed photographs of Me fuel-
injection process and the subsequentcombustion in the rocket
engine have been m~de as an aid in this xesearch. .
General Combustion Studies
In order to gain an insight into the basic cm?dmsticm
processes so that a..rational. oppIication of combustion to
aircraft propulsion devices canbe made, various .fimdm-nental
projects are,underway. In one such project, a flowing stream
of premixed fuel and air was Imrnebm. th~ dgmstrearn
side of a turbulence-promoting plate. The total open arwi
in this plate, as well m the number of holes “-for My one
open area, was systematically varied and combusti~n etli-.
ciency, flamelength, and combustion stabihty -were.measured.
The chemical. reactions encountered .iu. tha combustion
process are being investigated. Part of this study tias the
determination of the potential required to accelerateelectrotis
to the point where they -ivouIdrupture various chemical bonds
in fuel molecules that were being studied, This research .is
a first phase of the projeA in which it is intended to analyze
a flame for the moIeculm.species existi~lgtherek. . .
Further research on combustion phenomena in the reciproc-
ating engine as studied with high-speed photography is re-
ported in T~chnical Notes 1408.and 161A Autoigtition and
knock have been shown to be separate and distinct phe-
nomena. The high-speed, .cgrg~g .wqsused to take simul-
tane.cnuly direct atid scldieren. photographs df combustion
and in another project -was used to record the uItiaviolet
spectrum in the reciprocating-engine cgrnb.ustionchamber.
Combustion Clmrte .Wlth I)iluenl Addition .... . . . . ...
12iluents and refrigerants are used in turbine engh.es to
provide power au~nentatjon for speq~al needs. The use of ~
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diluents requires a change in fuel rate to permit attainmentof
the required operating temperatures. A series of charts
have been prepared to aid in the calculation.of fuel require-
..ments witi. the following diluents: Writer, aIcohol, carbon
dioxide, ~monia, liquid nitrogen, and liquid oxygen, or
cornb~atimwthereof. (See Technical Note M55.)
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEAT-RESiSTING
- “MATERIALS
Identification of Microconstituents
Many of the constituents of heat-resisting alloys have
as yet not.been identified and it is necessary as the first step
in evaluating the impor@mce of ~lloying elementsto identify I
the varioti fornis in which they appeaq within the alloys.
The reseiich on. identifying these. microconetituents, so-:
called beciiusemany of them appear in minuto quantity, has
been continueL The presence of columbium carbide and iso-”
m-eric chromium carbide. (CrZ~C6),previously reported, hns
rewxdecltl]e presence of titanium carbide mndnitride, colum-
bium nitride, isomeiic chromium carbide ((ML), arid two
rniied cmbides of the type b&C and MaCtiwhere M desig-
nates a pair of metaIlic elements, one each from chromiutn,
nickel, or_iron, find from molybdenum or tungsten, respec-
tii+ly.” I@dts” “ofW= investigation on 20 heat-ruisting
alloys are pi’esentedin Technicol hTot61580. .-. .. .
Evaluation” of Materials
.
Contract research at the University of Michigun hus been
continuejljn .thjs BeId,.. Turbine-disk forgings of Timken .
alloy, 19-913L alloy, and GSA nlloy liave been studied (see--------
Tech$cal,~otes 1531, 1532; and 153$, respecii+ely)” and data
on creep and stress-rupture properties havo been obtained
up”to tern~el;aturm-of “1,200 ‘F; “Additional 7Waila~e biei
obtained o~ disk forgings ~f Iiconel .X rdloy, S-816 alloy,
and “Iow”-carbonN-155 alloy Upto”ten]”~ei~turesof .1,500” l?.
.The r~rch at the University of Michigan has incluclcd
an in-r~ti>ation of_ the effects. of various processing vmi-
ables on 1~~-carbon N–155 a~hy, representing a typicnl hea;-
re+isting alloy. Wide ranges in properties of most of the..-
better alloys developed for gas-turbine serviti have bew dub-
“ to the in@ence of heat treatment and processing conditions
..011.properties. The treatments used hayq bgen of more in-. .... ... -
ffuenm. ~ wide ranges in chemical composition. “It is”
expected thgt the trends show~~”in “this ihvestignt.ion for the
vari~us treatments will hold for other nlloys.
Cofidiiation ctitiriu~si”to _be‘~iven tci “t>e p~oblem “o~
substituting lower-alloyed mnteria.ls for those eonhiining
large pel~entages of scmce elements such as cobalt, colum-
bium, and tungsten. The subcommittee is very active on this
problem ~nd is assembling data that will be of use in plnnning
future Stuayof it. ‘“ —.
Analysis of Operating Conditions and Failures
A finite-difference method was developed for determining
the effect .of plastic flow nnd creep on the stress distribution
in gaa-tu@ine disks (Technical Note 1636). This method
was.used to compute the stresses”in an operating gns-turbini
—.
-
—.
—-
—
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disk based on measured temperature distribut.ions. It -was
found that the high t.empgrature gradients on the coo~ed
face of the disk produce compressive stressesnt the rim that
exceed the elastic limit of tha rim material. Plastic flow
in compression results in residurd tensile stresses that are
the cause of rim cracking of welded disks.
An analytical investigation vvss made to determine the
centrifuged-strsas distributions in six turbine blades repre-
sentative of current design practice. Operating-temperature
data -wereavnilable for one type of Idade and it was shown
by means of the stress analysis that the critical stress region
occurred at a location approximately half way between the
bw and the tip of the Made. Service failures that have
occurred in this region corroborate the analysis.
b investigateion was conducted to determine the vibration
phenomena that occur in service operation of turbine blades.
Through the use of high-temperature -wire resistance strain
gages, tie blade vibrations were observed and evahmted in
terms of modes, frequencies, stress range, and probable
sources of excitation. The frequencies of the principaI
vibrations viere found to be related to the number of nozzle
blades and combustion chambers.
k-i investigation was made tinder accelerated operating
conditions of the Iife of turbine blades of a currently U.SXI
high-temperature alloy. This investigation indicated that
most of the blade failures viera probably caused by fatigue.
No si=~iiicant differences -were found between broken and
unbroken blades with respect to chemical composition, ep-
silon-pham distribution, or carbide-mesh distribution. It
should be pointed out that the conditions of test and the
engine employed in the evakation can influence the type of
failure considerably.
The operating temperatur- of the critical components of
turbojet engines and their correlations with gas temper-
atures vrere determined. An interesthg result of this pro-
gram was the determination of large temperature gradients
in the gas stream from the burner, vrhich result in large tem-
perature gradients along the nozzle blades and the turbine
bIades. These gradients can accelerate the faiIure of com-
ponents they affect.
The application of ceramics to turbine blades has been
continued. B1ades of a high-beryllia cernmic developed by
the Nationrd Bureau of Standards have been operated for 50
hours at various tip speeds up to 737 feet per second and a
turbine-inlet gas temperature of 1,800° F. Thermal shock
resistance, however, is still a limiting factor in the use of
ceramics in turbines.
Protective Coatings
Corrosion or oxidation is one of the chief mechanisms
whereby some high-temperature materials fail. Under the
sponsorship of the XACM the h’ationul Bureau of Standards
is working on the development and evaluation of protective
coatings for some of these materials. Coatings for molyb-
denum hnve been further improved o-mr that reported I-”t
year and a number of service tests of coated molybdenum
parts have been encouraging. A part of this research is re-
ported in Technical Note 1696.
Coating materials have different a5ities -with the base
materials that they are designed to protwt.. A study vnw
made of the chemical reaction at high temperature of 61
——
compounds used in coatings -witha number of heat-resisting
alloys, This study included an evah.mtion of the effect of.
atmosphere on the reactions. Of the compounds in~esti-
gated the alkalies, lead compounds, and some of the alkaline
earths gave the “most pronounced attack. (See Technical-,. --——
ATote1731.)
SUBC03nU~EE ON PROPULSION S~ST~K ___.——
Analyses of Gas-Turbine Engines
Analyses have been made to determine the preb~”~tios”
and temperatures which must be used in gas-turbine-engine
cyck in order to achieve masim~~mefficiency and power.
Results of the studies indicate that maximum power can be
realized with the use of very high maximum cycle tem~era-
tures, accompanied by considerable increnses in compr~or ,
premme ratio for both the turbojet and turbopropelkr
engines. Maximum aircraft range is obtaiied with pr~uti~-
ratios considerably less than tihosenecessary for mmiimum
efficiency and the corresponding optimum temperature.
Lmge increases in engine weight which are experienced titi
the use of very-high pressure ratios necessitate this “~uc~—”
tion in compressor prwsuri ratio in order to achie~e maxi-
mum aircrafb range. Gas-turbine-engine analyses indicate
an urgent need for turbines vvhich will w-itktand the higher ,
cycle temperatures.
Comparative Performance of Several Engine Cycles
A comparison of the theoretical performance of a ducted=
fan qgine vrith that of a turbojet engine and a turbopro-
peller engine mas macle. The ductecl-fan engine consisted
of an axial-flow turbojet engine modified by the addi~
tion of a fan in a concentric duct around the basic ii~bojet
enagine. Power to cti~e the fan was obtained from the””
turbine of the basic engine by increasing the pressure drop ‘“
acrow the turbine in the same manner that power for the
propeIIer in the turbopropeller ~~ine is made “a~a~lable.
Comparison of the performance of the ducted-fan engine
vvith the turbojet and turbopropeller engines indicated that
the ducted fan has superior performance characteristics for
a very Iimited range of operation. In general, for flight
Mach numbers below 0.6 the turbopropelIer engine appeared
advantageous; and for flight Mach numbelg above 0.6 the
turbojet engink has thegreatwt flexibility, At a flight ~ch”
number of 0.6 and with ratios of pnyload to gross weight of
0.3 or less, maximum airplane range is obtained with the
ducted-fan engine.
Turbopropeller
A theoretical thernmlynamic analysis was made of the. .
performance of the turbine-propelkr engine. The perform-
ance.of the basic engine and the basic engine modified by the
addition of intercooling, reheating, and regeneration, jnclud-”’ --”
ing the effects of flight speed, jet thrust, altitude, and vari~-
tions of the Torking fluid, was determined. Chm”ts io aid
I
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in computing compressor and turhina work and temperature
change, engine performmce, and gas states were nlso devel-
oped. When the performance of the four engines was com-
pared, it was found that reheating and intercwling increase
the specific power output of the basic engine. Itegenerator
effectiveness must be. grenter than 0.50 iu order to lower
the minimum specific fuel consumption of the basic engine.
The nnalysis is reported in l’ethnical Note 1497.
Thrust Augmentation of Jet-Propelled Aircraft
Analytical and experimental investigations of various
methods of thrust augmentation for turbojet engines .h~ve
been made. Results of the analytical investigations indicate
that tail-pipe burning and -@iI-pipe burning plus water in-
jection are the most etlcient means of obtaining large
increases in thrttstof a turbojet engine. Incremws in thrust
for turbojet-powered aircraft are also obtainable with rocket-
engine rtssistas well as from bleed-off cycles in which air is
bled from the basic turbojet engine at the compressor outlet
and burned at stoichiometric fuel ratios in an nuxilirtry
burner. Air bled from the basic engine is replaced by -water
which is injected into the engine combustion chamber. This
latter method of thrust augmentation ‘involves increases in
specific Iiquid consumption from two to four times as large m
the increases with tail-pipe burning and. water injection.
MUCIIlarger increases in thrust are available from the use of
liquid-propellant rocket assistbut entail even grenter specific
liquid consumptiogs.
Spark-Ignition Compound Engine
Theoretical investigations are continuing on the perform-
ance of various compound power plants consisting of a
spark-ignition reciprocating engine, one or. more turbines,
compressors, and various geared arrangements so that the
excess povver.of a turbine driven by the exhaust gas is re-
turned to the crankshaft of the engine. Perforrmince of ~ev-
eral compound power plants, using the experimental data for
(a) 18-cylinclerradial aircraft engines with different nominal
valve overlaps (62° and 40° ), (3) thg 82”-valve-overlap en-
gine modified with 400-valve-overlap cams, and (c) a 12-
cylinder Iiquid-cocded engine, has hen computed. The
calculations, in general, give the. optimum perform~ge of
these combinations for vmious engine operating and flight
conditions and show tha increased performance of the mm-
pound engine over. the conventional reciprocating engine.
The results of these invwtigations nre reported in Technical
Notes 1447,1500,1602, and 1612, “
Compression-Ignition timpound Engine
Research is being conducted on compound engines of the
gas-generator type consisting of a compressor, a two-stroke=
cycle compression-ignition engine, and a turbine that. is.
driven by the gases fwm the engine. .h this power plant,
the reciprocating element serves only to”drive its own super-
charging compressors n.nd.to furnish gas for driving the
turbine that supplies the power to drive the propeIler.
An analysis of the gas-gsnerator-type power plant which
has been completed indicates that it should be capable of
operating with a brake specific fnel consumption of 0.32
pound pei horsepower hour. Tbe analytical studies indi-
cate that this type of power phmt should httve an installed
specific weight comparable to that of a typical turbopropel-
ler engi~e. This performance should be obtainable with
limiting values of cylinder pressure and tiiirbine-inlet tem-
perature that are compatible with reliable engine operntion.
Thermodynamics
A method of. calculation tlmt permits a rapid and simple
semigraphical solution of one-dimensional compressible-
flow problems that involve friction, change in composition,
chrmges in heat content, or changes in ma= flow for either
constant “or variable specific heat has been dewl~pe(t. The
method @yeported in Technical Note 1419.
AIRFRAME CONSTRUCTION RESEARCH
COMliIITEE ON AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION
The Ckmmittee on Aircraft Comitruction has undergone
a number of changes in organization designed to give a more
complete”coverage of the problems under ik” cognizance and.
to emph@ze furtlwr certtiin fieIds of rese@l. The pri-
mary changes have been made tobring about a more concerted
attack o:~hose problems combining aerodynamic and struc-
tur;l vatibles. For this purpose n new subcommittee was
appointe~ the Subconwittee on Aircmf t Loads, and the
Ehb.commjtteeon ~7ibration and Flutter WUSsl~ifted fr~ln.
the Committee on Aerodynamics to the Committee oIi Air-
craft Construction. The Subcommittee on Aircraft Shmc-
tural Materials was appointed to consider ~esearch on al]
material% metallic or otherwise, pertinent to uircraft struc-
tures. !l%e Subcommittee on Aircraft Structures is con-
cerned primarily with the behavior of structures under given
loads, either static or dynamic.
Becauseof thwe &anges in organization co~iderable effo~t
has been spent by the Committee on Aircraft Construction
and its s&ommittees in reviewing present programs and
recommending ney resmrch. In addition to those portions
of the program that are carried out in NACA laboratories, R
considerable amount of research is performed by university
and other nonprofit scientific laboratories under contract to
the NACA~ “The risults of this suppl~entiiry reiearch ire”
presented herein as a part of the complete program divided.
according to the subcommittee fields of interest.
SUBCOMMITI’EE ON AIRCRAFT STRLJCTURES
Research in tlie field of aircraft structures hns been w-
tively pursued during the past year by both the Langley
Aerommticul Laboratory t-reda number of universities study-
ing under contract with the NACA. The whievements of
the past j&m indicate the trend tovwrd higher-spew-laircraft
althoug]l a number of studies have been sufficient1y bnsic to
apply equally vrelI to the Iower-speed aimxaft,
Strength of Curved Plate
As par~ of w brond program on thg strength of curved
sheet, a method was recentIy developed for determining the
theoretical buckling stressesof unstiffened cylindrical sheIls
under various loading conditions. This theory has now been
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extended to include stiffened shells, and the particular case
of curwd rectangular panels in axia’1compression reinforced
by a centrally located chordwiae stiffener of zero torsional
stiffnees has been treated in detail (Technical Note 1661).
Because a panel of moderate or large curvature buckles in
compression at a stress considerably below the theoretical
value, a method has been suggested to aid in determining a
critical stress for use in design.
Aircraft ShelI Structures
Work on methods for calculating the stresses in aircraft
shell structures has continued. A report on stressesin cam-
bered box beams has been published (Technical Note 1466).
A previously published approximate theory was reasonably
accurate for wings, very approximate for fuselnges, and prac-
tically inapplicable to single-web beams. The new theory
covers all these cases in a more satisfactory manner.
Present designs of aircraft for transonic speeds call for
wings with large angles of sweep. In order to investigate
the problems that might be encountered in the design of such
wings, a box beam representing the main structural com-
ponent of a full-span two-spar 45°-smept wing with ribs
normal to spars was subjected to symmetrical tip loadi~mand
its stresses and distortions were measured (Technical hyote
1525). The investigation revealed that the stressphenomena
pemdiar to sweep are confined to that portion of the wing
near the fuselage, the stressesin the outer portion being given
with reasonable accuracy by the standard formulas for
straight wings. The major effect of sweepback on the
stressesis to cause a concentration of normal stressand verti-
cal shear in the rear spar. The investigation indicated that
deflections may be estimated by considering the outer portion
of the wing as a cantilever and superimposing on the canti-
lever distortions rigid-body movements due to flexibility of
the inboard portion to which the cantilever is attached.
An investigation -wasconducted by the Polytechnic insti-
tute of Brooklyn to determine whether built-up narrow rec-
tangular box beams subjected to pure bending are liable to
failure by torsional instab~ity. A numerical procedure vias
developed for the calculation of the torsional-instability
buckling load. In the analysis the ribs of the beam vvere
assumed to be rigid. The procedure was applied to a test
box beam -which failed by totional instability as predicted
by theory.
A series of torsional teds -weremade at the University of
Notre Dame on stiffened structural specimens having the
cross section of a D-tube. The stiffeners consisted of ribs
and stringem. A design chart was developed for that type
of structure taking into account the skin thiclmw, rib spac-
ing, and stringer spacing.
The Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn hns investig~ted
the instability problem of monocque cylinders. Two closely
relnted numerical methods -which employ operations tables
hnve been developed and used in the calculation of the buck-
ling load of a monocoque cylinder subjected to pure bending.
They me based on the assumption of a simp~ed structure
which incIudes only the most highly compressed portion of
the cylinder. The buckling loads of thee cylinders -with
widely different characteristics were calculated by these
methods. Reasonable agreement with experiment. was .-
obtnined.
The Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn investigated eight
stfiened cylinders in pure bending having either long bet- .-
tom cut-outs or a series of side cut-outs. A strain-energy
theory similar to one developed earlier at the Polytechnic
Institute of Brooklp was established for the reinforced
monocoque cylinders having the symmetric cut-out on the
compression side and buckling according to gene@ instabil-
ity patterns. The diference between the present and the
earlier theories is the use of the axial wave length ~S an
adtlitioncd parameter whose value was determined from a -.
minimum condition. The theory vras applied to four cy%--
dere and fair agreement was found between theory and ex-
periment.
Methods of Aua.@sia
A large number of problems in elmtic stability and vibra-
tions me not nmenable to exact theoretical solutiony and”” ‘ “-
hence recourse must be had to approximate thebietical
methods. The approximate methods of Rayleigh-Ritz and
Galer~, which are generally used, very often lead to ex-
tremely tedious calculations; furthermore, the accuracy of
the final results obtained usunlly remains in doubt. The
Lagrangian nmltiplier method is a modification of the Ray-
leigh-Ritz method that not only mny reduce the labor in-
vol~ed jn solving a given problem but also providw” infer-.
mation on the accuracy of the results obtained. In the cal-
culation of a byckli~a d_ress,for example, the method may
be used to obtnin upper nnd lower limits to the true buckling.
stress; furthermore, these limits may be fimle as close as
desired. A report has been prepared (Technical Note 1558) ~.~~
to describe new applications of the Lngrnngkm multiplier
method. By means of elementary examples, the paper
shows how the method may be used to obtain buckljng
streses of (a) chunped plates h shear and (~) plite-sttiener
combinations.
BuckIing of Flat PIate Under Shear
A knowledge of the buckling stresses of flat rectangular
plates in shear is useful in the design of thin-web spnrs. -‘-
Two pnpers have been prepared to provide the designer with
more accurate theoretical data on shezr. buckling stresses
than have been previously available. In one paper (Tech- .
nical Note 1559) the shear bucklin”gstressesof cl~ped rec-
tangular plates are presexited. The redts given are the
averages of upper nnd lower limits obtained by the Lagrnng-
ian multiplier method and nre known to be within 1+44per-
cent of the exact theoretical buckling stresses. In apoihei
piper (Technical “Note-1566) the shear buckling of flat
plates continuous over unyielding line supports is ditiuse@.- -”
Calculations made by means of the Lagrangian rnultiplier
-+. .
method show the fallacy of the usualIy made assumption that
a plate over equnlly spaced line supports behaves as if it -were
aimply supported at the supports when it buckI~ h ehear.-
Buclding of the stressed skin of a wing under applied
shear Ionds results in a reduced torsional stiffness and a
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reduced aerodynamic fairness of the wing. The problem
of determining the shear stress at which the reinforced skin
of the wing buckles is of particular importance in the case
of high-speed airplanes -whichare normally subject to flutter
and control problems, The wing panels of high-speed air-
craft are usually narrow and reinforced by relatively few
stiffeners. Investigations ‘Weie “mide, ticcordingly, to”- de-
termine the shear buckling load of long plates reinforced
by one and by two longitudinal stiffeners. In addition, a
theoretical schtion was obtained of the problem for any
numbar of stiffeners. The results of the tests and the theory
were compared and found to be in fair agreement (Technical
Note 1589). ----
Instability of CoIumns
A column supported at points along its length by other
structural members may be elastically restrained against ro-
tation. and deflection by the supporting members. In the
determination of the buckling load of such a column the
elastic restraint may be considered to be due to deffectiomd
and rotational springs at the points of support. The problem
of the buckling of a.,column on equally spaced deflectioiial
and rotational springs has been tmalyzed theoretically and
the results me presented in nondimensional forms by means
of charts that maybe used in design (Technical Note 1519).
The compressive buckling strength of outstanding flanges
reinforced by bulbs was investigated by the Niitional Bu-
reau ofHStandards. The strain-energy method ya: -used
and flanges having 10 shapes and a range of Iengths were
studied. The results were checked for some cases by com-
putations based.on a differential-equation method. The edge
of the flange opposite the bulb vim considered clamped, and
the loaded ends were corisidei%d simply “supported. me”
resuks ,were analyzed to determine which shape of flana%
gave the greatest support to the structure to which it was
attached. ‘.
Diagonal Tension
While the theory of diagonal tension in flat vrebq such
as sprmwebs, has been undergoing continuous development in
the past decade, no corresponding efforts had been .rnadiito
improve the theory for curved webs The information was
badly needed for fuselage design, but thwe appeared to be
little hope of success until the theory for flat webs was rea-
sonably vrellin hrmd. In 1946, it was felt that the knowledge
of flat webs was advanced well enough to justify starting a
series of irmestigatione on cylinders in torsion. The theory
for flat webs was generalize.~ by introducing a curvature
~larameterand was fo~d to be capable of representing t~...
cylincler results quite well (Technical Note 1481). ““
Existing methods for designing the intermediate uprights
of (flat-web) diagonal-tension beams are strictly applicable
only when no external load is applied to. the upright. In
the actual structure, some externrd load is often applied.
A design method applicable to such cases was devdofied arid
checked exper~entally (Technical Note ‘1544).
CO~EE FOR AERONAUTICS
Gas-tank bays and other openings in the wings are often
provided viith detachable covers. ‘llsse covers usually carry
only chordwise stiffeners, and the nature of the athwhment
is such that the cover is loaded esse~itially i~~shear. A1-
though the cover nppears to act as a diagonal-tension field
with a curved web, the design methods developed for beams
with cui}~ea-webs are not direc~ly applicable l)ec~uset-he~ear~”“-
no beam flanges A series of strength inve@gtitions was
run on spscimens simulating covers, and it was fuund tha~ _
their stren~-thscot;ld be predicted by the theory of flat diag-
onal tension (Technical Note 1635).
Stiffened Panels ““““” “”
The increasing speed of aircrnft and the accomptinying
trend toward thinner and thinner wings has imposed new
design requirements for the wing in addition to the usual
strength requirements. The skin thickness tends to be es-
tablished by torsional-stiffness requirements of the wing, as
for aileron effectiveness or flutter. Space inside the lying
tends to be at a premium which restricts the height of-the
skin stiffeners, and the stiffener spacing becomes restricted
by requirements of providing a smoo~h wing surface. Pre-
vious design procedures for skin-stiffener pnnels, since they
were concer-ned primarily with the selection of the lightest
panel to carry the wing bending load, required lengthy cal-
culations in order to trikethese additional restrictions int.u
accknmt. ‘Kiiew type of desigl~”chafi has the~eftire“beei de- - ~
vised”which permits the designer to see at & glance. whnt ,
effect.the gd~itiol]al restrictions have on the panel design. A .,
longitudindy stifl’ened compression panel design can be .:.
selected directly from these charts either for minimum
weigth or to meet restrictions on stiflener height and spncinge
with the le~st weight penalty. These charts have been pre-
sented for 75S–T aluminum+illoy material and one stiffener
shap~ (Tec~ical Note 1640).
The conventional stiffened-skin aircraft structures are
joined. together by riveting, and the strength of the strut-
ture is determined in part by the strength of the riveting.
In orcler “ttFdevelop an accurate criterion for determining
the diameter and pitch of rivets used for attaching stiffeners
to skin, an “investigation has bem carried out on t+e effect
of riveting “onthe strength of longitudinally stiffened com-
pression panels. Two preliminary parts of this investigation
have been reported (Technicnl ~otes 14!21and 1467) which
indicated that, except for very long struct~rally inefficient
panels, panel strengti ..aIwaysincreased with either an in-
crease in the dinmeter or a decrease in the pitcl~of the rivets.
The fabrication of skin and stiihners in one integral uni~
by extrusion or some-other process wouId not only greatly
simplify ths construction of wing compression~}anels. but
also “o-ffers~ossibilit.y-of achieving a”smooth, i&hly efic.ienb
structure by eliminating the deleterious eflects of riveting
stiffeners ttiakin. Accordingly, a structural evaluation was
made of such an extruded pmnelmanufactured by the Dow
Chemical Co. of magnesium alloy (Teclmicrd Noto 1518).
The resrdts showed that this panel had struchm~l charac-
teristics vdl~;h Iay approximately midway bet\\:e6nt.hueefor -
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the bestequivalent 24-S-T find 75S-T aluminum-alloy panels
ftibricated in the usual manner by riveting. .
A method Las been developed by which the Iocrd buckling
strength of n panel having longitudinal Z-section stiffeners
can be predicted if the strength of riveting stiffeners“to skin
is adequate to apprormh tlmt for integrnl construction like
that of an extruded pnnel. This method (Techmical Note
1482) is based on the existing theory for predicting the elastic
criticnl stress of a structure composed of w series of plnte
elements. The elnstic theory is extended into the high
stress (phwtic) range by the use of the secant modulus in
place of the elastic modulus (Technical Note 1480) and the
empirical relationship developed therein between the critical
stress and a-remge stress at failure is assumed to apply to
panels. The method is shown to give good agreement with
test datn.
The efficient design of a chordwise stiffened wing requires
a knowledge of the buckling stress of the stiffened compres-
sion skin. Accordingly, a theoretical tmdysis has been made
of tle compressive buckling of a simply” supported plate
having equally spaced stiffeners transverse to the direction
of Ionding; the torsional as vrell as the flesuml stiffnesses
of the stiffeners have been taken into account. Charts hwre
been prepared (Technicnl Note 1567) which relate the buck-
l~m stress to the properties of the plate and stiffeners. The
charts cover the rnnge of practical stiffener spacing (from
zero to one-half the plate width) and are applicable to plates
having four or more stiffeners. .
PIastic Buckling and Bending
The calculation of the critical corupressiw stress of col-
urnns and of structures made up of plates is an important
problem in aircraft design. Formulas for the critical com-
pressive stress have been worked out for a multitude of
cases of both columns and plates, but these formulas are nc-
cumte onIy if the buckling takes place within the elastic
range of tie material. In present-day designs, most buck-
ling” occurs above the elastic mnge The usual method of
handling this problem is to retain all the formulas derived
for the elastic case, and to try to discover nn effective, or
reduced, modulus of elasticity which ,will giva the correct
result -wheninserted into these formulas.
An analysis was made (Technical Note 1556) to determine
the proper recluced modulus on the basis of the deformation
theory of plasticity for a number of different structural ele-
ments under compressive load. InclucIed in the analysis
are columns, flanges, nnd plates of various aspect ratio and
type of support- The theoretical critical shear stress of an
infinitely long plate in the plnstic region has been trented
in n parallel fashion [Technical lfTote1691). The agree-
ment between theory and availtible ccqyrimental data in WCh
case is very satisfactory.
Stanford University has conducted an investigation of
pure bending in the plastic range. Rectnngulnr beams and
I-beam of ah-uninumalloy 75S-0 were tested in pure bend-
ing with the plane of loading at angks of 0°, 30°, 60°, nnd”
90° to the minor principal axis of the cross section.
Determination of Plate Compressive Strengths
In designing the flat or nearly flat plate compressive ele-
ments of the airplnne structur~ a Irno-ivIedgeof their l.mck~””
ling and ultimate stressesis important. A convenient .vebi-
cle for the experimental study of these properti~ is tie local- ‘-
instability test of the H-, Z-, and C-section column which is
made up of plnte elemds. The results of nn extensive series
of such investigation on a numbei of different shapes and
materials have been summarized in Technical hTote 1480 ._
where a correlation is shown between the buckling stress-
strain curve and the compressive stress-strain curve.
The results of compressive-strength irrrestigations camot ““
in generaI be used directly for design purposes, b~ause t~
compressive properties of the miterial used for the investiga-
tioi~ ordinarily differ from the standard ~alues from which
the design is to be mnde. Methods of adjusting the plate-
investigation results to account for this difference in material” ““
properties have been developed (Technicrd Note 1564). , “‘“
Bolted Joints
—.
The investigation of bolted joints started in t.lMprecedkg -
year -wascontinued. The investigations previously confied
to joints -with two and three bolts in line mere extended to.
joints with five and nine bcdtein line. A recurrence formula -__..
for calculating the stressesin such joints was developed. Spe-
cial, more rapid .scJutionsvrereakmdeveloped by using fkite-
difference equations and by using the differat.ial eipations”
used in the shear-lag theory; the former are applicable to
joints with fairly large numbers of bolts (Technical Note
1458).
SUBCOMMI’IT13E ON AIRCRAiT LOiiH
Distribution of Loads on Wings and Control Surf&a ---
Aerodynamic considerations in some cases now clictate the
use of wings -which are siveptback Although theoretical
methods are available for determining the load di:tri~ution
over these wings, the methods up to now hnve been for the
most part very laborious. There has existed therefore Eneed
either for shortening the methods to be used or for presenting.
results for .a wide variety of wing shnpes in chart, forg.:._ ~
Both approaches have been utilized during the pnst year.
From the standpoint of shortening the methods, a simple
approximate method for obtaining spanwise lift distributions
over s-weptwings has been derived. In additicn+charts have
been prepared pr~enting the distributions used,and a method
has been developed that allows for the inclusion of first-order .
compr~ssibility effects.
An indication of the relati~e accuracy of several available
methods for computing -wingloading has also been obtained.
This was possible through a comparison of spnn loading.
measured in flight at high Mach numbers on the wing of a
jet-propelled airphtne and the span loading ns calculated by... r-. .-.
several methods. Theoretical studies of span load distri-
bution have been extended to wings of various svieep,a~pect
ratio; a“ndtaper, nnd the results have been presented in Teck-
nicd hTotes1476 and 1491.
.-—
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Experimental research on load distribution on ivings con- are insign~cant, the.main factor being the amount of wiug-
ducted in the past year includes extensive pressure-distribu- tip deflection. An accurate method for calculating wing-tip
tion measurementson large+cale triangular-shaped wings to deflection has been derived, and is also presented ~ t+is re-
provide data for estimating critical load conditions. In ad- port.. The conclusiofi reached indicate that the efFect of
dition, chordwise pressure distributions have been measured wing flexib~ty on the rolling moment due to sidedip is large
in the Langley 16-foot high-speed tunnel-on a “iv”iiigat speek “”enough to h of appreciable significance in the dseign of large
ranging f mm a Mach number of 0.20 to 0.60 and angles-of airplimes having low load factors. The report contains
attack ranging from small negative values up to stalling charts that- simplify the design calculations required. In
angles. The data obtained are presented in Technical Not~dition, a seriei of_fiarts have been prepared fo~ determin-
1696: an analysis and disctision cd the data are prekmted in
Technical Note 1697. Pressure distributions have also been
measured at high subsonic Mach numbers in the Langley
8-foot high-speed tunnel on a thin win~of high nspect ratio
which included an aileron. The measureme.ntswere made
with no sweep and with various amounts of sweepback and
aweepforward.
Considerable information has been obtained concerning
the loads to be expected on wing flaps of various kinds. In
the Langley 19-foot. pressure tunnel, pressure distributions
have been cletermined over an extended leading-edge flap
mounted on a 42°-sweptback wing.
The pressuredistributions over drooped nose flaps on a 42°-
svveptbackwing having circular-arc airfoil sections were also
determined in the Limgley 19-foot pressure tunnel. In “par-
ticular, the eflects of the deflection and span of these flaps
and the effects of deflecting split trailing-e~~e flaps on the
pressures over the drooped nose flap were determined. The
drooped nose flap on the circular-arc airfoil was further in-
vestigated in the Langley two-dimensional lovv-turbulence
tunnel. Here the aerodynamic loads and moments were de-
termined on a drooped nose flap and ~ ph@ trailing-edge
flap on a symmetrical circular-arc airfoil section. Airfoil
lift, ffap normal force, flap chord force, and flap hinge-
moment characteristics were determined for variows detect-
ions of the flaps either individually or in appropriate com-
binations,
The UW.of thinner wing wctions and swept.wings in the
achievement of high speeds of flight no longer permits the
assumption that the airphuie is a rigid structure. The int~r-
pIay of aerodynamic and structural characteristics resulting
from the defledion of wings or control surfaces has been
termed” “aeroelasticity.” Aeroelastic phenomena include
aileron reversal, elevator reversal, wing divergence, nnd
changes in effective dihedral. A number of investigations
related to this subject have been conducted during the last
year, In one investigation the loss of rolling effectiveness
due to wing twist was measured in flight on a ilghter-type
airplane, and the results were compared -withcalculated re-
sults. The computed rolling velocity showed good agreement.
with experimental values throughout t~w range of Mach
number covered by the flights, Extrapolation of the flight
data indicated that aikron reversal would occur at a Mach
number which agreed well with that obtained from calcula-
tions. From’ the standpoint of prediction of aeroelastic ef,.
feds, a method wasdeveloped in Technical Note 1541for. cal-
culating the effect of. wing flexibility on the rolling moment
due to siclsslip for wings of various aspwt ratios and taper
ratios! when different shapesof the bending deflection curve
y-- .-
--
ing yrelilni~lary values of span load, shear, bending moment*
and accumulated torque across the span of swept wings hav-
ing various taper ratios. The use of the charts permik re-
sults -which are sufficiently accurate for preliminrtry design
work ancl eliminates much laborious calculation.
In” an fi%stigation of the possibility of reducing the
probability of wing failures due to overloading, an analytical
investigation w-as undertaken to determine the feasibility
of incorporating controlled failure points m safety valves
for the p~i~pary airplane structure.
Distribution of Loads on Tails
Effort lti been continued along both experimental and
theoretical lines to provide information on-tail loads in
rnaneuverin~ ffi,gh~ A comprehensive flight jnvesfigntion, _
reported in Technical hTote1483,was conducted to determine
the loads .on the horizontal tail surface of n fighter-type.
airplane, In this investigation the differences between upper-
and lower-surf ace pressures. were measured to obtain the
Itorizontal-ttiil load throug~~outthe speed range of @ air- ;
plane in level and in accelerated flight. Effects of engine j
pgw-er ~d .sideslip angle vvere determined. The d~ta were
utilized in such a manner as to determine the major param-
ete~s affecting the tail load and the extent of their eflect.
Flight ri+ilts indicated thtit an .actiurateknowledge of cer-
tain tail-load parameters will permit the accurate prediction
of. the tail load. The parameters required are the pitching-
moment cticient, ~e location of the aerodynamic centrr,
and the pitc~iqg. angidar. acc~eration. In si~eslip the up-
wind .tail”surface ..wasfound. to experience an up load rela-
tive to the downwind tail surface ~hich increased linearly
with angle_of yaw. The dissymmetry of load was found
to be mainly on the stabilizer and not on the eIevator. The
conditions of critical design for tail-up loads are shown to
o~cur at high values of pitching angular acceleration in com-
bination with high positive load fuctors and medium speed.
Fo1*”tiiil-down loads the combination of high negative 10MI
factors and maximum speed was critical. The downward
ttiil-load increment causing pitching angular acceleration
was..confined principally to the elevator surfaces. – ‘
The tail loads emconnteredin i-mabrupt pull-up nnd pnsl~-
do-wnmaneuver are treated in Technical Note 1539, This is
the concluding report of a series comparing calculatwl hori-
zontal tail loads with loads actually measured in flight. In
general, it was shown that, if the elevator motions are cor-
rectly astimatedand reasonable estimatesof the aerodynamic
characteristics of the airplane are made, the agreement be-
tween calculated and measured horizontd-ttiil loads is good.
“Information on the accuracy =ith which vertical-tail loads
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may be computed from knowledge of sicleslip angle and rud-
der angle has been obtained through the comparison. of pre-
dicted loads with vertical-tail loads 5s actually measured h
flight. In addition, the problem of mcertnining the maxi-
mum verticcd-tail loads which occur hl transient and steady-
state fish-tailing nmnermershas been reported in Technical
hrote 1504. The results indicate that a maneuver with rudder
oscillating and aileron bed appears the most useful m a
criterion for verthd-tail loads.
In nddition to loads normally imposed M a result of maneu-
~em, the tails of airplanes are also subject to wlmt have been
termed ‘buffeting loads?’ Tl%en a boundary of ang~e of
attaclc defiled by maximum lift, or by what has been termed
the “buffet boundary” is exceeded nt high load factor, the
ensuing flow breakdown generates lcmge vibratory forces
termed “buffeting” that are superimposed on the quasi-steady
forces acting on tile airplane. The phenomenon of buffeting
is not yet fully understood, and the nnture of the lending
conditions assminted with buffeting can be determined only
by considerate ion of the complete airplane in fl@L Accord-
ingly? measurements of tail buffeting were conductd in flight
on a 6ghter-type airplane. The results of the measurements
re~orted in Technictil Nyote 1’719 indicate that at least up to
hiach numbers of 0.8 the most severe buffeting loads are
encountered at the lo-wer speeds -when buffeting occum coin-
ciclentnlly with the attainment of maximum lift coefficient
on the wing. The investigation showed that as the llach
number increased the loads decreased, at least up to the high-
est speed inv=tigated. The results indicated that the fre-
quencies of the buffeting lords tended to correspond to the
frequencies of the main pints of the structure regardless
of 31ach number.
Chsiderable data on -r@ nnd tail loads have been ob-
tained in fight using the X–1 airplane. The butlet boundary
of the airplane has been established and the magnitude of
the buffet loc& has been determined.
Gust Loads
One of the problems associated with the use of swept -wings
is the prediction of gust-load factom. In order to provide
information pertinent to this problem, investigations of a
45 °-sweptbuck-wing model with and without fuselage and
of an equivalent straight-wing model were conducted in the
Langley gust tunnel. ~ comparison of the results of the
imvestigatione and calculntions indicated that the gust load
on airplanes with swept wings is dependent ou the lift-curve
slope of the equi-ident straight wing multiplied b-j the cosine
of the nngle of sweep and that it is nlso dependent on the
effect of the ~gaducd penetration of the gust. The results
nlso showed that the maximum acceleration increment in a
gust for nn airplane with sweptback wing -would be much
less than that for the same airplane viith t-m equivalent
straight wing. The results of this investigation are re-
ported in Technical Note 1528.
In the determination of the design gust-load f acto~ for an
airplane, an important parameter is the slope of the Iift curve.
In order to determine the influence of the use of low-drag
w@s on this parameter, t~ts were made in the Lar@ey
gust tunnel on a model having a W@ of lovr-drag section with
smooth surf ucej and, later, with roughnges qpplied “to”the “‘“
leading edgg to sirnulate a con-rentional section. The r&rdte
of the investigation% which are reported in Technical “hTote
1632, indicate that, within the limits of nccu~~cj nnd pre-
cision required for present gust-load calculations, the lovr-
drag and con~entioncd airfoil sections show the..wme SloP%.
of the lift cur-m while tra~ersiug gusts -with gra~ent dis-
tances up to at least 12 chord lengths. For gust-loacl calcu-”
hitions, it.is indicated thrttthe section slope of the lift curv~
of alI airfoils should be assumed to ha~e z value of approxi-
mately 6.0 per radian and that a simple correction for mpect-
ratio etiects should be appliecl to obtain the slope of the lift
curve for finite -wings.
Aerodynamic Beating
l~ith the attainment of supersonic speeds,-consideratio~
must be given in the desi=~ of nircraft to the heating of the
aircraft by air passing around it. In this connection, n corn-
parison was made between the time histo~ of skin tempera-
ture measured on the nose of a V+ rocket and the kem”pera-
ture computed by using Eber’s experimental relation for heat-
transfer coefficient for conical bodies under supersonic con-
d.itions. The ctgreementobtained -wasfelt to justify the use
of Eberk relation in the ca~culation of s~ln temper;tn;ea
under flight conilitions. A genera] method was de-reloped
for making such skin-temperature calculations and used to
compute the variation of skin temperature with ti~nefir ‘it
-wide range of values of the pertinent parameters. T~e. -1:.
results showed that by proper selection of the basic param-
eters the increase of skin temperature during n limited time
of flight can be held to structurally pern~issible wdues~ -””-
Methods are.given for tuking into account, when necessary,
the effects of solar heating and the radiation exchnnged
between the skin and atmosphere. Time histories of Stiri
temperature were also computed for representative flight
plans of .a typical supersonic airplane to insure that strut- -...
tural diflkdties would not. be encountered in any proposed
flight plan because of aerodynamic heating. The results of
the inwitigation have been reported in Technical Note 1724.
A short and simple method -wasdeveloped for the deter-
mination of transient skin temperature of conical bodies for
ihort-time, high-speed flight. A ditierent,ial equation” victs.=
establislieclfor this purpose, giving the f urydamental~lations
between the transient akin temperature and the flight history.
For the heat-transfer coefficientand bounchtr-y-]ayertempera--
ture, -which are neecled in the differential .equati~n~~betis
experimental results for conical bodies under supersonic con-
ditions were adapted and summarized in a convenient -wa~.”
A numerical procedure for solving the differential equrdion
was given. The method is presented in Technic~ Notq17i5,
In addition to the heating problem resulting f ronl. [11?._, _
passage of air around an airphme, other problems of therm_@___
stress exist. men an airplane di-res at high speeds from
a high altitude to a lovwr, warmer aItitude, the outer sur-
faces are subjected to rapidly changing boundary-layer temp-
eratures as a result of aerodynamic heating and increasis
in the free-stream temperature while the internal structure
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remains relatively cold. These @mperature gradienti, if .of
suf6cient magnitude, could cause theimal stresses.between
adjacent components such as the -wing ribs and skin. The
mabmitude of Ihe temperature gradients occurril~ in the
wing of a typical, high-speed fighter airplane has been meas-
ured during dives, mildan analytical method for predicting
the temperature variations in similar wings has keen evolr.ed
and reported in Technical Note 1675.
Landing Loads
In fundamentn] research conducted at the Langley im-
pact basin, hydrodynamic impact data for a seaplane hull
were obtained to supplement previously reported data. In
Technical h’ote 1516 data from these tests “werecondensd
tind compared with theory previously developed and re-
ported. In condensing the data, an approach parameter
combining trim and flight-path angle -was introduced in
combination with loiid, draft? and tin-w coefficients hnving
interrelation depencleut o“idyupon the fipproach parameter.
Some theoretical results showing the effect of chine immer-
sion on the maximum load for narrow-beam hulls were also
ilwluded. .
Data ou hydrodynamic pitching moments during landing
impact were obtained in the impact basin and compared with
~gmeralizedixmdts involving” a nondimensional moment co-
~fficiellt. These results were reported. in Technical Note.
1630. The nondimensional approach parameter was also
umd ill this report.
In Technical Note. 1694, extensive application of theory
to planing clnta was made” for the purpoi.e .of”“deierrnhifii
downwash, virtual mass, end flow, and Frouc!-e’s effects,
which might be aclapted to” impact-f oice”calculation. “.~
comparatively simple procedure gave r~ults which agreed
with the datu o~er -widerrnnges than hgd been investigated
in impnct. .
In continuation of the program for determining landing
loads for flexible airframes, a simplified. analytical method
was derived for predicting the time history of the accelera~
tions along the wing of an airplane. Iri Technical Note 1690,
wing-tip accelerations computed by this method -were.com-
parecl with those measured during lan@ng impacts of. g
small seaplane. The theoretical and eiiperimental results
were in good agreemtint. _. j “..
Through the use of various simplifying assumptions, a
number of approximate solutions cm be obtained to the
complex problem of the determination of stressesd~veloped
in the landing of an aircraft. In orcler to determine the
nature ancl magnitude of the errors that me involved when
the various simplifying assumptions are made, an investiga-
tion of an idealized form of aircraft which was susceptible
to exact solution vras made. The approximate solutions
break the problem into two parts: First, the determination
of the landing strut forces and, second, the determination of
the stresses from these strut forces. Then the ellect of the
neglect of the structural elasticity in one or both of these
parts is considered, The comparison made with the exact
solution indicates that a satisfactory treatment of the land-
ing problem may be obtained from an analysis which assumes
thnt in landing the aircraft is an elastic structure subject to
the forces or accelerations found in n drop lest in which a
rigid mass is used. The work of–this investigation is
reported in Technical Note 158&–
The lif ~ acting on a senplane during the ltmding hnpnc~
affects the maximum acceleration experienced, Solutions for
calculating the acceleration -were available based on the as-
sumption thnt. the lift equals the weight; howeyer, in rough-
wat w landhlgs, more than one hupnct may OCCUC.and the
wing lift ~ay be reduced because of partial stalling after the
first impact. ~ solution of the_ two-dimensional probl~m
(infinitely long float) was obtained for an arbitrary wiluc
of the lift., which is. usef ul for writing desigll_specificnt ions.
T’he solut~n~ “as VW&as cnlculnted nulnericd exnmples, is
presented in Technical Note 1563.
Canopy Gads
Ill nddit~onto the general fields of loac~r~_~rch ~epmted
above, certain other specific problems n-erein-matigatcd. For
example, as.part of a general investibnt,ion of the subject,
the nerodfllamic loads on the ctinopy of-a, Na~y figh[er iir-
phme were metisured in flight. The same cal~opy had pre-
viously been in-vestigated in the Langley full-scale tunnel,
ancl thus merms vvere afforcled for comparing wind-tunnel
and flight results to determine the effect of Mach numl-wrand
distortion on the canopy load distribution.
SUJ3COtiEtiON VIBRATION ~ FiU’ITER ‘“ ‘“
Flutter of Wings aml Control %rfaces
The expeiirnental program for obtnining information con- ~
ceniing flutter of” aircraf t in the tmmsonic speed range hm
been.contig~~ecl. Additionn] flutter datu have bee~lobtained
in investigations of six wings, four unswept aml two with 45°
sweepback, attached to various bodies and dropped from
high altitucles. The data mere teleme~eredfrom the bodies
to recording equipment on the ground.
Initial flight investigations hnve been made of n high- ._
velocity ro-cket-propelled vehicle for flutter studies. Un-
mveptwings investigated showed eq?erimental flutt.erspeeds
higher than”those determined by ctdculatione in which an
incompressible flow for a two-dimensional airfuil was as-
sltied.~.. These cilculations~ nevertheless; “ha~’eprorcd very “-
useful in the design of the wings for flutter nnd m a basis
for deterrnil]ing the correction which should be applied ty
two-dimensional theory,
New lo~~cceleration rocket-powered vehicles have also
been developed for investigating ffutter in f rcc flight at
transonic and at supersonic speeds. Additional inwMign-
tions have. been made of sweptback wings, using this low- :
acceleration rocket-propelled yel~icle. Thb wgrk indicated _ ._
that there was an acl-rerseeffect cm the flutter speed because
of. the incrilwed coupling between flexure mld -torsion asso-.
ciated with effective dihedmd for the sweptlxtck condition,
but thi~dwree effect was compensated for by other favorable
aerodynamic effects.
A broad program has been undertaken in the Langley flut-
ter tunnel t~ study the effects of concentrated weights on the
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flutter characteristics of cantile~er wings. Some of the re-
sults are reported in Technical Note 1594, for a stmight
untapered wing tested with various concentrated weights.
The moments of inertia, chorchvise positions, and spanwise
positions of thwe weights were varied, and in several of the
tests an end plate was installed which was believed to change
the effective aspect ratio of the wing. The effects of these
variations on the flutter characteristics are presented in a
form which may be conveniently used for correlation with
concurrent theoretical flutter calculations.
The methods of analysis for determining the modes and
frequencies of uns-iiept-wing aircraft are not directly appli-
cable to aircraft with s-weptwings. An analysis which in-
cludes the effect of sweep therefore was needed, and has been
de~eloped. Simple power series expansions are made for
both the deflection and the twist, and by use of special wing-
root coupling conditions and the energy method, character-
istic equations for both symmetrical and antisymmetrical
vibratiou are derived. Numerical examples which are sus-
ceptible to exnct analysis have been prepared and compared
with the exact solutions.
Control-surface flutter at transonic speeds has become a
serious problem as it tends to make the airplane uncontrol-
lable and to weaken structurally the flutter surface. From
wind-tunnel research on parameters contributing to tmnsonic
flutter, a preaeure-celI technique for conveniently measuring
instantaneous pressure distribution on a flutter surface was
dedopecl. This technique is applicable to other problems
where rapidly fluctuating pressures over a surface ire in-
volved. An empirical theory to enable prediction of the
frequency of flutter and the corresponding conditions for
instability vias developed. This theory was used in predict-
ing the flutter frequency of the aileron on a wing having a
low-drag airfoil section, and a wing having a conventional
airfoil section.
Tab FIutter
An experimental investigation was made of a preloaded
spring-tab flutter model to determine the effects on the flutter
speed of aspect ratio, tab frequency, and preloaded spring
constant. The rudder was mass-balanced, and the flutter
mode studied vias essentially one of three degrees of freedom
(flu bending coupled with rudder and tab oscillations).
Torsional Stiffness and Divergence
The emphasis on the use of sweptback or s-iveptforwnrd
wings for high-speecl flight has created widespread interest
in the aeroelastic behavior of s-wept wings. One of the
fundamental aeroehwt.icparameters is the vring di~ergence
speed.
The divergence of wings (or tail surfaces) is an in-
stability phenomenon which results from the interaction of
aerodynamic and structural forces. If a wing is given a
deflection- of arbitrary magnitude, the aerodynamic forces
often act in such a -wayas to increase the deflection, whereas
the structural forces always tend to decrease the deflection.
Since the aerodpamic forces increase tith the fiy~g speed,
whereas the structural forces are independent of it, a speed
will often exist at which the two sets of forces are exactly
in balance, so that they tend to maintain the given deflection,
This speed isknown as the divergence speed, eincaany f urther
increase in speed caus=” the aerodynamic “forc~” to pm-
dominate over the restraining structural forces and ten@_to
increase any deformation until structural faihme occurs.
The theory of divergence of unswept wings has ~ached
a considerable degree of refinement. The analysis of the
divergence of swept wings, however, is complic~te@_by the
fact that, unlike the case of unswept wings, the air forces
depend on the bending deformation as well .as on the twist-..
ing deformations. A theoretical anal@s of the divergence
of uniform and linearly taperecl swept wings is presented
in Technical hTote1680. (The tapered wings are a~u.me.d
to have stiffnessesvarying as the fourth power of the chord.)
-The results o-f the analysis are presented in nondimensional
curves from which the divergence speed can be esti~ated for
a given design. ~“e theoretical resuh.s indicate th~t the
divergence speed drops rapiclly as s-weepforward increasix
up to about 40°. On the other hand, wings -withs-weepback
beyond a fairly low -raluecannot diverge at all
A limited number of wincl-tunnel investigations of uni-
form wings -weremade to check the theory; agreement be-
tween theory and experiment was good.
Failures probably due to flutter were encountered in NACA
flight investigations of several rocket-powered drag-research
missiles that were intended to attain Mach numbers of about ~
1.4. A study of the wing failures of these misdes led to a.——
simple semiempirical torsional-stiil?nem-criterion f or pre-
venting flutter of uniform swept or unswept missile.w-b+”
that reach supersonic speeds. Missiles that failed were re-
designed in accordance with this diffness c~terion and,. -
subsequently, made successful flights. —.- .— --- -----
Shear Lag and Other Structural Effects
Vibration investigations of airplane wings have shown
that discrepancies often exist between observ’ed and calcu-
lated natural frequencies of wings. Among the possible
sources of th= discrepancies a~e aerodynamic and strii-”
tural damping, rotary inertia, shearing deflections, E@
shear-la+geffects. In order to determine the importance of “”
the Iast of these, an investigation in which yh~rlag is
included was made of box beams in bending vibration. This
investigation is reported in Technical Note 1583. A pro-
cedure is given for determining the mode: and frequencies
when shear lag is included. Examples show that in some
cases shear lag may reduce appreciably the higher mode “-
“frequencieseven though the fundamental mode is influenced”
little and that in other cases apprecirtble reduction ‘~ the
fundamental mode frequency may even be found.
In the flutter and dynamic analysis of ~ircraft structures,
the determination of the natural modes and frequencim is.
often of basic importance. Most of the methods of modal
deter~ation that have been developed have had cer!aig.
undesirable features vrhich make them either lhrded or
unwieldy in their application. A method has been developed
which is easy and quick to apply and gives results within
the range of accuracy with -which the ph~sical properties ““
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of the structure (mass, stiffness distribution, ancl ~ forth)
can ordinarily be determined. The method is based on the
principle of the !?itocloli method and cotiists of solving the
differential equations for vibration by a method of SUCCES
she approximations. A1l computations are tabular in form
and are easily performed. Higher modes afi fiadily found
find special ccmsideraticm has been giveg fh~ tmgtirient. of
various boundary conditions. The frequency”is found simply
as the square root of the proportion~lit,y factor existing
between modal deflection curves in successive approxima-
tions This method of frequency and modal cletermination
~ given in Technical Note 1522. Givm-” dso in this report
are a number of examples which illustrate the procedure
and indicate the high accuracy which is attainable.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AI’RCRAFI’ STRUCI’URAL
MATERIALS
The majority of the investigations on’ aircraft struct.ural
materials have been carried out by contracts with universities
nnd other nonprofit scientific organizations. These inve@i-
gations have complemented the piograrn on rnaterial~.for
power plants.
Fatigue of MetaIs
A wartime survey showed lack of complete information
on the fatigue properties of sheet materials used in airframe
construction. Although a great deal .of information .yas
availablel it appeared that no material had been investigated
fully and that no strictly comparative tests of any extent
had been made on different inaterials wider carefully con-
trolled conditions. For example, on any one material, infor-
mation was generally incomplete (1) on fatigue dqage
under various conditions and (2) on notch sensitj~lty -with
various notches and loading conditions. ...In. cornpaii”ng”rni-
terials, it ap@ared that considerable information was availa-
ble. for some aluminum alloys (notably 24S-T AIcIad) in
sheet form under axial loading, while information on steel
was mostly from rotating-bearntists orucmnd bars. Thus,
such materials could not be readily compared in regard to
their fatigue behavior in sheet format mean stresses. different
from zero.
As part of .a. broad program” d+ged to mitigate this
situation by obtaining basic hdorxnation on the fatig~~e prop-
erties of several n~aterials, all in sheet form and” “d tested
under reasonably comparable conditions, Battelle hfemorial
Institute during the past year has completed invwitigation of
the following phases: (1) Selecting samples of three mate-
rials of current interest (24S-T and l’5S-T aluminum alloys
and normalized 4130 steel) and making conventional tests to
che& the quality of each lot of material; (2) development,
by preliminary tests, of suitable means of preparing speci-
mens; (3) obtaining base-line S–N cuties for each mhteriid
over the range from fulIy reversed stress to stress alternation
about a high mean. tensile strws; ancl (4) inv@i@ng
fatigue damage and fatigue strengthening at. ~.~o stre.g
ICVCIS.
The res& of this investigation, of interest h~ themselves,
may alsc. furnish basic information for further studies of
the same materials. In view of this, considerable care was
taken to evnluate the experimental errors involved and to
estimate, as far as possible, the residual “scatter” of test.
results,
&ofier phase of the fatigue program which @S been $om- _
pleted cluing the past year was the design and consl,ruct,ion ~‘
of two dual-load fatigue testing machines by the hyat ional
Bureau of Standards. The outstanding feature gf thee
machines is the ability to change automatically the loml
nmplitude alternately from one to the other of two values
with a definite number of loacl cycles .at e~ch. Both vulues
of the load are present on.the machine prior to init.iaticmof
the test.
TensiIe and Compressive Properties of Aluminum-MIoy
.Sheet. .-
The National Bureau of Standards has conducted an exten-
sive investigation of the tensile and compressive properties
of high+kngth aluminum-alloy sheet. The” propwt ies in
both a lon#@dinal and a transverse direction to rolling were
obtainecland the resultswere presented asstress+train, stress-
deviation, and tangent-modulus graphs. The graphs were
plotted on n dimensionless basis to make them applicrdde tu
material with yield strengths which differ from those of the
test specimens. Results have previously been presented for ‘
aluminum-alloy R 301 sheet (Technical Note 1010)“, ahuni- ~
nurn-alloy .75S-T Alclad sheet (Technical Nyote1385)”,alu- ~
minum-alloy .2X3-T Alclacl sheet (Technical Note 1512), and
ahuninum~&lIoy 24S-T81 Alclad sheet (Technical Note ‘.
1513). During the past year resdts -werepresente~on ahlmi- . . :
nmn-alloy 75S–T sheet and ahnriinum-alloy 2423-TM.Alchrcl
sheet. :“. _ _ _.. -—
Sandwich materials_—
The Forest “Praducts Laboratory has continued in~esti-
gations orrsandwich materials. They have completed an
analysis of the compressive strength of a folded type of
honeycomb. core by the method previcdy developed (Tech-
nical Note 1251) for the corrugated type of honeycanb core.
The resuks of 20 tests showed good agreement yith tl~o
analysis. These results were compared with data obtained
from five tests of the corrugated-type core made of the same
“sheet inaterial. The two types of core had approximately
the same strength which implied that the compressive
strengths of honeycomb cores cannot be altered greatly by
changing the cell shape.
The Fordi# Products Laboratory has conducted nn inwsti- ~
gation to determine the dur~bility of a resin-impregnated,
paper, corrugated-type honeycomb-core materinl vihcn sub-
jected to accelerated weathering exposures of heat and mois-
ture. The effect of these exposures yas measured by com-
pression teils of 2- by 2- by 6-inch honeycomb specimens and
tensile tes~”of flat strips of paper (not corrugated).
The For@ ProductsLaboratory hasalso investigated and..—
-evaluated several rn@hods ofiforming panels of--compound
curvature to determine the adaptnbility of paper honeycomb
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cores in such panels. A bowl-shaped construction having
glass-cloth facings on a preformed core of paper honeycomb
has been made to demonstrate the practicability of one
method. Other methods, such as postforming a flat alum-
inum-faced panel and the use of flat tailored pieces of paper
honeycomb, were tried and found to be unsatisfactory.
Transparent Enclosures
The transparent enclosures of modern aircraft must vrith-
stand both the temperatures and forces encountered in high-
speed flight nnd the forces imposed by cabin premrization.
They must offer a minimum of vision distortion and should
not shatter under impact. The materiaIs available for these
enclosures me glass and the transpar~nt acrylic plastics in
both laminated and solid sheet form. Because the cost .of
forming glass sevq.relylimits its use, the acrylic plastics are
in common use, and the operating requirements are rapidly
exceeding the capabilities of this material.
In view of this situation the NACA Subcommittee on
Aircraft Structural Materials felt that a program to develop
adequate transparent enclosures -wasnecessary. It had been
indicated that no conclusive data had been obtained regard-
ing the relative merits of solid and laminated transparent
plastic enclcmres and that research should clarify this
problem. Accordingly the National Bureau of Standards
during the past year conducted a survey of the existing infor-
mation pertinent to the problem to aid in p~anning future
research.
OPERATING PROBLEMS RESEARCH
COMMITTEE ON OPERATING PROBLEW
Of major importance in the -work of the Committee on
Operating Problems during the p~st year was the establish-
ment of the Subcomrnittee on Aircraft Fire Prevention in
order that emphasismight be given to the study of fire safety.
Continued study has been given by the Subcommittee on
Icing Problems and by the Subcommittee on Meteorological
Problems to icing and meteorological problems encountered
in the opemtion of aircraft.
Noteworthy results -were achieved in studies of aircraft
noise and ditching.
h’oise
Because the noise created by airplanes is ~lally objection-
able to persons Iiving in the vic@ity of airports, it has been
a factor in the location of new airports and lMVScaused the
abandomnent of established ones. In order. to investigate
this problem, studies were made of both e.n@e noise nnd
propeller noise. An Army liaison-type airplane typifying a
150- to 200-horsepower personal riirplane -wasmodfied with
a mufflerand n multibladed, slow-turning propeller. IVhen
the modified airphane was flying at 300 feet, the sound level
on the ground was reduced from 87 to 67 decibels; therefore
this airplane may be even quieter than necessary (Technical
hTote1647). The fundament.d factors involved in the gener-
ation of nok were reviewed and methods were suggested for
designing quiet propellers which wouId be as eflicient and no
heavier than conventional propellers.
Ditching
Studies of modehi of landpkmes catapult-Launched in
the landing condition for simulated ditch.in@ ar; b~~
continued. Several models of military bombers and trans-
ports were included in the study. The conventional. trms-
port type seems to have good ditching characteristi~, @t -
is, a smooth run over the water and low accderations. of
about 2g. The bottom of the fuselage vias built. to s@e
strength and it was not severely damaged clurigg ~@ing.
This would indicate that the floor of the cabin would be
relatively safe for personnel. In general, the transports
had better ditching characteristics than the lmnbers. @-
though none of the models tested had characteristics severe
enough to vmrmnt the use of @e ~AC~ hydroflap as a
dit thing aid, it remains a promising device for eliminating
violent dives.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON METEOROLOGICAL
PROBLEMS .,.
The eflects of atmospheric turbuhmce and, in particular,
the loads imposed on aircmft as a result of such turbuknm
are of fundamental importance in the safe and efiicient
design and operation of all aircraft. The effects of at-
mospheric turbulemce are determined for the mosk part by
the statistical analysis of data from large numbers of routine
test flights.
The NACA has continued its participation in the U: S.-
lVeather Bureau Thunderstorm Project for which field op-
erations are now complete. The data gathered in this=@:_
vestigation are no-iv being analyzed and will be studied to
determine relations for forecasting atmospheric turbulence
from other meteorological parameters. In addition, the
anal@s wdl aLso be useful to determine the influence of
piloting technique and airplane characteristics on the meas-
urement of effective.gust velocity, to eyaluate ground radar
as a means of detecting and avoid~ng regions of turbuIence,---
and to devise a simple procedure for adjusting the maximum
dective .ast velocities for dMerencee in distanc~ over
-which records are taken.
In analyzing data on the structure and intensity of atmos-
pheric gusts within thunderstorms, questions ~rise concerning
the validity of comparisons between different sets of data on
the basis of the maximum gust vekities encountered. Ke-
sults of simple sampling procedures indicate the observed
-ralues of maximum effective g~st velocity to be a function
of the record distance. A simple procedure has been devel-
oped which removes the effect of differences in record distance”
between two sets of data and allows a direct comparison of
the gust vebcitiee.
An analysis of the energy transformations in convective-””
type clouds gave qualitative relations between the maximum
possible gust velocities md the height of conyec~~~ ~ctiv~ty
and the horizontal temperature variations. As a result of
this annlysis, a simplMed relation -which may be used to fore-
cast the maximum effective gust velocities within convective-.
type clouds was developed and is reported in Technical Note
1569.
.
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In the past, the inffueucg gf yi~oting technique and &-
plane characteristics on measurements of effective gust -reIoc-
ity obL~ined from reactions of an airplane in flight have been
assumed to be consiiteut in sign and mngnitude, me sta-
tistical nnalysis of gust data obtained from the Thunder-
storm Project to determine possible eirois “re.iulting from
these assumptions indicates that, for over=alI analysis of gust
data, airplane and pilot effects will aver~ge out, However,
for the analysis of individual transvers~ dtita, these-effects
may be of considerable concern. Results of this investigation
nre reported in Technical Note 1645.
In an attempt to determine the proper gust velocity to lx”
used in the design of high-altitude aircraft, .gust:velocity
data for convective-type clouds at various altitudes were
analyzed to show the .Yariation of effective gust velocity with
altitude. The analysis indicates that the distribution of
effective gust veIocity is approximately the same at various
altitudes within convective-tcype clouds.. Consideration of
these results for altitudes below 64~O00qeet indicates that
similar resdts would apply to convective-type clouds at all
altitudes within the troposphere, The .~e@ts .of this. inves-
tigation are reported in Technical ?Note 16$28.
The preliminary evaluation of data obtained from cor-
relating flights through thunderstorms with ground radar
echoes from air-mass convective storms (Technical Note
1684) indicates that the gust bumps experienced can be re-
duced by circumaviating the qreas of radar echo. This was
followed by observations from air-borne radar on routine
flights from Seattle to ~laskn to determine if advance warn-
ings of gust were feasible. The absence of well-defined radar
echoes prevented d6finite conclusions, but preliminary indica-
tions show that turbulent air can exist without radar
indications.
lf the Iife of aircraft is to k more exactly known, the
important factors of airspeed and gust vehcity must be
correlated. V-G measurements made on routine trans-
pacific flights prior to and during the riwent war hive been
analyzed (Technical Note 1693). These_data support pre-
vious indications that airplane speed in regions of turbulent
air is a significant factor in the life .of aircraft.
.
SUBCOMMITI’EE ON ICING PROBLEMS
. The effectivenessof present aircraft is seriously limited by
their inability to operate under all weather conditions. One
of the serious hazards in the practical all-weather operation”
of aircraft is the formation of ice on critical surfaces and
components. Such ice formations may impair the operation
of the aircraft to such an extent that a crash may result.
The program of icing research of the Co~ittee has been
carried out at the Ames Laboratory and the L6vvisLabora-
tory. The close of the 1948 fiscal year, however, brought a
cessation to the icing-rwearch activities of the Ames Labora-
tory and henceforth research on aircraft icing will be con-
ducted at the Lewis Laboratory, The experimental research
iu aircraft. icing is ~ccomplished for the most part in the
6-by ~-foot icing-res~rch wind tunnel and by flights of spe-
cially equipped airplan.esin hatural icing conditions.
illeteorolo&
Special meteorological instrumentation was instilled in an
icing-r~earch airphme to measure the important physical
characteristics of icing clouds. A preliminary analysis of
the data obtained during the icing season confirmed and _ _
augmented: simil~r data ob~ined in previous years (Tech-
nical Notes 1391, 1392,” 1393, ”and 1424). As a conse-
quence, the tentatively established specifications of the most
probable mximum and normal icing conditions presented
previously have been placed on a more substantialbasis. The
data will also serve as a basis for the development of tecl~-
niques for forecasting aircraft icing conditions,
Propellers
One phase of propdler icing research was directed toward
the establishment of a fundamental basis for the determina-
tion of bltide-heating requirements. Heat flow from the
blnde surf~ce ;nd temperature rise of the blade were meas-
ured at various power conditions in different icing condi-
tions_ @qapuch_a$ cyclic heating of propellers ~lecgssifatw
the tolerance of somiiice accretion on the blades during the
heat-off period, thrust measurementswere made to determine ___
the losses caused by these intermittent accretions for .varioua
cyclic-hea~ conditions.
Wind-tuiiiel investigations of external rubber blade heat-
ers -werec~ucted to determine power densities f~~ a range ,
of arnbient>airtemperature. It ~ shown ill Techmcal Note
1520 thnt ti approximately uniform choriiwise distribution
:,
of heat on lhe blade surface resulted in the minimum heat
requireme@. Also presented in this report is the opt irnum
ratio of heat-on time to heat-off time.
The effects of propeller speed, air temperature, and water
concentration on the power requirements and de-icing per-
formance of internal electric blade heatem are presented in
Technical Note 1691. ‘ , “” ‘--”
Hot-gas heating of a hollow-steel propeller. blade !vas
investibwte~ both theoretically and experimentally and the
results are published in Technical Notes 1494, 158.6, 1587,
and 1588. ,T’he experimental investigations indicated that,–
by conhing the heated gas flow to the. forwarcl. portion
of the propeller bladel a more economical distribution of
the applied “Iieatwas obtained.
In conjuriction with the work at the Lewis Laboratory on
hot-gas heqting of a hollow-steel propeller blade, an investi-
gation was$o.nductedjn the Langley 16-foot high-speed wind ‘-
tunnel to determine the rMecton propeller etlciency of inter-
nal flow through hollow blades. The results of this inwxti-
gation (Technical Note 1540) indicate that the flow through
“tip nozzles having guod external design but poor internal
ducting ca~ed peak efficiency losses of approximately 1 per-
cent, When the internal flow was heated to approximately
285° F., the peak etliciencylosses -wereagain approximately 1
percent. RemmnabIeagreement was obtained be~weencalcu-
lated and m=asuredef%ciency10SW.
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Wings and Empennages
An analysis of the hinting requirements for fig and em-
perirmgesections for ice protection in speci.6@ icing condi-
tions is presented in Technical hTote 1472. This analysis
provides a fundamental basis for deeia~ which has replaced
the previously employed empirical methods.
Windshields
A method for calculating the heat requirements for vrind-
shield thermal ice pre~ention m-it a method for determining
the heat required to prevent fog formation on windshield
inner surfuces in diving flight have been published in Tech-
nical Notes 1434 and 1301, respectively.
Jet Engines
F1ight inwstigatioqs to determine the effect of ice forma-
tions on the performance of axial-flow turbojet eugines indi-
cated that ice collected on the cowl, spinner, and guide vanes?
thus disrupti~~ the air flow in the compressor inlet and in
turn causirg a substantial reduction in jet thrust. h addi-
tion, the tail-pipe temperature became excessively high m a
rcssultof the increased fuel flow required to maintain engine
speed.
A preliminary investigation of internal water-inertia sep-
aration inlets, including a simplified analytical design pro-
cedure, has been completed. Results indicate that ram-pres-
sure losses mill not be excessive when satisfactory ice
protection is obtained by this system. The submerged inlet,
also an inertia separation system, has been investigated, and
results indicate that in order to be effective the inlet opening
must be extremely small with high entrance-yelocity ratio
and consequently high ram-pressure losses.
Preliminary investigations of the use of hot gases bled
from the turbine to heat the inlet demonstrated the method
to be practical. Even under severe icing conditions the thrust
losses were moderate. In connection -withthis system of ice
protection, studies -weremade to determine the penetration of
a circular air jet directed perpendicularly to an air stream.
These studies, reported in Technical Note 1615, related the
penetration to the jet diameter, to the distance downstream of
the inlet, and to the ratios of the jet and air-stream velocities
and densities.
Thermodynamic Properties of Gases
Mollier diagrams have been presented in Technical Note
1715; these diagrams related the thermodynamic properties
of air when srdurated with water vapor and when in equilib-
rium with water and ice at low temperatures.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT FIIU3
PREVENTION
Recent critically serious fires in commercial and military
aviation have necessitated consideration of powible funda-
mental research that may reduce the basic causes of fire
hazards. The new Subcommittee on Aircraft Fire Preven-
tion was formed for the purpose of. identifying specitlc fire
problems for which solutions are most urgently needed, ex-
changing information on aircraft-fire-prevention research,
and coordinating the research of the ~arious contributing” “”
agencies. It is intended that the fundamental research con-
ducted by the NACA will provide information which is
needed to supplement that being provided by these”other
agencies. .-
Survey of Aircraft-Fire-Prevention Problem
The results of a preliminary survey of the aircraft ~‘-
probku indicate that a significant solution to the problem
would require that inflammable materials be made lees.haz-
ardous or removed from the airplane, that ignition sourc~..
be diminated or isolated, and that the fuel be separated from
potential ignition sources within the airplane. The prelim-
inary survey further indicates that the ultimnte redu;tion of
the fire hazard till not result from the application of any
single improwxnent but will come from an integration into
the airplane design and flight operation of new ideas and
methods, many of which remain to be explored. Results of
~aboratory experiments indicate that the use of lo-w-volatility
fuel vii]l reduce the rate at which fire spreads in a c~sh,
although full-scale airplane crash tests are believed necessary
before final recommendations can be made. More depend-
able fire detectors and more dependable methods of. using
inert gases in interior compartments are needed if the maxi-
mum safety from fire in aircraft is to be achieved. - & &
result of this survey and by recommendations frorn-tbe ‘f@%-
committee on Aircraft Fire Preventionl several investiga-
tions ha~e been started.
Investigation of Less Inflammable Lubricants and Hydraulic
Fluids
Studies hare been initiated to determine the sttiteof de-rel-
opment of 1- inflammable lubricants and hydraulic fluids
to establish ~tides in undertaking research fortl?e ~i~oy$:y
of new compounds or additives. It is believed that these
guides wi~ assist in reducing the inflammability of air-”
craft-engine lubricants and hydraulic fluids.
Investigation of Ignition Sources and Inflammability of
Aircraft MateriaIs
Work has been started to &abIish practical concepts and
definitions of ignition sources and inflammability” hfid- to
extend the knowledge of these factors, in order to make pos-
sible the maximum reduction of the fire hazard. It is in:
tended to establish prscticnl concepts and detlnitioristhrough
improved design and operation with existing ignition
sources and inflammables and through research and develop-
ment whereby the airplane and its contents may be made less
inflammable and ignition sources less hazardous.
Review of Fire Records and Survey of Fire Research
The purpose of a retiew of fire records and a survey of
fire research is to establish the significance of various phases
of the aircraft fire problem; to identify ignition sources,
infkunmables, and conditions which are conducive to t.h.e
start and spread of aircraft fires; and to evaluate the ex-
tinguishability of fires in order to direct efficiently the devel-
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opment of remedial measures from existing e@eefig
data and to direct intelligently future research on the fire
problem which cannot be eliminated from existing lmowl-
edge. The survey of existing and planned rese,mch will
make possible the necessary coordination of fire-prevention
resmrch.
Investigation of the Fundamentals of Aircraft-Fire Extin-
guishing
Ilm.stigation of the chemistry and physk of aircraft-h
extinguishing, tith special consideration of the aircraft
materiaLe, geometry, and operating conditions, has ken
started in order that the mechanism of fire extinguishing
may be better understood.
RESEARCH SPONSORED IN SCIENTIFIC
AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
NTACA sponsom a coordinated program of research at
the National Bureau of, Standards, Forest Products Labora-
tory, and nonprofit scientific and educational institutions to
supplement the viork carried on at the Committee’s labora-
tories. By this means, efiinent sci~tite and r=earch engi-
neers, whose @ghly qunlfied skills and talents would not
otherwise be an-tilable for attack on aerormutical problems
requiring solution, are able to use their talents to contribute
to the Government’s planned program on aeronautical re-
search. In addition, promising students resist@ in these
programs rece.ke scientic training which makes them
useful additions to the country’s scientifi manpower.
This research program is coordinated through NACA
committees and subcommittees vvith aerommtical work as a
whole and with the Committee% research in its own labora-
tories. In this way provision is made for the solution of
problems in all of the fields under the cogniztmce of the
committees and subcommittees. I-i has been possible to en-
gage some of the Xation’s foremost aerodynamicis~ mathe-
maticians; physicists, chemists, and engineers in the study of
the complex phenomena underlying the design and operation
of aircraft and aircraft power plants.
These investigations me carried out under the cognizance
of the appropriate committees and subcommittees and the
results are published as NACA Technical h70tesand Reports
along with the research from the Committee’s laboratories.
The details of the work accomplished are reported in the
preceding pages under the pertinent committee and sub-
committee.
During this year specific investigations of the funda-
mental problems involred in flight have been studied for
the NACA by such institutions as the .National Bureau of
Standards, Forest Products Laboratory, Aeronautical Re-
search 17mmdation,University of Akron, University of Ala-
bama, Armour Research Foundation, Battelle 31&norial In-
stitute, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, California Lmti-
tute of TeChnOlOeT,Carnegie Institute of Technology, Uni-
versity of Illinois, Illinois Institute of Technoloeg, Stnte
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Uni~emity of Iowa, Johns Hopkins University, Masshcliti-
setts Institute of Technology, University of Michigan, Uni-
versity of Minnesota, New York University, Princeton
University, Rensselaer Polytechnic hstitute, Stevens Insti-
tute of Technology, and Stanford University.
cOORD1~ATIO~ OF RESEARCH “
MTD DISTRIBUTION OF RESEARCH .
INFORMATION —
Coordination of aeronautical research is achieved through
the broad structure of hTACA technical subcommittees,-whose
members are drawn from every branch of aviation activity,
including other Government agencies. This diwrsifled mem-
bership keeps the NACA informed and prevents duplication” ““”
of research except where parallel efforts are desired. In the
various subcommittee meetings, the members report on activ-
ities in their field that will be of interest to the NACA~ “and
also review the research being conducted by the N.KIA and
make recommendations on future pro=marns.
The Office of Research Coordination is further assistedby
a west coMt representative who mnintains close contact with
the aeronautical research staffs of that geographical area. .
~ number of discussions between NACA personnel and the
research staffs of the aviation industry and educational ancl
scientific organizations are coordinated and reported each
year through the Coor@ation Office. ------
In addition to other activities, the XACA holds each year
certain informal conferences “atits laboratories with members
of the aviation industry, universities, and the military serv-
ices. The purpose is to examine the research being conclggted
by the NACA and seethat the proper government and private
organizations are receivi~o full benefit from it.
During the past year, the Committee has held 9 technical “
conferences in which the following subjects -werediscussed: .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Aircraft structures.
Aircraft loacls.
Supersonic aerodynamics.
Results of X-1 flight research.
Propellor controls.
Thrust auagnentationin turbojet engines. -. -.
Hydrodynamics.
Fuels.
Uni-rersity conference on aerodynamics.
Each of these conferences was attended by 100 or more
membersof Government services and industrial organizations
having contracts with the Department of National Defense
on projects related to the subjects under discusion. Mem--
bere of the NACA Mcwatories’ staff presented papers con-
taining the latest research information obtained and the
visitors exchanged their views on the Committee’s work
The research results obtained in the Committee’s labora-
tories are distributed in the form of Committee publications.
Two o-fthese publications, Reports and Technical Notes, con-
tnin information thnt is not classified and so is available to
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the public in general. Translations of foreign material are
issued in tbe form of Technical Memorandums. In addition
to theseunclassifiedreports the Committee prepares each year
a large number of reports in which the rewdts are of a classi-
fied nature. These reports for reasons of national security
are controlled in their circulation. From time to time the
various clasilled reports iesued by the Committee are emun-
ined to determine whether it is in the natiomd interest to con-
tinue the class~cation. If it is found desirable to declassify
the reports, they are then published as unclassified papers.
The Office of Aeronautical Intelligence -wasestablished in
the early part of 1918 m an integrrd part of the Committee’s
activities. Its functions are the collection and clussiktion
of technical knowledge on the subject of aeromtut.i+ includ-
ing the results of research and experimenhd work conducted
in dl parts of the world, and its dissemination to the Depart-
ment of NTntionalDefense, mircrdt nmnufact,urers, educa-
tional institutions, and others interested. American and for-
eign reports obtained are analyzed, classified, and brought to
the tittention of the proper persons through the medium of
public and confidential bulletins. Foreibn reports are trans-
lated and where practical are issued in the form of Technical
Memormdurns previously mentioned.
The program of wartime report publication, making avail-
abla previously classified wartime research results, has been
concluded find the last mu-time report distributed.
By net of Congress approved July 2, 1926 (U. S. C. title
10, sec. 31(M), rm Aeronautical Patents and Desi-@ Board
vvas established consisting of the Assistant Secretari~ for
Air of the Departments of War, Navy, and Commerce. In
accordance with that act as amended by the act approved
March 3, 1927, the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics is charged -withthe function of analyzing and report-
ing upon the tech.nicrdmerits of aeronautical inventions and
designs submitted to any agenq of the Government. The
Aeronautical Patents and Design Board is authorized, upon
the favorable recommendation of the Committee, to “deter-
mine vvhether the use of the design by the Government is
desirable or necessary and evaluate the design and h its
worth to the United States in an amount -not to exceed
$75,000.”
Recognizing its obligation to the public in this respect the
Committee has continued to accord to all correspondence on
such matters full consideration. All proposals received have
been carefully analyzed and evaluated and the submitters
have been duIy advised concerning the probable merits of
their suggestions. Many personal interviews have been
~gp-antedinventors -who visited the Committee’s offices, rmd
technicaI information has been supplied when requested.
TECHNICAL B!3PORTS
No.
S04. Afr-Consumption Parameters for Automatic 311xture Control of
Aircraft Engines, By Sidney J. Shames.
S05. An Anal@s of T.lfe Expectancy of Airplane Wings in Normal
cl’utsinx I’lkht. BVAbbot.tA. I?utrwrn.
Xo.
S06.,An Investigation of Backflow Phenomenon in Centrifugal Corn. ‘” ‘
~rwsora By WilIiam A. Benser and Wson J. Moses.
S07. A Method of halysfs of V-G Records from Transport operations.
By A. M. Peiser and M. lVilkerson.
SOS.A Method for the CalcuIation of External Lift, Moment, and
Pressure Drag of Slender Open-Nose Bodies of ReTolntion at
Supersonic Speeds. By Clinton E. Brown and Hermon M.
Parker.
S09. Principles of 310ment Distribution Applied to Stabtlity of Struc-
tures Composed of Bars or Plates. By Eugene Il. Landqukt,
Elbridge Z. Stowell and Evan H. Schuette. .-
SIO. Analysis and Modulation of Theory for Impact of Seaplanes on
~ater. By Wilbur L. 3fily0. —.
Ml.. Preignition-Limited Performance of Sevca’al 17ue1s. By Donald
W. Nale and John C. Eward.
t312. Knock-Limited Performance of SereraI Internal Ccdan”ti. By
Donald R. Bellman and John C. Ewrmd.
813. Correlation of Exhanst-Valve Temperatures wltiEngine C)@rat:”
ing Conditions and Valve Design in an Air-C!c!cdedCylinder. -
By M. A. Zipkin and J. 0. Sanders.
814. A General Representation for AxM1-FlowFans and Turbines.
By W. Perl and 3LTucker.
~. Method of Matcblng Performance of Compressor Systems with
that of Aircraft Power SecUms. By Robert O.Bul~ock, Robert
C. Keetch and Jason J. Moses.
S16. Comparison of ‘iV1nd-Ttmnel and Flight Measurements of Sta-
bility and Control CharacterLstlca of a Douglas A-X! Airplane.
By Gerald G. Kayten and William Koven.
&17. Nitrided-Steel Piston Rings for Engines of High%pecMc Power.
By John H. Clollins, Jr., Edmond E. Bison mid Ralph F.
SchrnldelIn.
WA An Experimental Investigation of Recttmgular Exhaust-Gas
Ejectors Applicable for Engine Cooling. By fige~e J. Manga-
nlello and Donald Bogatsky.
S19. Formulas for Propellers in Yaw and Charts of the Side-Force
Derivative. By Herbert S. Ribner.
S20. Propellers in Yaw. By Herbert S. Rlbner.
S21. Effect of the NACA Injection Impeller on the Mixture Distri-
bution of Double-Row Radfal Aircraft Engine. By Frank 11
Marble, William K. Ritter, and Mahlon A. Miller.
S22. Calculations of the Economy of nn l&Cylinder Radial Aircraft
Engine with Exhmst-Gas Turbine Geared to the Crankshaft.
By Richard W. Hannum and Richard H. !itfmmerman.
S23. 13xperlmental Vertllcation of a Simplified V-Tail Theory and
Analysis of Available Datn on Complete 316de1s with V-Tails.
By Paul E. Purser and John P. Campbell.
S24. Summary of Airfoil Data. By Ira H. Abbott, Albert E. Ton
Doenhofi’, and Louis S. Stlr~ Jr.
825. Analysis of ‘iVfnd-Tunnel Stability and Control Tests in Terms”
of Fly@g Qualities of FnI1-Scale Airplanes. By Gerald G.
Kayten.
S26. A Method for Determining the Camber and Twist of a Surface
to Support a Given Distribution of Lift, with Applications to
the Imad over a Sweptback Wing.
S27. Charts for the Minimum-Weight Design of 24%T Aluminum
A1loy Flat Compression Panels mlth Longitudinal Z-Sechon
Stiffness. By Even H. Sshuette.
S2S. Bending and Shear Streaws Developed by the Instantaneous
Arrest of the Root of a Moving Cantilever Beam. By Elbridge
Z. StoweU, Edward B. Schwar@ and John C. HoubolL
S29. Summary of Measurements in Langley Fnll-Sc&le Tunnel of
Maximum Lift Coeftlclents and StallIng Characteristics of Air-
planes. By Harold H. Sweberg”and Riclmrd C. D[ngeldein.
SS0. A Method for Determining the Rate of Hent Transfer from a
Wing or Streamline Body. By Charles IV. Frlck, Jr., and
George B. McCullough.
S21. An AnalYsis of the Dissipation of Heat in Crmdltlons of Icing
from n Sect[on of the Wing of the (X6 Airplane. By- J.-k.
Hardy.
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8S2. A Systematic Investigation of Pressure Distributions at High
Speeds over Fire Representutlve NACALow.-Drag and Con-
w+ntfonal Afrfoil Sections. By Donald J. Grahnm, Gerald
E. Nitzberg, and Robert N. OlsoLI.
833. General Theory of Afrfofl %ctfo~ Having Arbitrary Shape or
Pressure D1stributfon. By E Julian Allen.
834. Effect of Compressiblllty at High Subsonic Velocities on the
Lifting Force Acting on an E1llptlc Cylfnder. By Carl
Kaplan.
835. Properties of Low-Aspect-Ratio Pointed Wings at Speeds below
and above the Speed of Sound. By Robert T. Jon-.
836. Bending-Torsion F1utter Calculations ?dodifled by Subscmlc
Comprcssibillty Corrections. By L E. Garrick.
837. Standard Nomenclature for Afrspeeds wfth Tables and charts
for Use In Calculation of Ah%peed. By WWfam S, Afken.
83& Consideration of Dynamic Laads on the VerticaI Tail by the
Theory of Flat Yawing Maneuvers. By John Boshar and
Philip Davfa.
839. Theoretical Lift and Drag of Thin Triangular VVfngsat Super-
sonic Speeds. By Cifnton E. Brown.
840. Stalllng of Helicopter Blades. By F. B. C%atafson and G. C.
31yers.
841. AppllcatIon of the Method of (lharacterfstics to Supersonic
Rotational Flow. By Antonio Ii’erri.
842. Some EfPec@ of Compressibility on the FIow Through Fans
and Turbines. By VV.Perl and H. T. Epstein.
843. Jet-Boundary and Plan-l?orm Corrections for Partial-Span
Models with Reflection Plane, End Plate, and NO End Plate
in a Closed Cfrcular Wind Tunnel. By James C. Slvella and
Owen J. Deters.
844. Tank Tssts to Determine the Effect of Varying Design Para-
meters of Plannlng-Tail Hulls. I—Effect of Varying Length,
Width, and Ph_m-E’orm Taper of Afterbody. By John R.
Damson, Robert C. Walter and Elfzabeth S. Hay.
84S. Quantitative Treatment of the Creep of Metals by Dlslocatlon
and Rate-process Theories By A. S. Nowick and E. S.
Machlin.
846. Iihtter and O.scflIating Afr-Force Calculatfona for an Afr-foil
in a !Rvo-Dlmenalonal Supersonic Fiow. By I. ~. (larrick and
S. I. Rublnow.
847. Critical Combinations of Shear and Transverse Direct Stress for
an Infinitely Long Blat P1ate with Edges 13taeticdly
Restrained against Rotation. By S. B. Batdorf and John C.
Houbolt.
848. The Lagrangfan 3fultlplier Method of Finding Upper and Lower
Limits to Critical Stresses of Clamped Plates. By Bernard
Bucliansky and Pal C. HR.
849. The Effect of Wall Interference upon the Aerodynamic Char-
acteristics of an Airfoil Spanning a Closed-Throat Cfrcufar
Wind Tunnel. By Walter G. Vhcenti and Donald J. Graham.
850. Visual Studies of Cylinder Lubrication. I—The Lubrication
of the Pfston SMrt. By Mflton C. Shaw and Theodore Nuae-
dorfer.
851. TMn Oblique A&foils at Supersonic Speed. By Robert T. Jones.
862. I?lfght Investigation at IHgh Speeds of the Drag of Three Air-
foils and a Cfrcular Cylinder Representing Full-Scale Propeller
Shanks. By William H. Barlow.
8S3. Cylinder Temperature Correlation of a Single-C~linder Lk@d-
Cooled Engine. By Benjamin Pinkel, Eugene J. Manganlello
and E%erette”Bernardo.
8S4. Compressibility Effects on the LongNudinal StabIllt~ and Control
of a Pursuit-Type Afrplane as Measured in Flight. By VV1l-
lfam A’.Turner, Paul J. Steffen and Lawrence A. Clonsing.
855. Relation between Spark Ignition Engine Knock, Detonation
Waws, and Antoignltlon as Shown by High-Speed Photog-
raphy. By Cearcy D. MiIler.
S56. The NACA Hfgh-Speed Motion-Picture Camera—Optfcal Com-
pensat~on at 40,000 Photographs a Second. By Cearcy D:
Miller.
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S57. Analysis of Spark-Ignitfon Engine Knock as Seen by Photo-
graphs Taken at 200,000 Frames per Seconil. By Cearcy D.
MfIler, H. Lavefl Olsen and Gordon El. OsterstrOm.
858. Comparison of Se~eral Methods of Predicting the Pressure @e ‘“
at Altitude across a BafJled Aircraft-Engine Cylinder. B~-
Joseph Neustein knd Loufa J. Schafer, Jr.
359. B1easnrementa In FIfght of the Pressure Dletrfbution on the Rfght ~““
VVfngof a P-.3gN-l Airplane at Several Values ot~ach ~u-rn:”-. “”
her. By Lawrence A. Clousing, William N. Turner and L. ‘–”
Stewart Rolls.
880. Analysts of Coollng Limitations and Effect of Engine-Cooling
Improvements on Level-Flight Cruising Performance .of Boeing
B-29 Afrplane. By Frank E. Marble, Mahlon .& Mfller and ‘“” ‘
E. Barton Bell.
861. Experimental and Theoretical” Stndiee of Surgfng in CoptigU-
OUS-F1OWCompressors. By Robert O. BuIlock, ‘iVard W.
Wilcox aud Jason J. Moses.
S62. An Investigate Ion of a Thermal Ice:Prevention Syaternfur a TWn-
Engine Transport Airplane. By Alnn R. Jone&. ‘“ “-
‘PEtiICAL ~OTES1
1186.Effectof FfniteSpanontheAlrloadDfatributionafor Oscillating ““
VVinga.~—~thode of CalculationandExamplesof Applica-
tion. By EricRefssnerandJohn E. Steyem?.
1188. Some mwatigations of the General Instability of Stiffened Metal
Cyllnders. IX-Criterlone for the Design of Stfffened Metal
Cylfnders Subject to General Instability Failures. BYhula&
Dm.n.
1259. A Graphical Method for Interpolation of Hydrodynamic Charac-
teristics of Specffled Flying Boata from Collapsed Results of
General Tests of I!’lying-Boat-Hull Models. By F. W. S. Imcke,
Jr.
1262. Iilffect of Variables In Welding Technique on the Strength of
Dlract-Current Afetal-Arc-VVelded Joints in Aircraft Steel.
H-Repeated-Stmssg Tests of Joints in SAE 4K30 Seamless
Steel Tubing. By C. B. Voldrich and E. T. Armstrong. _ .:.~
1264. Stresses in and General Instability of Monocoque Cylfndem with
Cutouts. IV-Pure Bendfng Teata of Cyllnders with Side
Cutout. BYN. J. Hoff, Bruno A. Boley, rind Louis R. Vfi?gfano.
1822. The Spot VVeldfng of Dlseimllar Aluminum Alloys in the 0.040-
Inch Thickness. By VV. F. Hess, R, A. Wyant, and F. J.
VVfneor.
1332. A Rapfd Comprwsion Machine Suftable for Studying Short Igrd- -
tion Delays. By TV.A. Leary, E. S. Taylor, C, F. Taylor, and
J. U. Jovellanos. .-
1365. The Effect of Changfng the Ratio of Exhaust-Valve Flow Capac-
ity to Inlet-Valve ?71owCapacfty on Volumetric Etlkiency and
Output of a Sfngle-Cylinder Engfne. By James V. D. Eppes,
James C. Livengood, and G Fayette Taylor.
1366. Effect of Changing Bfanff’old Pressure, Exhtinat Preesurej and
Valve Thing on the Air Capacity and Output of a Four-Stroke
Eng~e Operatd with Inlet Valves of Various Dhimeters find
Lifts. By James C. Limmgood and James V. D. Eppea.
1875. Lfmita of Precision in the Daterrninatlon of Lattice Parametem
and Streeses by the Debye-Scherrer Method. By Hans EWe[n
and Stanley Sfegel.
I&O. The 1350° F. Stres&Rupture Propertfee of Two Wrought Alloys
and Three Cast Alloys. By ID.E. Reynol& J. IV. Freeman, -
and A. E. White.
1385. Stress-Strafn and Elongation Graphs for A1clad Al~inmq-Alloy
75S-T Sheet. By James A. Miller.
1401. Introduction to the Problem of Rocket-Powered Afrcraft. Per-
formance. By H. Reese Ivey, Edward N. 13wwen, Jr,,” and
Lester F. Oborny.
1404. Collection of Test Data for Lateral Control” ~lth Fufi-Sjiri’
Flaps. By Jack I?iechel and Margaret F. Ivey.
. . . . .
1The missing numbers in the series of technical notes were released before
or after the perfodcoveredby this report.
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1410. AnimprowxlP hotoelastlcM ethodforDeterminingP laneStreasea.
By Cl B. Norris and A. W. Toss.
1411. The Spot Weld[ng of AIclad 24S-T in Thicknesses of 0.064, 0.0S1,
and 0.102 Inch. By W. F. Hess, R. A. Wyant, and I’. J. lVinsm.
1415. The Kffect of Preheating and Posthentlng on the Quality of S~ot
WeMs in A1umlnum Alloys. By TV.F. Hess, B. A. Wyant, and
l?. J. Winsor.
1419. Charts for the Analysis of One-Dimensional Steady Compres-
slhle FIOIV. By L. Richard Turner, Albert N. AddSq and
Richard H. Zhumerman.
1424. Meteorological Conditions Condncire to Aircraft Icing. By lVil-
lhim Lewis, Dwight B. Kline, and Charles P. Steinmetz.
1425. Nonlinear Large-Deflection Bonndary-Value Problems of Ree
tangular P1ate6. By Chl-Teh Wang.
1428. Notes and Tables for Use in the Analysis of Supersonic Flow,
By The Staff of the Ames 1- by 3-Foot Supe~sonic Wind-Tnnnel
Section.
1432. Changes Fonnd on Run-In and Scuffed Surfaces of Steel Ohrome
Plate, and Cast Iron. By J. N. Good and Douglas Godfrey.
1433. Instability of Outstanding Flanges Simply Supported at One
Edge and Reinforced by Bulbs at Other Edge. By Stanley
Gcmdman and Evelyn Be@.
1434. A 3fethod for Calculating the Heat I&c@@ for Windshield
Thermal Ice Prevention Based on Extenalve Flight Test in
Natural Icing Conditions. By Alnn R Jon- George E Holda-
WSY,and Charles P. Stetnmetz.
1435. Stresses in and General Instabtllty of Monocoque CWndera
with cutouts. V-Calculation of the Stresses in Cylinders
with Side CutouL By N. J. Hoff and Bertram =eb.
1436. Stresses in and General Instability of Monocoque Cylindem with
Cutouts. VI-Calculation of the Buckling Load of Cyl!nders
with Side Cutont Subjected to Pure Bending. By N. J. Hoff,
Bertram Klein, and Bruno A. BoIey.
1437. Impact Theory for Seaplane Landings. By S. U. Benacoter.
143S. Effect of Simulated Seryice conditions on Plastics During A&
celemted and 2-Year Weafiering Tests. By TV. A. Cronse,
D. C. Caudlll, and l?. W. Reinhart.
1439. Compressive Strength of 24S-T Alnrainum-Alloy Fiat PaneIa
with Longitudinal Formed Hat-Section StH7eners Having a
Ratio of Stt&ner. Thickness to SMn Thklmeea Eqnal to
1.00. By William A. Hkkman and Norrts F. Dow.
1440. Further Investigation of Preheating and Postheating In Spot-
WeId@ 0.040-Inch Alclad Z+IS-T. By W. F. Hess and I’. J.
WYnsor.
144. Comprmfson of the Control-Force Characteristics of Two Types
of Lateral-Control System for Large Atrzdanea. BY Owen J.
Deters.
1442. Friction at H&h Sliding Velocltles. BY Robert L Johnson,
Max A. Swlkert, and Edmond El. Biaaon.
1443. Shear Lag fn a P1ywood Sheet-Strbger Cambtnation Used for
the Ohord Member of a Box Beam. By Palamede Boraarf
and Ai-ttng RI.
1444. Development of Cast AWninum A11OYSfor EIIevated-Tempera-
tnre Servica BY Webster Hedge, L. W. Eastwood, C. H.
Lorig, and H. C. Cross.
14%. Two-Dimensional Irrotational Transonic Flows of a Compres-
sible Fluid. By Yung-Huai Kno.
1447. The Performance of a Composite Engine Consisting of a
Reciprocating S~ark-Ignition 13ngine, a Blovwlown Turbine,
and a Steady-Flow Tnrbine. By Richard IL Turner and
Robert N. Noyes.
14S. Supersonic ‘Wave Drag of Sweptback Tapered TWngs at Zero
Lift. By Kenneth 3.fargolSa.
1449. TheoretlcaI Supersonic Wa_re Drag of Untapered Wiveptback and
Rectangular Wingg at Zero Lift. BY Sidney M. HSrmOn.
1460. An Ir.rrestfgatton of Afrcraft Heaters. XXVI—Development of
a SensItire Plated-Type Thermopile for Measuring Radia-
tion. By L. kL E Boelter, El. R. Dempster, R. Bromberg,
and J. T. Gier.
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1451. An Investigation of Aircraft Heaters. XXVII—Distribution
of Heat-Transfer Itate in the Entrance Section of a CirCU@r. .”
Tube. By L. Lt. K. Boelter, G. YOUWW,and H. ‘W.Iversen.
1452. An Investlgaffon of Aircraft Heaters. XSVIII-Kquations for
Steady-State Temperature Distribution Caused by Thermal
Sotu’ces in Flat Plates Applied to Calculation of Thermo-
couple Errora, Heat-Meter corrections, and Heat-Transfer
by Pin-Fin Plates. By L. M. K. Boelter, F. E. RomIe, A. G.
Gntbert, and M. A. Miller.
1456. Performance Tests of wire Strain Gages. VI—Effect of Tem-
pemtnre Calibmtlon Factor nnd Gage Reslelance. By William
R. Campbell.
145S. Analytical and Experimental Invest lgatlon of Bolted Joints.
By Samuel J. Rosenfeld.
14S9. Analysis of the Performance of a Jet Engine from Characteristics
of the Components. I—Aerodynamic and .lIatchlng Charac-
teristics of the Turbine Component Determined with Cold Air.
By Arthnr W’.GohlsteIn.”
1460. Influence of @ystal Plane and Surrounding Atmosphere on
Chendcal Activities of Single Crystals of Metals. By AI1an T.
Gwathmey, Henry Leidheiser, Jr., and G. Pedro Smith.
MU. Influence of Crystal Plane and Surronndlng Atmosphere on Some
Types of Friction and Wear between MetaIs. By AlIan T.
Gwathmey, Henry Leldhelaer, Jr., and G. Pedro Smith. ” ‘-
1462. Bending of Rectangnlar Plates with Large Deflections. By Ch&
Teb Wang.
1463. Instigation of NACA 6S[USJAlll (Approx.) AhToil with 0.35-
Chord SIotted Flap at Reynolds Numbers up to 23 ?iRllion.
By Stanley F. Etaciaz. .
1464. Effects of Surface FInw of Certain Defects, and of Repair of
Defects by Welding on Fatigue Strength of 35546 Sand-
Castings and Effects of Prior Fatlgne Stre.saing on Tensile
Properties. By F. M. HowelI, G. W’.Stickley, and J. O. Lyst.
1465. The Rupture-Test characteristics of Heat-Reststant Sheet Alloys
at 1700” and I-MODF. By J. W. Freema& E. E. Reynolds, and
L E. White.
1466. Recurrence Formulas and Differentfnl Equations for Stress
Analytis of Cambered Box Beams. By Joseph Kem-~n=.
1467. Effect of Variation in Diameter and Pitch of Rivets on Compres-
sive Strength of Panels with Z-SectIon Stiffeners. Panels of
Varfous Stiffener Spacings that Fail by Local Buckling. BY
h’orris F. Dow and Willlara A. Hkkroan.
146S.Low-Speed Static Stab[lity and Damping-kt-Roll ChamcterIstks
of Some Swept and Unswept Law-Aspect-Ratio ‘iVfn@. By
Lards P. Tosti.
1469. Tensile, Fatigue, and Creep Properties of Forged AlumInnrn
AIIoysat Temperatures UPto SOOOF. By L R. Jackson, H C.
Cross, and J. 3L Berry.
1470. The Effect of FueI Composltio~ CompressionPresanre, and FueI-
Air Ratio on the Compression-IgnitIonC’hamcteristIcs of Sev-
eral Fuels. By W. L Leary, E. S. Taylor, C. F. Taylor, and
J. U. JoveIIanos.
1471. Experimental Investigation of Vel@ty Dtstrlbutions Down-
stream of Single Duct Bends. By John R. W&eke.
1472. The Calculation of the Heat Required for Wing Thernial Ice
Preventicm in SpecWed Icing Conditions. By Carr B. Neel,
Jr.r Norman R. Bergrurq David Jnkoff, and Bernard A. Schlaff.
1473. High-Speed Wind-Tunnel Investigation of H@ Ltft and Alleron-
Cantrol CharacteMstlca of an NACA 65-210 SemiSpan Wing.
BYJack I?ischel and LeSUe E. Schneiter.
1474. Vi’ind-Tnnnel Investigation of Effects of Unsymmetrical Hori-
!mntal-Tall Arrangements on Power-On Static Longitudinal
Stability of a Single-Engine Afrplane ModeI. BY Paul E.
Purser and Margaret F. Spear.
1475. An Investigation of VaIvc-Overlap Scavenging over a Wide
Range of Inlet and Exhaust Pressures, By John W. R, Ciwagh,
Melvin J, Hartmrmn, and ‘W.1AArthur, Jr.
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1476. ACompm'ison of Three Theoretical Methods oftilculatIng Span
Load Distributlcm on Swept Wings. By Nicholas H. Iran Dorn
rind “John DeYoung.
1477. Generalized Performance Comparison of Large Conventional,
Tafl-Boom, and- Tailless Nrplanes. By Herman O. Anken-
bruck and Marion O. McKlnney, Jr.
147S. Wind Tunnel Irrrestfgatfon of the Stability and Control Char-
acteristics of a Complete Model Equipped with a Vee Tail. By
Edward C. Polhamus and Robert J. Moss.
1479. Boundary-Layer Momentum Equations. for Thre&Dimensional
Flow. By h’eal Tetervin.
1480. Determ[ nation of “Plate Compressive Strengths, “By-Geoige 3’.
Helmerl.
1481. Dlagonal Tension in Curved Webs. By Paul Kuhn and George
E. Grifllth.
1482. A Method of Calctiating the Compi’easivti”Strength”.of ZS”tiffened
Panels that Develop Local IDstabilft y. By George L, Gal-
laher and Rolla B. Bo@han.
1483. Fltght .Meaaurements of Aerodynamic Loads ou the Hortzont.al
Tail Surface of a Fighter-Type Airplane. By John C4arv1n.
1484. TheoI’et lcal Lift Dlstrlbution and Upvmsh Velocftles for Thin
Wiwgs at Supersonic Speeds. By John C. Evvard and Rich-
ard L, Turner.
1485. Fatigue Strength and Related Characteristics of Alrcyaft Joints.
“ II—Fatigue Charactexie.tics of Sheet and Riveted Joints of
0.040-Inch 24S-T, 75S-T, and RWS-T275 Alumhiu”rn ARoys.
By H. W. Ruesell, L R. Jackson, H. J. Grover, and W. W.
Bea~er.
1486. Stress Distribution in a Beam of Orthotropic Material Subjected
to a Concentrated Load. By C. B. Smith and A. W. Voss.
148i, Effect of Aspect Ratio and Taper on the Pressure Drag of Un-
swept Wings at Zero Lift. By Jack N,. Nielsen,
1488. Comparison of Crystal Structui.es .of10 TVrought-Heat-Resktln~
Alloys at Elevated Temperatures with Their Crystal Etrui-
tures at Room Temperattii%s. By J, Howard KIttel.
1489. Dislocation Theory of the Fatigue of Metals. By E. S. Machlin.
1490. Comparative Performance of Two Vaneless RIffusem Designed
With Different Rates of Passage Curvntime for Mixed-Flow
Impellers. By Frank J. Barhm.
1491. Theoretical Additional Span Imading Characteristics of Wings
With Arbitrary %veep, AsP*” Ratio, “and Taper Ratio. By
John DeYoung.
1492. An Inveetigatlon of Fretting tiorrosion Under Sev~l COnditiOnO
MM.
1495.
1496.
1407.
1498.
1499.
1s00.
1s01.
1602.
15a3.
of Oxidation. 13yB. W. Sakmmm and B. G. Rightmke.
A Method for EkMnmting Heat Requirements for Ice Prevention
on Gas-Heated Hollow Propeller Blades. By V. H. Gray and
R. G. Campbell.
Analysts, Veiltlcatlon, and Appl!catlon of Equations and Proce-
dures for Design of Exhaust-Pipe Shrouds. By Herman H.
Ellerbrock, Jr., Chester R. W’cfslo, and Howard .E. Dexter.
Investigation of the Fuselage Interference on a“P1tot-Static Tube
Extending ‘Forward B’rom the” l@.e “of the Fuselage. By
William Letko.
A .Method of Cycle. Analysis for Aircraft GaS-Turbine Power
Plants Driving Propellers. By Robert E. Engllsh and Cavour
H. Hnueer.
Effect of Local Boiling and Air Entrtiirirnent on Tefiperatures
M’Liquid-CooIed Cyllnders. By A. P. Colburn, Carl Gazley, Jr.,
E. M. Schoenborn, ancl C. S“ Sutton. “.- .
The Inward Bulge Type Buckling of Monocoque Cylinders. IV-
Experimental Invest lgation. of CT]lnders Subjected to Pure
Bending, By N. J. Hoff, Bruno A. Boley, and S. V, Nardo,
Comparison of Computed Performance ‘“of Composite Power
P1ants Using I&Cylinder Aircraft Engh.ws With 62° rind 40°
Valve Overlap. By Samuel J, Kaufman “and Da~id S. Boman.
On the Interpretation of Combined Tore[on and Tension T@e
o1!Thin-Wall I?bes. By W’-I%@r.”
Bearing Tests of 14S Sheet and P1ate. By R. L. Moore.
Bearing Strengths of Some Aluminum-A1loy Rolled and Extruded
Sections. By R.”L. Moore.
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1504. Sideslip Angles and Vertical-Tall Loads Developed by Perio~c
Cantrol Deflections. By Harvard Lomax.
1505. The Inward Bulge Buckllng of Monocoque Cyllnders, V—Re-
vised Strain Energy Theory which Aesumes. ~ More General
Deflected Shape at Buckllng. By N. J. Hoff, Bertram K[e[n,
and Bruno A. Boley.
1506. An Application of ~alkneFs Surface-bading Method to Predic-
tlona of Hinge-hfoment Parameters for S.wept-I+atk Wlnge.”
By Arthur L. Jones and Loma Sluder.
1507. Symbols for Combustion Research. By NACA Subcommittee On
Combustion.
150P. Cylinder-Temperature and Cooling-Air-Pressure instrumenta-
tion ““for Air-Cooled-Engine Cooling Invest& atIons. BY
M1~ael F. Valerino and Samuel J. Kaufman.
1510. Tlie Infiuence of ~Very Heavy Fuselage Mnas Loa~ln”@ and
Long NOSS~hs Upon O@llatlous in the Spin..- By Ralph
W. Stone, Jr., and Walter J. Klinar.
1511. Fllght khsurements of the Lateral and Directional Stability
and Control Characterlstlca of an Ah@ans w~ln.g ~ .~”..
Sweptbaiti” Wing with 40-Pe~@nt Span Slots and a Compari-
son with Wind-Tunnel Data. By S. A. Sjoberg and J. P.
Reeder.
1512. Stress,Stra 1; and Elongation Graphs for Alclad Alum[num-Alloy
24S-T SheeL By James A. Miller.
.1513. Strees-~tkain and Elongating _Grap~ for Alclgd A~um[num-
A11oY24S-T81 Sheet,”” By Jaines A. Miller. “-”
1514. Fatigue of Gtisseted Juhits. By Howard H. Lnngdori and
Berntird Fried.
1515. The Che of Source-S1nli and Doublet DistrIbuilons Extended
to tfie Solution of Arbitrary Boundary Value Problems in
Sup6rsonlc Flow. By Max A. Heaslet and Harvard Lom~x.
1516, A General lzed Theo~ticgl and Experlmental Inwst[gat ion of
the ‘Notions and Hydr~dyna@g Loiida Experienced lIY
V-B;tt~m Senplanes During Step-Landing Impacts. By
Benjafi!n hlllwitsky.
1517. ‘iVind-Tunnel Investlgat[~n of an N.4CA 0000 Airfoil with 0.2S-
and 0.50-Ah’foiLChord P1ain Flaps Tested IndepetMently and
in Comb[nation. By M. Leroy Spearman.
151& Structural I!lvaluation of an Extruded Magnesium-Alloy
T-Stiffe4ed PimeL By Norris F. DOWand W1lllam A. Hick-
man.
1519. The Buckling of a .C’olumnon Equally Spaced Deflect.ional and
Rota”tlonal Sprhigs, By Bernard Budiansky, Paul Selde, and”
Robert A. Welnberger.
K&%3..R*Ielng Effectiveness of External Electric Heaters for Pro-
pellei Blades. By James P. Lewis.
1521. Full-Sc~lQ Investlgntion of the Blade Motion of the PV-2 Hell-
coPteI’.Rot~r. By “Eugene Migotsliy.
15~. CftIculation of Uucoupled Modes and Frequenclea in Bcmdlng
or Torston of Nonuniform Beams. By JohLI C. Houbolt and
l{oger A. Anderson.
1523. Bearing Strengt18 of Sonic Alumlnnm A11oYSaud Castings.
By R. L. Moore.
fi24. Take-Off”I%wkwmance of Light Twin-Float Seaplanes. By John
B; Parkinson. - ““
15M Stress~ndDlstortf~nl$xwurementsIna 4.5°StieptBox Beam
Subj&tedto Bendln~andto Torsion. By !3eorgeZenderaml
CharlesLibov&
“1526. A “Gen~ll ““Small-deflecflon Theory for Fiat S~ridwlc~ P-late&.”
By Charles Libcrre and S. B. Ihltdorf.
1527. On Siniilarity Rul”~ for .Transonic Flows. By Carl Kaplan.
1528. Tests of n 45° Sweptback-Wing 31cde1 in the. LangIcy Gust
TunneL By Harold B. Pierce.
~29. b Investigation of. Mechanical Properties of HOIW.WWHIJStruc-
ture~ade of R’esin-Impregnated Paper. By c B. NorrIs and
G. E Mackin.
1530. P1astic .Buckling of a Rectangular Plate under Edge Thrusts.
By G. H. Haudelm:in and W. Wager.
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15S1. AMetallurglcal” Inw?stigatlonof P’iw-ForgedGaa-TurblneDisca 155S. Notes onthe Lagrangian Multiplier Method in E1astic-Stablllty
of Timken Alloy. By J. W. Freeman, E. E. Reynolds, and 1559. Buckting Stresses of Clamped Rectangular Plates lU Shear. By . ~
A. E. White. Bernard Budlansky and Robert W. Connor.
1532. A Metallurgical Investigation of Two Contour-Forged Gas-Tur- 1560. Mechanical Properties of FNe Laminated Phwtlcs. By Willlam
blne DISCSof 1W9DL AIloy. By J. W. I?reemsn, E. El. Reyn- N. Flndley and WllI J. Worley.
ol@ and A. E. White. 1W2. Calibmtlon of Altimeters under Pressure Conditions Simulating
1533. A MetaIlurgical Investigation of Two Large Discs of CSA Alloy. DRes and C1lmbs. By Daniel P. Johnson.
— .
By E. E. Reynol@ J. W. Freeman, and A. E. Whlta 1563. Effect of Partial Wing Lift in Seaplane Landing Impoct. By–-””
1536. Blax[al Plastics Stress-Stmin Relations for 24&T Alumlnurn Stanley U. Benscoter.
..—.
Alloy. By Joseph MarIn, J. H. Faupel, V. L. DuttoU and M. 1564 Met hods of Constructing Charts, for Adjusting Test Results f~r -
W. Brossman. the Compr~~ive Strength of Plates for Difft?r&mea in Mater”kd ““
1537. Apparent Effect of Inlet Temperature on Adiubatic Et3ciency Properties. By George J. Helraerl.
of Ceutrlfugal Compressors. By Robert J. Anders~ ‘iVillism 1G65. Buckling in Shear of Continuous Flat Pltites. By Bernard BuWl-
1{.Ritter, and Shirley R. Parsons. ansky, Robert IV. Connor, and Manuel Stein.
153S, Anrdyais of Accuracy of Gaa-!?illed Bellows for Sensiug Gas Den- 1568. Damping in PNch and Roll of Trkmgular Wings at Supersonic
SIty. By Eihvrird W. Otto. Speeds. BY CIinton E. Brown and Mac C. Adams. ““”-‘---
1539. Measurements of the Pressure Dia@bnt$on on the Horkmntal- 1567. Simulated-Altitude Investigritlon of Peflormance of Tubular.
Tail Surface of a Typical Propeller-Drtven Pursuit Airplane Aircraft Oil Cooks. By S. V. Manson.
la Flight. 111—Tail Lords In Abrupt Pull-UP Push-Down 156S. Design and Performance of Family of Dlffuelng ScroI1s with
IJ@neuvera. By Melvin Sadoff and Lawrence A. ClowsSng. 31ixed-Flow Impeller and Vaneless Diffuser. By Ii. Byron
1540. The Effect of Tip Modification and Thermal De-Icing Air Flow Brown and Guy R. Bradshnw.
on Propeller Performance as Determined from Wind-TnnneI 1560. A Meteorologlctd Measure of Maximum Gust Telocitl= in.
Testa. By W. H. Gray and R. E. Davidson. C1OIKIS. By L I. Gringorten and H. Press.
1541. The Effect of ‘iWng Bending Deflection on the RolIlng Moment 1570. Hydrodynamic Qualities of a Hypothetical Flying Boat” with a
Due to Sldealip. By Powell M, Low?ll, Jr. Low-Drag HullHavinga Length-BeamRatioof Z5. ByAi’thur
1542.Effectof Rotor-BladeTwistandPlan-1’ormTaperon Helicopter T. CarterandllarvinI. Haar.
HoveringPerformance.By Alfred Gesaow. lW1. Effectof Mterbod~LengthandKeelAngleon 31iu1mumDepih
1543.Effect of Chordwise Lacatlon of Maximum TMckness on the .of Step for Landing Stabillty and on Take-OtT StaMlltx of a
Supersonic Ware Drag of %veptbuck Wings. By Kenneth Flying Boat. By Roland E. Oleou tind Norman S. Land.
MargolIs. 1572. Stability Derivat1Ye9 of Triangular Wings at Suwmonic S= ‘“
1544. Strength of Thin-Web Beams with Transverse Load Applied at By Herbert S. Ribner and Frtmk S. 31alwstuto.
an Intermediate Upright, By L Ross LevIn. 1573. Fllgbt Mensurem=ta of the Flying Qualities of Five Light Air:
1545. Wind-Tunnel Iwwstigation of Seven Thin NACA A1rfolI sections plnnss. By Paul A. Hunter.
to Determine Optimum DoubleSlot ted-Fl~p Configurations. 1574. Vi’tid-!llumel Investigation of the Boundary Layer on an NACA
By Jones F. C!ahill and Stanley F. Rack. 0009 Airfoil Having O&-- and O@-Airfoil Chord Plaln %ti”ed
1546. Aerodynamic Characteristics of 24 NACA 16-Series A1rfoiIa at Flap% By Jack D. Brewer and Josephine F. ‘Po~harnti.
Mach Numbers between 0.8 and 0.S. By W. F. Lindsey, D. B. 1575. The Effect of Variations in Moments of Inertia on Spin and
Stevenso& and Bernard N. Daley. Recovery ChamcterIstics of a Single-Engine Low-Wing MOn-&‘-
154T. Tank Tests of Three Types of Afterbodlee on a FIyIng-Boat
Model with Basic Hull Length-Beam Ratio of 10.0. By
pIane with Various Tail Arrakoements, includlng a Twin Tail.
By Anshal I. Neihouea
Charlie C. Garrte.on and Eugene P. Clement.
154S. The Damping Due to RoI1 of Triangular, Trapemidnl, and Re-
1576. Wind-Tunnel Investigation of a Systematic Ser&s of Moditlc&
tions to a Flying-Boat Hull. By Felicien F. Fullrner~ Jr.
lated Plan Forms in Supersonic Flow. By Arthur L. Jones 15T7. Note on Similarity Conditions fur Flow-s with Heat T~a?sfer..
and Alberta Alksne. By A. E. Ton Doenhoff.
1549. Effect of Yaw at Supersonic Speeds on Theoretical Aerodynamic
Coet3clents of Thin Pointed Wings wtth Several Types of Trail-
157S. Friction of Solid Films on Steel at HighSlldIngVelocities. DY
RobertL.Johnson,DouglasGodfrey,andE.E.B~ssou. “’- ~
IngEdge. By ~. E.310eckel. 1579.Investlgationin the Langleylfl-ElwtPressureTunuelof TWO_.
1560.~enstleand CompressivePropertiesof LamhmteclPlasticsat Vvlngsof NACA65+10 nml 6+210 A~rfO1lsect~o!~s~Itll
HighandLowTemperatures.By J. J. Lamb,IsabelBosivell, VariousType E’laps. By JamesC. Slrelleand StanleyH.
andB. lf. ~lrod. Spooner.
1531.FractureStrengtl~of ~-T AluminumAlloy under Oomblned
Stress. By E. G.Thomsen,I. LotzeandJ. E. Dora.
15.s0.~-Ray DiffractionInwstimtionof llinor Plmsesof 20 Hkh-
TemperatureAlloys. By Bert~. Rosenbaum.
1552.Inveatlgatlonon the Valid[tyof an Ideal Theory of Elasto-
PlaaticItyfor ‘ivroughtAluminumAlloys. BYE. G.Thomsen.
lo=. ApproximateRelationsandChartsfor Law-SpeedStm~llitFDe-
rimtIws of Swept~Ings. By ThomasA. Toll UIldM..J.
1553.CompressiveStrengthof 24S-T A1umlnnm-AlloyFlatPanelswith Quei30.
Im@tufl[nal Formed Hat-SectionSt~eners Having Eonr 13.%2.~nd-Tunnei lnvestlgntImof Effectsof ForwardJiorementsof
Ratiosof StiffenerThicknessto SkinThickness. BYWlliarn Transltlonon SectionCharacteristicsof a Low-DragAirfoll
A. HickmanandNorrisF. Dow.
1554.Applicationof theLinearisedTheoryof Supersonic11’lowto the
vrltha O.%-ChordsealedPlainAileron.”By Stauleyl?.Racisz
andJonesF. Cahill.
Estimationof Control-SurfaceCbaractertilca. ByCharlesTV. 15s3.Effectof ShearLag on BendingYlbrationof Box Beams. By
Fric~ Jr. RogerA. AndersonandJolmC.Houbolt.
1555.The TheoreticalLift ot’ Flat Swept-BackVV1n@at Supersonic 15S4.An Eralmtlon of SomeApproximateltithods of (!ornpuilng
Speeds. By Doris Cohen. LandingStressesin Alrcmft. By ElbrhlgeZ. Stowell,Jolm
1556.A UnifiedTheoryof P1aaticBucklingof Co~umnsnml Plates. By C. Houbolt, and S. S. Bahlorf.
Elbrhlge A. Stowell. 15S5. Theoretical DistributIW of Lift on Thin IVlngs nt Supelwmic
1557. Compressi~e Buckl[ng of Simply Supported Plates with Trans- Speeds (An Extension ). B~ John C. Emmd.
verse Stiffeners. By Bernard Bu(lhmaky and Paul Seide. 15S6. Inwetlgatlon of Effect Iveness of Atr-Heating n HO[1OWSteel
And-ysis. By Bernard Budiansky, Pai C. Hu, ad R. W. Propeller for Protectkm “against Ictng.. I—Unpart ithmed
Oonner. Blades. By Donnld R. llulholltmd and Porter J. ie;~ihs;’-
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1587. Investigation of EiYectivene#s” of Alr-Heafing a Holloti “Steel
Propeller for Protection against Icing. II-SO-Percent Parti-
tioned Blades. By Porter J, Perkiris “and Donald R.. tifil-
holland.
1586. Investlgatlon of E~ectiveness of Air-Heating a Hollow Steel Pro-
pelIer for Protection against Icing. 111-.2GPercent Parti-
tioned B1ades, By Doriald R. M~I%olland arid Porter J.
Perkins.
1589. “Effect “of”Longlt6dlnaI Stiffeners on the Buckling Load of Long
Flat Plates under Shear. By Harold” Crate and HSsuLo. ‘“ ““
1500, Investigation of an ApproxlmateIy 0.178-Chord-Thick NACA
6-Serks-TgPeMrfotISectIonE@pped withSealedInternally
BaIanced0.20-ChordAileronsandwttha O.OS-ChordTab. By
??.Viacontl.
1591.AerodynamicCharacteristicsof”a Numbeiof BfodifledNACA
Fonr-Dtgit-SerleaAtrfotlSectIons.ByLaurenceK.Loftin,Jr.,
andKennethS.CoheR
1592.(compressibleFlowTablesfor Ah!. By kfarieA. Burcher.
1599.Effectsof NacellePositionon Wing-NacelleInterference.By
OharlesH.lHcLellanandJo~fiL Can@osI.
1694 ExperimentalImestlgation of the Effects of Concentrated
~elghts on FlutterCharacteristicsof a StraightCantilever
lvtng. By HarryL. RunyanandJohnL. SeWall.
159%Analysisof FIight-Performancelfeasurementson a .Twiated,
Plywood+overedHelicopterRotor in VariousFlight Condi-
tions. By )7.B. GmtafsonandAlfred“kssow.
1597.Analysteof theEffectsof Boundary-1.a~erControlon theTake-
Off I?erformanceCharacteristicsof a”Liaison-TypeA!rplane.
By Ehner& HortonandJohnH. Quinn,Jr.
15!38.Effectsof lce Formationson Air@ane Performancein.Le~el
CrnteIngFlight. By G. MerrittPrestonandCalvlnC.Black-
man.
1609.AnInstigation af a ThermalIce-preventionSystemfor a Oargo
Afr@ane. IX-The Temperature of the Wing-Leading-13dge
Structure as Establiahed in FIight. By Bernard A. Schlaff.
1600, Characterfetics of Thin Triangular Wings with Triangular-Ttp
Contiol Surfaces at Supersonic Speeds with Mach Ltnes behtnd
the Leading 13dge.” By Warren A. Tucker.
1601. Characteristics of Thin Triangular Wtngs with Constant-Chord
Full-Span Control Surfaces at Supersonic Speeds. BY Warren
A. Tucker.
1L?412.CaIcuIated Performance of 12-Cyllnder Liqu!d-Cooled En&ne
with Exhaust-Gas Turbine Geared to Crankshaft. BY Leland
G. Deamon and RonaId B. DoyIe.
1603, Appllcatlon of StatiaticaI Methods to Study of Gas-Turbine Blade
Fatlures. By Charles A. Hoffman and G. Mervin Ault.
1604. Standard Symbols for Helkopters. BY Alfred Gessow.
1605, Accuracy of Afrspeed Measurements and Flight Calibration Pro-
cedures. By WIlb~ B. Huston.
1606. Cylinder-Head Ttiperatures and Coolant Heat- Re.ititions of
a Mnltlcylinder, Liquid-Cooled Engine of 1710-Cubic-Irich Db
placememL By John EL Povolny and Louis J. Chelkm
1607: Ii3Tect of Sfze and Number of Outlet Pipes on Dealgh “of Coiiec-
tors for Rating and Testing Axial-Flow Compre%ors. ”“‘By
Jason J. Moses and Thomas I. Kazberavich.
1608. Quatititathre Arialysis of Te~’nary ~ilxtures of Naphtfialm”e- 1-
Methylnaphthalene, and 2-Methylnaphthalene by U1travlolet
Spect!mphotometry. By Alden P. Cleavas, Mildred S. Carver
and Robert H. Hlbbard.
1609. IMect of Hydrocarbon Type tm;l Ch[in Length on Unlfo~
Flame Movement in Quiescent Fuel-Aii Mixtures. By Thaine
W. ReynoIds and Earl E. Ebersole.
1610. Effect of Screens in Wid”&Angle“Di~nsers, By G. B, Schubauer
and W. G. Spangetiberg.
1611. Axial Fatigue Tests at Zero Mean Stresi of 24S-T and 75S-T
Aluminum-Alloy Strips with a Central Cfrcrdar Hole.” By
W. C. Brneggeman and M. MRyer, Jr.
No. .,=
1612. Effect of Reducing” Valve Overlap on fingine and .Comiwgncl- ..:
.:.
Paw.er-Pkmt Perforrnhrice. ””By David S. Bomag and S. J.
.
tiUfman.
1613. A Methc@ for Determining the Aerodynamic Characterlst[cs of
mo- and Three-Dimension.al Shapes at HJTrerson~c SPOCC@
B “-:H.‘Reese lvey; “E. Berngrd ghmkeq and .E, N. Bowe.n.
c%“16i4 h ‘hg Combustion Obtirve”d in a Spark-Ignition Engfne witl; - —
@pltaneous- Direct and Schlieren High-Spe@ MOtiOn Pk- _ ~..
t= and Pressure Records. By Gordon fi; Osterstrom.
1615. InveEtigatlon of the Penetration of an Alr Jet Directed Per-
pendlcularly to an Alr Stream. By Edmund E. Cftllhghrm-
ariil Robert S. Ruggeri,
1616. Knock-Llmfted Performance of Se~eral Branched I?uratllns ftnd -
Oleflns. By Russell S. Genco and .Isadore -L. Drgll.
1617. Effect of” Exhaust Pres~re on Knock-Limited Performm.we of
an Air-Cooled Aircraft-Engine Cylinder. By Albert M. Lard,
Or?ille H. Helnlcke nnd Edward G. Strlcker.
1618. Effecbi of Fuel-Nozzle Carbon Deposition on Combustion Efil-
ciency of Single Tnbular-Typq Reverse-Ii’low, Turbo.let Corn-... _
buiifoi at Simtilated Altitude ConditIoti. By”Rtilph T. DIU-
rldl;
1619. Au fialuatfon of Pioposed Reference Fuel scales ““for Knock”..
IUi@ii. By Henry C Barnett and l?honms C. CIarke,
1620. The hlculatlon of Downwash behind Supersonic Wings with
an”:““Application to Triangular Plan Norms, By Max A.
.— Hetilet and Harvard Lamax.
1021. Two-Dhnension@ I@teady Lift Problems in supersonic Flight. .
By Max A. Heaslet and Hnryard Lomqx.
l~fi.” Analysls aid ~r~irn~ary Design of an OptI~’1 Instrument for ‘“
the Memmrement of Drop Sk and Free-Water .Cantent of
C1ouds. By Willern V. R. Malkus, Richard H. Bishop and
Robert O. Brlggs.
1623. Wm& Fundamental SinrlIarit [es between Boundary-Layer Flow
at “Transonic. and Low Speeds. By (lerakl IO. IWzberg rmd
Stewart CrandslL
1624. Two-Dfmenslonal WndJlhnnel Inv?stlgatlon of an liACA 64-
009 Airfoil Equipped with Two Types of Leadiug-I?klge Flap.
By E’: F, ?iWrner, Jr.
1626. A StuO of Ceratiic Coatings for II@-Temperature Protection
of DIolybdenum. By D. C. Moore, L. M. 130m and W. N.
Harrison.
1627. EtYect “of Steady Roiling on Larrgitudlnal “and Directional
Stabtllty. By William H. PhHllps.
1628, h Analysis of the Variation with AMtude of Effective Gust
Velocity in Conwctive-Type C1ouds. By H. B. Tolefson.
1622. The HErpmimental Determination of the Moments of Inertia of
Airplanes by a Slmplftled Comi)onnd-Pendulum Methl. By ““
Willlana Gracey. -.
1630. A Generalized Theoretical Inreatigatlon of the Hydrodynamic
PM?hrg Moments Experienced by V-Bottom Seaplanes during
Step-Landing Impacts and Comparisons with Experiment.
By .~enjamln Milwitzky.
--
l@l.” “W”kd~J%mel Inv&tIg@on of Boundary-Layer Control by Suc-
tiou” on NACA 65+4 Airfoil with Double Slotted Flap. By
Stanley l?. Rae@ and Jolin H. Quinn, Jr.
1~2. Gust-T~nel Tests to Determine Influence of Airfo!l Section -
Characteristics on Gust-Load Factors. By Harold B, I’ier@
and ~tchell Trauring.
l@3.. k! Evaluation of the C!haractertetks of a l@Percent-Thick
NACX 66%eries Airfoil i%ction with a SpeclaI Mean-Camber
Line Designed to Produce a High Critical Mach Number. By
Laui@ie IC .I@in, Jr., and .KeDneth S. Cohen.
1634.-.~in~nnelel Teats and Anrdysls of Two 10-Fti-Diameter Stx-
Bkde Dual-Rotating Tractor Propellem Dfffering in Pitch
DietlIbution. By Jean Gihnarq Jr.
1635. .s~en~h Tes~ o~ Shear ~ebs “with Uprights not Connected to “
.
the Flanges. By Oharles W. Sandlin, 3’r,
REPORT NATIONAL ADVISORY
Xo.
1696. Determination of Stresses In Gas-Turbine Disks Subjected to
Plastic Flow and Ureep. By Morton B. Millenson and Sem-
uel S. 31anaon.
1637. Effect of Preignition on Cylinder Temperatures, Pressures, Power
Output, and Piston Failures. By Lester C. Corrlngton and
‘&VIHamF. IM3her.
16SS. Experimental Investigation of the Jet-Boundary Constriction
Correction for a Model Spanning a CIosed Circular Tmmel.
By Maurice Tucker and ?Jorris D. Rousso.
163fI. Investigation of Some Factors Affecting Comparisons of W’ind-
TnnneI and Flight Measurements of Meshnum Lift C.aeiltcients
for a Fighter-Type Airplene. By Don D. DarbA Jr., and
Harold H. Sweberg.
1640. Direct-Rewlfng Des@ Charts for 75S-T Aluminum-Alloy Fiat
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%2. AerodynamicPropertiesof SlenderWng-BodyCombinatlonat
Subsonic, Transonic, and” Supersonic Speeds. By John R
Spreiter.
1663. High-Speed Wind-Tunnel Inmatlgation of anNACA05+10Seti-
span ‘Wing Equipped with Ping and Retractable Aileroti an-d
a Full-Span Slotted Flap. By Jack FLschel and Leslie E.
Schneiter.
1604. A De~lce for Measnrfng Sonic Velocity and Compressor fiac~
Number. By Paul TV.Huber and Arthur Kantrowitz.
1665. Charactertetlcs of Low-Aspect-Rfttio ‘iVingsat Supercrttlcal Mach
Numbers. By John Stack and W’.F. Lindsey.
1666. Flight Inwatigaticm of Effects of Rotor-Blade H8t on HelL
copter Performance in the High-Speed and Vertica”l-Autorota-
tRc+Descent conditions. By Alfred Gessow.
Compreaaio{ PaneIe Havfng Lmgitudlnal Streigbt-W’eb
Y.-SectIon Stiffeners. By Morris F. Dow and lVillIam A. Hfck-
man.
164L A Method for Determination of Aromatics in 150° to 300° C.
Fractions of Crude Petroleum by 31easnrement of Anllin*Point
Rise. By Arthur M. Bnscl& AIden P. Cleaves, and Robeut R.
Hibbard.
1642. Velocity DIatributfons on Symmetrical Alrfoils in Clwied Tnnnels
by ConformaI Mapping. By William Perl and Harry El. Moses.
1643. Effect of Landing FIaps and La@ng Gear on the Spin and Re-
covery Characteristics of AtrpIanes. By Lawrence J. GaIe.
1644. Laminar Flow of a S1lghtly Vtscous Incompressible Fluid that
Issues from a SIN and Passes o~er a Flat Plate. By Neal
Tetervin.
1645. A Statistical AnrW@s of Gust-Velocity Measurements as Affected
by Pilots and Airplanes. By Harry PreSS. ‘
1646. Low-Speed Vi’lnd,Tnnnel Inwstlgatlon of Various Plaln-SpoUer
Condgurationa for Lateral Control on a 42° Sweptback Wing.
By Leslle E. Schnelter and James hf. Watson.
1647. Sound-Level Measurements of a Light Airplane Modified to Re-
duce Noise Reaching the Ground. BY L TV.Vogeley.
164S. Tank Tests of %0-Size Model of a Hypothetical FI@ng Boat with
a Hull Length-Beam Ratio of 9.0. By Marvin L Haar.
1655. Chordwkw and Spamvtae Loadings Measured at Law Speed on
a Triangular Wing Haying an Aspect Ratio of Two and an
XACA 0012 Airfoil Section. By Bradford H. Wick.
1651. Supersonic Nomde Design. BY J. Conrad Crown.
1652. Inwstigatlon of Ax1sI-F1ow Ii’an and Compressor Rotors Designed
for Three-Dimensional Flow. By Abraham Kahane.
1653. Charts for the Computation of Equllibrlum Composition of Chem-
ical Reactions in the C?arbon-Hydrogen-Osygen-Nit.rogen SyS-
tem at Temperatures from 2000° to 5000° K. By Vearl N.
HrifCand Clyde S. Calvert.
1654. Sound from Dual-Rotating and Mnltiple Sbw’ie-Rotating Pro-
pellers. By Harvey H. Hubbard.
1655. Thermodynamic Char@ for the Cemputatlon of Fuel Quantity
Required for Conattint-Pressure Combustion with Dllnents. By
Donald Bogar~ David Okrent, and L. Richard Turner.
1656. Twts of Six Types of Bakelite-Bonded ‘Wire Strain Gages. By
W. R. CampbeU
1657. Effects of Compressibility on the Flow Past Thick Airfoil Sec-
tions. By Bernard TV.Daley and Milton D. Humphreys.
I&js. LateraI StsbiHty and C!ontiol Characterktica of a ne~~lying
Model Having an Unswept Wing with an Aspect Ratio of 2.
By Marion O. McKinney, Jr. and Robell E. Shark%
1659. Method for Calcalatlon of Pressure Distributions on Thin ConicaI
Bodies of Arbitrary Cro”zwSection in Supemrmic Stream. By
Stephen 3P. 31aslen.
1660. Characteristk!s of Thin Triangular IVinge with Constant-Chord
Partial-Span Control Surfaces &t Supemonlc Speeds. BY
Warren A. Tucker and Robert L. Nelson.
1661. Critical hial-Compressive Stress of a Cnrred Rectangular Panel
with a C@ntral Chordwlke Stiffener. By S. B. Batdorf and
M. Schildcrout.
1667. Effect of Strcmgth and DucttI1ty on Burst Characteristics of”
Rotating Dleks. By Arthur G. Hohns end Jo~h E. Jenkha.
. . ..—
166S. In~eSigation of .Effects of Geometric Dihedral ~on tiw-%pe@.- ___
Static Stabflity and Yawing Characteristics of an T3ntapered
45” Sweptback Wing Model of @ect Ratio 2.61. By M. J.
Queijo and B. M. JaqueL
1669. Investigation at Low Speeds of the Effect of Aspect Ratio and
Sweep on Static and Yawing Stability Derivatives of Untapered
~tngs. By Alex Goodman and Jack D. Brevw.”
1670. Appreciation and Prediction of E’Iying Qualities By W. H.
Phillip&
1671. Effect of Taper Ratio on Low-Speed Static and Yawing Stakdllty
Derivatives of 45° Sweptback Vi%@ with Aapett Ratio OE2.61.
By William Letko and John W. Cowan.
1672. Supersonic Wave Drag of Nonlifting %veptback Tapered Wings
with Mach Lines behind the Line of Wxirnum Thickness. By
IL Margolis.
1673. Tables and Charts of Flow Parameters across Oblique She*.
By Mary hf. Neice.
1674. Estimation of Effecti~eness of Flap-T~ Controls on- Srrept:
back Wings. By John G. Lowry and L@lie E. Schnelter.
1675. Temperature Gradients in the Wing of a High-Speed “Atrplaie
During Dives from High Altitudes. By Thorval Tendeland and
B. A. Schlaff.
1676. Graphical Method of Obtain@ Theoretical L~ Distrlbutloti
on Thin Wings ‘at Supersonic Speeds. BY Clarence B, Cohen.
and John C. Etvvard.
1677. Experimental and Calculated characteristics of Several High-
Apect-Ratio Tapered Wings Incorwxcating. NACA 44-S.erk%
230-Selles, and Law-Drag 64-Serisa Akfotl Sectio,ps. By
Thomas V. BoHech.
167S. Theoretical Wave Drag and Lift of Thin Supersonic ~-Air-
foils. 13Y Harold Mirels.
1679. Flight Measurements of the Lw@tudlnal Stability, Stalllng, end
Lift Characterkitks of an Ah@ane Ha~lng a 35° Sweptbaclc
Wing Without Slots and With 4@Percent-Spen Slots and a
comparison with ‘Wind-Tunnel Data. By S. & Sjoberg and
J. P. Reeder.
16S0. Divergence of Swept “Wings. By F. W. Dlederich and Bernard
Budlaneliy.
16S1. Clritical Shear Stress of an IntlnW?Iy Long Plate in the Plastic
Region. By EIbridge Z. Stowell.
16S2. Heat Transfer to Bodhss Traveling at High Speed in the Ujper
Atmosphere. By Jackson R. Staider and David Jukoff.
16S3+b Experimental Investigation of an XACA 6%-0U2 AlrfoiI .
Section with Leading-Edge Suction SlotR By George B. lfc-
Cullough and D. Il. GaulL
16S4. A Preliminary Ewlnation of the Use of Ground Radar for tile
Avoidance of Turbulent Clouds, By H. Press and E. T.
Binckley.
16S5. Linearhed Supersonic Theory of Conical Wings. By P. A. Lager-
strom.
16SS. Effect of Length-Beam on the Aerodynamic Charticteriatics of
Flying-Boat Hda without Vi’lng Interference. By ~ofi “Q.
Lowry and John M. R1ebt%
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170S.
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Jet Dfffuser for Slmulattng Ram-PressnI% Conditloni ona Tiii- ““11%. Thel@uenceof he Dk@eterRat!oont~l eCharacterIstlcsDi~ --” -
bojet-Engine Static Test Stand. By Robert H. Essig, H. R. grarnof tAe@i.al Ccanpressor. By B. Eckel~l?. PtNiger,and
Bohanon and David S. GabrleL F.~elnig. From ForsclmngslnstItut fftr Kraftfuhrwesenund
Load Dkdributlons Due to Steady IRill and Pitch for Thin Falmzeugmotoren, Technische Hochschule Stuttgart.
Wings at Supersonic Speeds. By W. E. Moeckel and J. C. 1137. The !I’urbuIent F1OWin Diffusers of Small Divergence Angle. By
Eward. G. A. Gourzhienfm. From C@tral Aero-Dy(Irodynamicrd Iu-
!f%eoretical and Experimental Wing-Ti~ Accele~ations of’ a stit.n.e, Report 462, 1939.
Small Hying Boat During Lafiding Impacts. BY Daniel
.
113&”On ti~e Application of the Energy Method to S~bility Problems.
Savitsky. By Knrl Marguerre. From Jahrbuch 1033 der Deutsckm Ver-
Icing and D&Icing of a Pi!opeller with Internal Electric Blade sucI!eanstaIt fiir Lu~tfahrt, pp. 252-262. -
.:
Heaters. By James P, L.wvls and Howard C. Steven~ Jr. 1139: P1an[ng of Watercraft. By Herbert Wagner. From jahrbuch
Determinant lon of Bending Moments in “Pressure-Loadecl Rin@ de~sch!ffbuutechni~ VOL34,1933, pp. 20S-22?.
.. .. .—
of Arbitrary Shape when Deflections are Considered. By 1159: Wind~Tgnnel 31WWre!nents on the Henedel Missile “Zitkv!- ““ –
F. R. Steinbacher and Hsu Lo. rochen” in Subsonic and Supersonic Velocities. By Weber and
An Analysis of the Afrspeeds and Normal Accelerations of K@. TVind-Ttmnel. Measurements on the ‘iVIng of the
Mnrtin 3f-130 Airplnnes in Commercial Transport .Operation. Henschel Miss[le “Zitterrochen” in Subsouic nnd Supersonic
By Walter G. Wcdker. Velocities. By Keld. Frory ZWB, UM312Z Oct. 7; “X)34.”
AnaiysLs of Planing DstiI” for Use in Predicting H.rdrodynnmic l@5-Coefflclent “of“Friction, 011 Flow and Heat Btilnnce of a Fu1l- - ‘“
Impact Lends. By Mnrgcitiet “F. Steiner. ~ -. Jou~~al Bearing, By P: I. Orloff. From Aeronautical Engi- _.
Effect of Pressure Recovery on the Performance of a Jet-P~o- nee;”[ng (Moscow) 9th year, Jan. 1035, pp. ZP56.
peikd AirpIune. By Frederick H. Efnnson and 3knmet A. 1175. I?undamental Aerodynamic Inwstigntions for Dcwclolnnent of
Mvssman. Arrow-Stabilized Projectiles. By Hermann Kurzweg. From
A Linearized Sohrthm for Ti[tu+Depenclent Veloclty Potentials Schr~ten der Deutschen Akn@n[e der Luftfahrtforwhtrug. No. .
i?enr Thr’ee-D[mensionn[ \VIngS nt Supersonic Speeds. By 1059/43, 1W3, pp. 33-71.
J. 0. Elward. 1176. Test. Rgort. on Three and Six-Component He~suremen~ on &
Anal ysis of the Perforrnancc of II Jet Engine from Charaw Ser]e8 of Tapered Wings of Small Aspect Ratio, (Ptirtial
terk?tics of the Components. 11—Intemction of the Compo- Rep@: Trhmgulnr IYing), By Lange/Wacke. From ZWB, -
nents as Determined from Engine Operation. By”Arthur W. UIf-I,@3fi, Sep”i.27, IW.
Goldstein, Sumner Alpert, Wlllinm 13eecle,aml Karl Kovach. 1178. ‘lnw@gation” of “tile“O~ratlng Properties of tie Leaka~e Cur- –
Analytieal and Experimental Performance of an Explosion-mile rent “An~ometer. By Wilhelm Fucks. From Anchen, Feb.
Combustion Chamber for a Jet-PropuIslrm Engine. ” By “31:A.
-4, @14; ZWB, U3f 1203.
Zipkin and George W. Lerda’, Jr. llSO. Main ~inlng Laminar Flow in the Boundary Layer Using a
I!kperlrnental Investigation of the Effects of the Plastic FIOW Swept-Bwk Wing. By Eirennecke. From ZWB, U31 3151,
In n Tension Panel with a Circular Hole. By George E. Sept. 1S, 194-L
GrltiMh.. .11S2. The Problem of Torsion in Prismatic hle@ers of Circular seg-
Effeet of Reynolds Number in the Turbulent-Flow Range” on mental Crow S_ectiog, By A. We&and. From Luftfahrtfor-
F1ame Speeds of Bunsen-Bu”rliEr Flames. By L. W“Bollinger -” “tih-mg, vol. 20, NO.12, Feb. & 1944, pp. 333-340.
and D. T. Wflliruna. 1185. Systematic Investigations .of the Influence of the Shape of the
Theoretical Characteristics in Supersonic Flow of Constant- Protlre upon the I?osltlon of the Trfmsitlon Point. By K.
Ohord Partial-Span Control Surfaces on Rectangular W1n~ Bussmann and A. Ulrich. From 11’cchnische”BWICIIte uncl
*
Having I?inlte Thickness. By Warren A, Tuckeu and Robert rabdrticke aus “Jahrbuch 1043 der deutsclwn Luf tfohrt for-
L. Nelson, sclmng Vol. 10”(1943), No. 9, Sept. 15, 1!343,1A 010, pp. 1-19. .“
Mfnimum-Weight Design of S1mply Supported Tmnsrersely 1186. Comptiiison of Di’op and ‘l%d-Tunnel Experinwntti ou 13umb
Stiffened Plates under Compression. By Alexander Clomzn “ Dr@ nt-Hi@ Subsonic Speeds. By B. GWhcrt. From Z\W3,
and Paul Sekle, FB 1570, April 17, 1042.
Analytical Method of Determining Trarim”issimr of Pii.ticles ar]”d
Radiation through Great Thicknesses of Matter. By A. R.
1138. The EhMo-Plastic Stabillty of Plates. By A. A. Ilyushin.
Bobrowsky.
From Prlkladnayn 3futematika i 31ekhanlka X, lfJ-f6, pp 623-
UQQ
IOxperimental Study of Effect of Vane~e6s-Diffuser Diameter
.-u. . .
on Diffuser Performance. By G, R- Bradshaw and E. B. 1186. Theoretical Analysis of Stationary Potential I?iows and .;
. .
Boundary Layers at H1gLrSpeed. By K. O.mvatitsch arid K.
L4asKln.
1718. Influence .of Leuding-Edge Suction on Lfff:l)rng Rfitlos of Wings
at Supersonic Speeds. ‘By Clarence B. Cohe~.
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS
Large amounts of the material translated from the German are parts
of two reguIar series of reports. Reference will be made to tiwse series
of German reports by abbreviations defined as follows:
ZIVB-Zentrale fiir VVise@nschaftliches Berlchtmvesen der Luftfalmt-
forscimng dcs Generulluftzeugmeisters (German Central
Publication Office for Aeronautlcai I@orts). ““-
FB—Forschungsbericht (Resetir@h Report). “““
UM—Untersuchungen und Mitteilungen (Reports and Memoranda).
1106. A Ram-Jet Engfne for Figfitels. By E. Sflnger ““and 1, Bredtz
From Deutsche Forschul]gsanstnlt f IIr Segelflug E. V., Ernst
Udet, A1nring, Oherbaymn, 1943: ZWB, U31 3509.
1116. Stability of Plates and Shells Beyond the Proportional Limit:
By A. A, rlyushin. From Prikladnaya MntematiIca i 3fek-
IMnikn, N. S. .S,No. 5, 1944, pp. 337-360.
Wteghardt. From Lilienthal-GeselIschnft filr Luftfuhrtfor-
schung Report S 13/1, pp. 7-.2A i“
1190, Tests of. Cascades. @ .Airfol@for Retnrded Flow: By Yushinori l>-
Shimoyama. From TransactIons of the Society of Mechanical
Engineer& Japan. Vol. 3, No. 19, Nov. 1037, pp. 334-2-H.
1101. Venturi Tube with Varying Mass FIow. By B. Regenscheft.
From ZWB, l?B 1945, May 10, IW4,
1192. Rotattiig Disks in the Region of Permanent ~efw?m~tion. By
F. LAmM. From Zeitschrift fttr angewrrndte Matlwmat ik und
Mechanik, Ingenieurwia-senschaftl iche Forschungsar’beiten,
“Vol.6, No. 4, Aug. 1925, pp. 2S1-293.
1193. 3feaaureinents on Compressor-Blade Lattices. By F, Weinig and
B. Eckert. l?rom Berichte der G1ttertagung fn Braurrsc-hweig,
Inatitut f [ir Motorenforschung tier Luftfahrtforscinmgsanatnlt
Hermann Gfn’ing,Mar. 2i and 28,1944.
-1195. On tli~ “~SoundField of a Rotating Pro@ler. By L. GutIn.
From Physikallsche Zeitschrift der Sowjetuuion, VW 9, No. 1,
1936, pp. 57-7L
Purt H
COWWIYI’EE ORGANIZATION AND MEMBERSHIP
By act of Congress approved Ilay 25, 1948 (Public Law
549, 80th Cong.), the act of Ifarch 3, 1915, establishing tlm
~NationalAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics as amended,
was further amended to provide for increasing the member-
ship of the Committee from 15 to 17 and to provide further
that the Chairman of the Research and Development Board
of the hTational Mi]itary Establishment shall be one of the
17 members. The Committee’s members are appointed by
the President and include, in addition to the Chairman of
the Research and Development Board, two representatives
each of the Air Force and of the Navy Department, two
representatives of tha Civil Aeronautics Authority (Civil
Aeronautics Act of 1938), one representative each of the
Smithsonian Institution, the United States Weather Bureau,
and the National Bureau of Standards, together -with seven
additiomd persons who are “acquainted with the needs of
aeronautical science, either citil or military, or skilled in
aeronautical engineering or its allied sciences” These latter
seven members serve for terms of 5 years. The representa-
tives of the Government organizations serve for indefinite
periods. AH niembers serve as such without compensation.
In accordance with the act of May 25, 1948, the President,
under date of June 25, appointed Dr. Detlev W. Bronk, of the
Johnson Research Foundation, University of Pennsylvania
(subsequently elected president of Johns IIopkins Univer-
sity), and Dr. James Il. Doolittle, vice president of the Shell
Union Oil Corp., as two additional membe~ and reappointed
Dr. Vannevar Bueh a member in his capacity as Chairman
of the Research and Development Board. Upon the latter’s
resignation from the Research and Development Board, Dr.
IIarl T. Compton, his successor as Chairman of that Board,
vvasappointed, on November 1, 1948, to succeed him on the
Committee.
The death of Dr. Orville wright on January 30, 1948,
brought to a C1OSS98 years of membership on the Committee,
during which his sound advice and stimdating views were of
great benefit in the councils of the Committee.
Other changes in the Committee’s membership since the
publication of the last annual report were as follows:
On January 27,1948, Vice Adm. John D. Pric~ U. S. N.,
-wasappointed a member to succeed Vice Adm. Donald B.
Duncan, whom he also replaced as Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations (Air).
F~llowing his resignation as Administrator of Civil Aero-
nautics to become vice president for reasearch of Cornell
University, Dr. Theodore P. Wright -m.s,under date of”May
18, 1948, ~ppointed to the vacanc~ in th~ Committee% mern-
btip cnused by the death of Dr.. Orville Wright, and as of
the same date Hon. DEJOSW. Rentzel, the new Adm~ishgtor
of Civil Aeronautics, vvss appointed a member of the Com-
mittee succeeding Dr. Theodore P. Wright.
Gen. lIoyt S. Vandenberg, U. S. A. F., Chief of Sh-dlof ~lle
Air Force, was appointed a member of tha Committee on
June 2,1948, to succeed Gen. Carl Spaatz, his predecessor as ““ --
head of the Air Force. --
In accordance with the regyhttions governing the organi--
zation of the Committee as approved by the President., the
Chairman and Vice Chairman are elected annually as are also
the Chairman and Vice Chairman of the Executive
committee.
On October 21, UM8,Dr. Jerome C. Hunsnker was reelect~-
Chairman of the NACA and of the Executive Committee, and
Dr. Alexander VVetmore and Dr. Francis W. Reichelclerfer
were reekcted Vice Chairman of the NACA and Tlce Chair-
man of the Executive Committee, respectivdy.
SUBCOMIWITEES
Under the main Committee there are standing technical
committees, with subcommittees, to prepare and recommend
to the main Committee the proa~axnsof research, to coordi-”
nate research rieeds,“andto act as mediums of fiterchange of-
ideas and inforniation, b their respective special fields. In
addition, it is the poIicy of the Committee to establish”f rom
time to time special technical subcommittees for the study of
particular problems as they arise.
The 5 principal committees and their 22 mibcommitteesas
organized in 1948 were as foIlows:
C031MKtTEEON ARRODY~AlllCS
Dr.TheodoreP. ‘itYight,CornellUniversity,Chafrnum..
Capt.Talter S.Dlehl,Il. S.N.,Bureauof ~eronaatks,Vice~hairman
Col.Qeorge~. Smith,U.S. A. F.,Air llat@rielCommand. . ~
Col.O.J.Rltland,U.&.A. F. Air3fat&ielOommand.
Brig.(len.HenryB. Sayler,U.S.k, OElceof theOhiefof Ordnance.
RearAdm.3falcolmIi’.ElchoeHel,U.S.N.,Bureauof Ordnanca
31r.F. L lkmden,Burenuof Aeronauti~Departmentof theNavy.
31r. Harold D. Hoekstra, CIFil Aeronautics Administration.
Dr. HughL. Dryden(m ofEtcio).
Jlr. EloydL. ThompsouNACALangleyAeronauticalLaboratory.
Mr.CarltonBioletti,NACAAmesAeronauticalLaboratory.
Mr.PaulS. Baker,ChanceVonghtMrcraft,UnM.dAircraftgorp.
3fr.OttoE. Kirchner,AmericanAIrlin~ Inc.
3fr.L. El.Root,RandCorp.
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Mr. George S. Schairer, Boe@AirpIaneCo.
Dr. WilHamR. Sears, Cornell University.
Dr. Theodorevon Kfirtutm, California Institute of Technology.
~Ir. Fred E. W~ck, Texas Amicultural &Mechanical CoUege. .
Special Subcommittee on Research Problems of Transonic Aircraft
Design
Mr. L. Ill.Root, Rand Corp., Chairman.
Mr. P. C. Emmon& Bell Aircraft Corp.
Mr. Benedtct .Cohn, Boeing Airplane Co.
Mr. Frank W. Davis, Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp.
Mr. L. B. Rumph, Curtias-Wright Corp.
Mr. Harold Lualdn, Douglas Aircraft Co., In&”
Mr. R. B. Smith, Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Mr. Charles TIIgner, Jr:, Grumman Aircraft Engineering Cml?.
Mr. Philip Coleman, Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
Mr. George S. Trlmble, The Glenn L. Martin (26..
Mr. Vernon Outman, McDonnelJ Aircraft Corp.
Mr. H. A. Storms, North American Aviation, InG
Mr. Irving &hkenas, h’orthrop Aircraft, Inc.
Mr. C. El.Pappas, Republic Avhttkm CorP.
Mr.~llliam Schoolfield,ChanceVoughtA~rcraft.DiviaI.onIhdtedMr-
craftCorp.
Capt.WalterS.D1ehl,U. S.N.,Bureauof Aeronautic.
Col.J.A.Gibbs, U. S. A. F., Alr Matdriel Command.
Mr. R. R. Gilruth, NAOA“Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Thomas A. Harris, NACIALangley Aerotiautlcfd Laboratory.
Mr. Robert M. Crane, NACA Ames Aeronautical Laboratory.
Subcommittee on High-Speed Aerodynamics
Mr. Rusaell G. Robinson, Natfonal. Advisory C.omrdttee for Aer&
nautics, Chairman.
Mr. H. L. Anderson, Air MatAlleI Command, U. S. Air .Force. .
001. J. A, Gibbs, U.S.A. l?., Air Mat4riel Command.
Mr. R, H. Kent, Balllstic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Pr.crilng
Ground.
Mr. WiIliam H. Miller, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the
Navy.
Mr. Oscar Seldman, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the Navy,
Mr. George V, Scbliestett, Offtce ofl%val Research, Deparfrnent of “the
Navy.
Dr. R. J. Seeger, Naval Ordmmce Mboratory.
Dr. Hugh L. 13ryden (M otllcio ). “-
Mr, John Stack, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. H. Julian AIlen, NACA Ames Aeronautical Laboratory.
Rfr. Abe SI1verstein, NA”CALewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory.
Dr. William BoIlay, h’orth American Ayiat!on, Inc
Dr. Francis H, 01aiis6r, Johns Hopkins University.
Mr. Harold Lriakin,”Douglas “Aircraft”C&, R_ic;” ““- - - “- ‘ “-
Mr. Mark V. Morkovin, University of Michigan.
Mr. C. El. Pappas, Republic Aviatiori Corp.
Mr. Alien )3, Puckett, California Institute of Technology.
Subcommittee on Wtbility and Contrcd
Capt. Walter S. Diehl, U. S. N., Eh.meatidf Aeronautic, Ohairman.
Mr. Melvin Shorr, Air Mat4rlel Commandi U. S. Air Forc& .
Mr. Gernld G. Kayten, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the
Navy.
Mr. John A. Onrran, Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. Hartley A. Soule, NAOA Lfmgley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Htirry J. Goet~ NACA Ames Aeronautical Laboratory.
Dr. C. S. Draper, Massachusetts Institute of Twhnology.
Mr. William M. Harcum, Sperry Gyroscope Co., Inc.
Mr. E. R. Heald, Douglas Aircraft CO.,Inc.
Mr. IMward J. Horkey, North American Aviation, Inc.
Mr. W. F. MiRiisen, Jr., CorneLIResearch Foundation Inc.
Prof. C. D: Perkins, PrhIceton University.
Mr. Charles TiIgner, Jr., Grumman Afrcraft Etngitieering Corp.
Subcommittee on Internal now
Dr. Stewar~Way, Westinghouse EIectric Corp., Chai~mnn.
Mr. James E. DeRemei, Air Mat&riel Command, U. S. Air Force.
Mr. Joseph FIatt, Air Mat@riel Command, U. S. Alr Force.
Mr. Parker M. Bnrtlett, Burean of Aeronautlcq Department of the
Navy. -
Dr. K. T, Rhbert, NAOA Langley Aeronautical Labomtory.
Mr. Walter Wncenti, NACA Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
Dr. John O. “EYvar~ NAOA Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory.
Prof. Howard W. Emmon& Harvard Univerrdty.
Mr. Leandei “J. J?iacher, General Electric Cci. ._ “.
Dr. W. J.”O’DcmnelI, Republic Aviation Corp.
Mr. Ralph SIIiclGConsolldrtted I’ultee Aircraft Corp.
Mr. A.M. O. Smith, Douglas Aircraft Ca., Inc.
, Subcommittee on Propellers for Aircraft
Mr. George f3 Scltairer, Boeing Airplane Co., Chnlrman.
Mr. Anthony F. Dernbach, Air 31at&kl Command, U. S. Air Force.
Mr. Daniel A. Dickey, Ah’ Mahlriel Command, U. S. Air Force.
Mr. Gerald L. Desmond, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the
Navy.
Mr. Ivan H. Drfgga, Bureau of Aerowutics, Department of the Navy.
Mr. John C. -Morse, Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. Eugene C, Draley, NACA Langley Aeronautical Lalxrratory.
Mr. Werner J. Blanchard, General Motors Corp.
Mr. George W’. Brady, Cnrtias Propeller Division, Curtiss-Wright
Corp.
Mr. Ii’rank W. Caldwell, United Aircraft Corp.
Mr. Thomas B. Rhine% Hamiltou Standard Propeller.
Mr. Fred II Wefck, Agricultural .rmd Mechanicfd College of Texas.
-.
Subcommittee on Seaplanes.. . .
Mr.’ ~ro~m’~ening, Chai~an.” ““- ‘“ ‘“
.hI.r.._H.L. Anderson, Air Mat4r!el Command, U. S, Air Force. _
Oapt. Walter S. D1ehl, U. S. N., Ihireau of Aeronautics.
Mr.. F. W...S. _l@cke, Jr,, Bureall of Aeronautics, Department of the
Navy.
Commander Henry E. McNcely, U. S. N., Patuxent Nawd Air Test
Center. .—
Rear Admiral 0.0, KeR, U. S. N., David W. Taylor Model Basin.
Commander” Donald B. MttcDlarmid, U. S. C. G., A1r Sea IMscue;
Eastern Area.
Mr. Albert A. VoIlmecke, Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. John B. Parkinson, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Prof. K, S, M. Davidson, Stewms Institute of Technology.
Mr. Leo Cleyer, Grumman Aircraft Engineering Carp.
Mr. J. D. Pkrson, The Glenn L. Mwtki Co.
Mr. W. R. Ryan, Edo Corp.
Mr. E. Q. Stout, Consolidated VuItee .kircraft Corp.
-.
, Subcommittee on Helicopters
Mr. Grover “k-molng, Chairman.
Mr. Bernard Lindenbaum, Air ?datdriel Command, U. S. Air Force.
Mr. P. A. Simmons, Air Matdrfel Command, U. S. Air Force.
Mr. H. L. “Hanson, BurEau of Aeronautics, Department of the Navy,
Commander James W. Klopp, U. S, N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Commander ~rank A. .Erickson, U. S. C. G., Rotary Wing Dcvelop
merit Uni~, Coast Guard Air Stktion.
Ml,. B. L. ~lig~ti, Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. R. B. “~aloy, CivI1 Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. F. B. Gustafson, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Charles H. Zimmerman, NACA Langley Aeronautical Lrtimra tory.
Mr. Herbert A. WiIson, NACA Langley Acronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Michael E. Gluhareff, Sikorsky Aircraft, Dlvlaion of United
Aircraft Corp.
Mr. Rene Hi Miller, Massachusetts Institute of Twhnology.
Mr. Robert R. Osborn, McDonnell Aircraft Cai’p.
Mr. F. N. Piaseckf, Piasecki Helicopter Corp.
Mr. Richard EL PrewItt, Prewitt Aircraft Co.
Mr. Arthur -W Young, Bell Aircraft Corp.
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SpeciaI Subcommittee on the Upper Atmosphere
Dr.Hurry‘it’tier, U.S.weatherBrtrean,Chairman.
Brig.Gen.DomldN.Yates,U.S.L F.R%atierService.
Col.XarcellusDnffy,U.S.A.E’.,Air3fatdrielCommand.
Dr. 31arcnsD. O’DaY,AIr ~t@rtel CommandElectronicResearch
Laboratory.
Oapt.lValterS.DIehl,U.S. N.,Bureauof Aeronautics.
Dr. HarveyHall,Bureauof Aeronautic%Departmentof theNavy.
Capt. Howard T. OrvilIejU. S, N., OfEceof the Chief of Naval
Operations.
Dr.HomerE. NeweH,Jr.,NavaI Research Lat@ratory.
Dr.~. G.Brombacher,NationalBureau of Standards.
Mr. TIWllamJ. O’Snlliv~ NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Dr. L. V. Berkner, Carnegie Institution of Washington.
Dr. B. Gutenberg, California Institute of Technology.
Dr. Joseph Kaplan, University of Oalifornla
Dr. Fred L. WMppIe,Harvard Unlverslty.
Dr. O.R. lV~ CaIMorniaInstitute of Technology.
COMMITTEE 0~ POWER PLANTS FOR AIRCRAF1’
Mr. RoMId 3L Haww GeneraI Motors Corp., Chatrman.
Prof. E S. Taylor, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, WCS
Chairman.
Col. R. J. Minty, U. S. A. F., Air Mat6riel Command.
COLRalph L. ‘i%’assell,U. S. A. F., Air 31at6riel Clommand.
Capt. A. L. Bair@ Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the Navy.
Mr. Stephen RoUe, Civil Aeronautics Administration..
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden (ex ot3icio).
Mr. Addison M. Rothro@ National Advfsory Committee for Aero-
nautics.
Mr. L. S. Hobbs, United Aircraft Corp.
Mr. lVilllam M. Holaday, Socony-Vacunm OiI Co., Inc.
Mr. R. P. Kroon, Westinghouse Eleetrlc Corp.
Mr. William C Lawrence, American Airlines, Inc.
Mr. Norman L Mochel, Westinghouse E1ectric Corp.
Mr. RonaId B. Smith, M. W. Kellogg Co.
31r. D. F. Warner, General Electric Co.
Mr. Raymond W. Youn~ Wright Aeronautical Corp., DMsion of Uur-
tlss-Wright Corp.
Subcommittee on Aircraft Fuels
Mr. ~. M. Holaday, Socony-VacuumOil Co.,inc., Chairman.
Mr. E. C. PMlllps,Air 31at&iel Command,U. S. Air Force.
CommanderR J. Ho@e, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. DonaId B. Brooks, NatIonalBureau of Standard&
Mr. Kenneth S. C%dlom,Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Dr. L. C. GLbbons, NACA Lewis Flight Propulalon Laboratory.
Dr. D. P. BarnsrG Standard Oil Co. of Indiana.
31r. A. J. Blackwc-@ Standard 011Development Co.
Mr. S. D. Heron, EC.W1Corp.
Dr. J. Bennett Hill, Sun OiI Co.
Mr. U. R. JohnsoG Shell OU 00.
31r. A. J. Nerad, GeneraI Electric Co.
Dr. Martin Summerfleld, Callfor@a Institute of Technology.
Subcommittee on Combustion
Prof. G1enn C. Wtlltams, Massach=tte Institute of Technology, OhaIr-
man.
Mr. G. L Wander, Atr Mat4riel Commsnd, U. S. Air Ii’orce.
Lieutenant Ccnnmander C. G. Hotian, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Dr. Ernest Ii’.FIock, National Bureau of Standards.
Dr. Bernard Lewis, Bureau of Mines.
Dr. Walter T. OLSOUNACA Lewis Flight Propulsion
Mr. Edmund D. Brown, Pratt and Whitney Aircraft.
Mr. Kenneth CampbelL Wrtght Aeronautical OorB
Mr. Floyd G. Dougherty, General Motors Corp.
Dr. Joseph O. HlrachfeIder, University of Wisconsin.
Dr. John P. Long’well, Standard Oil Development Co.
Laboratory.
Mr. A. J. NeraG General EIectric Co. —. ——. .
Dr. Robert N. Pease, Princeton Unlversdty.
Dr. Edward M. Redding, C. F. Kettering Foundation.
Dr. Stewart Way, Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Subcommittee on Lubrication and Wear
Mr. &thur F. Underwoo~ General Motors Corp. Chatrman.
Mr. Edgar A. ‘iVoLfe,A1r lfatdriel Command, U. S. Air Forc&
Lieutenant Commander Leo W. 31ullane, U. S. N., Bureau of Aer@”
nautfcs.
Dr. ‘iWlliam Zlsmanj Naval Research Laboratory.
Mr. John H. Collins, Jr., NACA Lewis F1ight Propulsion Laboratory.
Dr. O. Beeck, Shell lle~elopment Co.
Prof. John T. Burwell, Jr., .Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Dr. Cl.G Da~enport, North American Aviation, Inc.
Mr. G J. MCDOTWLII,General Motors Corp.
Mr. Morris Muskat, Gulf Research& Development Co.
Mr. E. 3L Phlllip& GeneraI Ellectric Ca.
Mr. Earle A. Ryder, Pratt& Whitney A1rcrafL
Dri Haakon StyrL SKF Industries Inc.
Dr. J. C. Zimmer, Socony-Vacuum Oil 00., Inc.
Sobcom.mittee on Compressors
Mr. Arnold H. Redding, Westinghouse EIectrlc Corp., Chairman.
Mr. Opie Chenoweth, Air Mat@riel Command, U. S. Air Force.
Mr. Karl Guttmmnn, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the Navy.
Mr. John Stack, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Robert O. Bnllo@ NACIALewts FIight PropuWlon Laboratory.
Mr. Rudolph Birxnann, DeLa~al Steam TnrbLne Co. — -.
Mr. Walter Doll, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.
Prof. Howard W. Emmons-Harrard Uniw?.raity.
Mr. IL S. Hall, Geueml Electric Co.
Dr. W. R. Hawthorne, Massachusetts Institute of Tecbnolon.
Mr. Gordon”D. Holbrook, General Motors Corp.
Mr. A. CLStaIey, Chrysler Corp.
Subcommittee on Turbines
31r. Ronald B. Smith, M. W. Kellogg Co., Chairman.
Lt. COLPaul F. Nay, U.S.A. F. Air MatMel Oomm$nd.
Commander Frank K. Slason, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautic&
Mr. 3’ohn Y. Becker, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Herman H. EIIerbrocQ Jr., NACA Lewis ~llght Propulsion Labortt-
tory.
Mr. Oscar W’. Whey, NACA Lewis Flight Propulsion Labomtory.
Mr. EarI L. Auyer, Genertd Electric CO.
Mr. Jack C. Fetters, GeneraI Motors Corp.
Mr. John G. Lee, United Aircraft Corp.
Mr. Arnold H. Redding, Westinghouse IZhwtrlc Corp.
Mr. IV. hf. S. Richards, Wright Aeronautical Corp.
Prof. Cl Richard Soderberg, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Subcommittee on Propulsion Systems
Prof. Joseph H. Keen~ Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Chair-
man.
Mr. Opie Chenoweth, Air Mat@riel Command, U. S. Air Fox
Mr. Ivan H. Driggs, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the ‘Navy.
Dr. Kennedy F. Rubert, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Benjamtn Phkel, NACA Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory.
Dr. W. J. O’Donnell, Republic Aviation Corp.
Mr. Perry W. Pratt, Pratt and Whitney AircrafL
Mr. James M. Shoemaker, Chance Vought Aircraft, Divkdon of United
Aircraft Oorp.
Mr. El. E StoecklY, General Electric 00.
Dr. Maurice J. Zucrow, Purdue Zhivemity.
Subcommittee on Heat-Resisting Bkterials
Mr. Norman L MocheL Westinghouse Electric OarP., OhairmaU
Mr. J. B. JohnsoR Air 31at4riel Command, U. S. Air Force.
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Lt. Comdr. C. C. Hoffman, U.S. h’.,Bureau of Aeronrmtics.
Mr. Nathan E. Prom[sel, Bureuu of .keronnutlcs, Department of the
Navy.
Mr. Irvin R. Kramer, OIYk?eof Naval Reseai@ll.
Mr. W. N. Harrison, National Bureau of Staridaids. “”
Mr. John H. Collins, Jr., NAUA Lewis FIlght Propulsion Laboratory.
Mr. W. L. Bndger, General Electrtc Co.
Mr. Howard C. Cross, BatteUe Memorial Institute.
Mr. C, T. Evans, Jr., Elliott Co.
Mr. Ihmsell Frihks, E1ectro Metillurglcal Co.
Dr. James W. Freeman, University of Mlchighn,
Prof. Nicholas .J. Grrtnt, hfasstichusatts Institute of Technology.
Dr. Marcus A. Grossnmnn, Cm’negte-Illinois Steel Corp.
Dr. Gunther Mohling, Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp.
COBIMITT’EK ON AIRCRAFI’ CONSTRUCTION
Mr. Arthur E. Raymond, Douglas Aircraft CO., Ilic.”i Chairmnn.
Mr. John W. Crowley, Jr., Ntttional Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics, Wee Chairman.
Lt. Col. Ernest N. Ljtin-W”r@,A~r Mat6ricI Command, U. S..,A1r.Force.
Commander Cedrtc W. Stirling, U.S. N., Bureau of Aerouautkm.
Mr. A. A. Volhnecke, Ci~il Aeronaut lcs ArlmInl.Stratlon.
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden (ex M3icio).
Dr. Henry J. E. Reid, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Cdton Bioletti, NACA Ames Aexcmautical Laboratory.
Mr. Don O. BensoL Northw&st Airllnes, Inc.
Dr. Emerson W. Conlon, Unlveraity of Michigan.
Dr. C. C, I?urnas, Cornell Aeronantical Laboratory.
Mr. Alexander A, Ktirtveli, Republic Avltttiml Corp. “”
Mr. R. L. ‘Schleicher, NoMh American Avlntlon, Inc.
Mr. R. L. Templin, Alnmlnum Co. of America.
Dr. Clyde E. Willtams, Battelle Memorial lustitute.
Subcommittee on Aircraft Structures
hfr, R L. Templin, Aluminum Co. of Amdcn, Chnirman.
Mr. El.H, Schwartz, Alr Mat6rlel Ckunmand, U. S.”Air Force.
Mr. Joseph Kelley, Jr., Air Mnt6riel Command, U. S. Air Force.
Commander WIlllam C. Dunri; U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. Clifford W’. Hurley, Buran of Aeronautics, Department of the
v~ avy.
Dr. Walter Ramberg, N’atioual Bureruu of Strmrlards.
Mr. Wllllarn T. Shuler, Chitl Aeronautics Administration.
Dr. Eugene E. Lundqnist, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. 0. Erlandsen, Jr., Grumman Aircraft S!lnglneering Corp.
Prof. W. H. Gale, Massachusetts Institute ofl Technology.
Dr. Nicholas J. Hoff, Folytechnlc Institute of Brooklyn.
Mr. George Snyder, Boetng Air@me Co. .“
Mr. Charles R. Strang, Dou”glm “Aircraft Co., Inc.
Subcommittee on Vibration and Flutter
Dr. Hetiry J. E. Reid, NACA Langley Aeronautical Labmwtory,
Chairman. -..
Mr. Benjaml n Smllg, Air Mat6riel Cmnmand, U. S. Air Force.
Capt. Walter S. DfehI, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. Douglas T. Egbert, Bureau. of Aeronautics, Department of the
Navy.
Mr. Robert Rosenbanm, Civil Aeronautics Achuinlstration.
Mr. L E. Garrick, NACA Langley Aerouaut[cal Laboratory.
Mr. AlbertErickson,NACA.AmesAeronautical Laboratory.
Prof. Raymoud L. Bispllnghoff, Massachusetts Institute of Tech,
nology.
Dir: .T. M. Frankland, Chlm~YQught Aircraft, D[rision of United
Ahwraft Corp.
Mr. F. D. Jewett, The G1enn L. Martin Co.
Mr. E. B. Klnnaman, Boeing Airplane Co.
Subcommittee on Aircraft bade
Mr. R. L. Schleicher, North American Avtatlon, Inc., ChrLrman.
Mr. J. H. Barrington, Afr Mat4rieI Command, U.S. Air I?’orce.
Comdr. Norman J. K1efss, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. Edward I. Ryder, Civil Aeronautics Admlnlstration.
Mr. Ri@ard V, Rhode, NACA Langley Aeronautical Ltiboratory.
Mr. Hartley A. SouIe, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Manley- ~. Hoo~ NACA A-rugsAeronautical “Lnbu~i~t.ory,
Mr. John ~. Borger, Pan Amerkan Airways, Inc.
Mr. VVIlllam C. schtilffeld, Ctmnce Vougilt Aircmf t, Division of
United Aircraft Corp;
M George Snyder, Boeing”A~r@ine “Co. ‘“
Mr. K. E. Van Every, Douglas Aircraft Oa., Inc.
3ir. Robert F. Speaker, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the
Navy.
Subcommittee on Aircmft Structural Materials
Dr. Clyde E. WilliarnsE ~attelle}iemortal Institute, Cluilrman.
Mr. J. B. Jolmion, Air Materiel Cou.mmnd, U. S. Air ~orce.
Mr. James E. Sullivan, Bureau of Aeronnutlcs, Department or the Na~y.
Dr. Gordon M. KHne, National Bureau of Standards.
Mr. William “F. Roeser, Nationttl Bureau of Standards.
Mr. Stanley Yaglela, Civil Aeronautics AdminLetration.
Mr. L. J. Markwardt, Forest I’roducts Laboratory.
Dr. R B. Batdorf, NACA Langley .keronautlcal Ltiboratory.
hIr. Frank B. Bolte, North American A~intioL Inc.
Mr. Edgar ~ Dix, Jr., Alumlnum Co. of America.
Dr. MaxweU Genmrner, Carnegie-llllnols Steel Co.
Dr. J. C. MEDonald, The Dow Chemical (M.
Dr: Robert F. Mehl, Carhegle Institute of Technology.
Mr. T. E. Piper, Northrop Aircraft, Inc.
—
COMMITTEE ON OPERATING PROBLEMS .
Mr. ‘iWlllam Littlewood, American Airlines, Inc., Chairman.
Dr. I?ranc[s W. Reicheldert’er, U. S. Weather Bureau, Vice Chairman,
Maj. Gem William H. Tunner, U. S. A., Military Air Transport Servhm.
COLJ. Fiatiti Tiiylor, Jr.j AIr Mat4rlal”Cm”mtind, U. S, Aii ~oi”ce. -- “”
COLFrederick R. DenL Jr., U. S. A. l?., Air Mttt4rlel Command.
Comm”ndei Ernest L. Simpson, Jr.,”U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics. :
Mr. George W. Haldernan, Civil Aeronautics AdministrfN1on.
Mr. Donald M. Stuart, Civil Aeronautics Admlnlstration.
Dr. Hugh L. Dt’yden (ei-oftlcio). .— —.
Mr. R[chard V. Rhode, NACA Langley Aeronautlcfd Laboratory.
Mr. Melvin N. Gough, NACA La”ngley Aeronautlcal Laboratory.”
Mr. P. R. Bassett, Sperry Gyroscope Co., Iuc.
Mr. M. G. Beard, American Airlines, Inc:
Mr. Chtwles Froesch, Eastern Air Lines.
Capt. Harold E. Gray, Pan American WorId Airways.
Mr. Ben O. Howrrdl-Consolidated Vulte6 Aircraft Corp.
.—
Mr. Jerome Lederer, Flight Safety Foundation, Inc.
Mr. Robert C. Loomis, Consolidated Vultee Aircraft 00IT.
Dr. Ross A. I!LcFurland, Hnrvard School of I_!ubllcHenlth.
Mr. W. C. Mentzer, United Air L[nee, Inc.
. ---- . .
_——
Subcommittee on Meteorological Problems
Dr. Frnncis TV.Reichelderfer, U. S. Weather Bureau, Chu[rman.
Col. Marcellus DuffY, U. S. A. F., Alr Mat6rieI Command.
Brig. @n. ~~palcl N. .Yates, U. S; A. F. Alr Weather &w’i@
Capt. Howard T. Orville, U. S. N., “Officeof the Chiti” of ~aval oper-
ations. :-
Mr. George M. French, Civil-Aeronautics Board.
-----
Mr. .Rob9rt ~.” Craig, Civil Aerotiautka AdminLstratlon.
Mr. Delbert M. Little, U. S. Weather Bureau.
Dr. Ross Giuui, U. S. Weather Bur~u.
Dr. Harry Wexler, U S, Weather Eureau.
Mr. Phillp Donely, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Joseph J. George, Eastern Air Lines, Inc.
Prof. H. G. Houghton, Massachusetts Institute ot Technology.
Prof. AtheIetau Spllhaus, New York Unlverslty.
%bcommittce on
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Mr. Wilson H. Hunter, NACA Lewfa FIfght Propulsion Laboratory,
Chairman.
Mr. James E. DeRemer, Air Mat6rlel Command, U. S. Air Force.
Mr. Duane M. Patterson, Air Mat&lel Cmuma@ U. S. Air Forc&
Mr. Bernard Cbasman, Air Mat&iel CommancI,U. S. Air Force.
Mr. Parker M. Bartlett, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of fie
Navy.
Mr. H. C. Sontag, Bureau of Aeronautl~ Department of the Kaw.
Mr. Stephen RolIe, OiYilAeronautics AdmInMratlon.
Mr. B. 0. Hayne%u. S.~eather Bureau
Mr.AlunR. Jon- NACAAmesAeronauticalLaboratory.
Mr. Lewis A. Rodert, NAOA Lwvfs I?ll@t PropuIslon Laboratory.
Mr. Arthur A. Brow Pratt&Whitney Aircraft.
Mr. B. F. Jones, B. Ii’.Goodrich Co.
Mr. R. L. McBrien, United Air Lin~ Inc.
.Mr.IV. W. Reaaer, Douglas Afrcraft Co., Inc.
Mr. O. D. Rodger~ Westinghouse EIIectric Cap.
Mr. Vincent J. Schaefer, General Electric Co.
Subcommittee on Aircraft-Fire Prevention
Mr. Lewis A. Rodert, NACA Uris FIight Propulsion Laboratory,
Chairman.
Mr. Arnold D. DLr_ Air Mat4rlel Command, U. S. Air Force.
COMMITTEE FOR “AERONAUTICS --m
Mr. Charles IV. Shubart, Bureau of AeronautIce, Department of the
Navy.
Mr. Harvey L. Haneberry, Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. David L. Posner, CPrtl Aeronautic AdmlnIsh’ation.
Mr..John M. Chamberlain, OIviI Aeronautic Baard.
Mr. J. A. D1ekl~& National. Bu~.au= qf Standtirds.
-.
Mr. E. M. Barber, The Texas Co.
. --- .-.-r
Mr. John G. Borger, Pan Amer!can Airway& Inc.
Mr. Allen W. Dallas, Atr Transport Association of America.
Mr. Harold E. Hoben, AmerIcsn Airline& Inc.
Mr. CLR Johnson, Shell Oil Co.
Mr. Raymond D. Kelly, lJnfted Air Lin~ Inc.
Mr. Gaylord W. Newton, Boeing Airplane Co.
Mr. Ivar L. Shogran, Douglas Aircraft Cm, Inc.
Mr. Lon Storey, Jr. Lockheed Aircraft Corp. —
Mr. Ulem G. Trlmbach, Cornell Researeh Foundation, Im.
lXDUSTRY CONSULTING COM3~EE
_.. _—
Mr. H. M..Homer, Urdted Aircraft Corp., chairman: -- “- ~
Mr. John K. Northrop, Northrop Aircraft, Inc., Vies Chairman.
Mr. Lawrence D. Bell, Bell Aircraft Corp.
Mr. Robert El. Gross, L@kbeed Aircraft Corp.
Mr. W. A Patterson, United Airlines, Inc.
Mr. IVilllam T. Piper, Piper Aircraft Corp.
Mr. Earl F. Slick, Wick Airways, Inc.
Mr. Fred E. Weick, Agricultural Hnd Mechtinicrd College of Texas.
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Approprtat40n.s for IUcal tlear 1948.—Fun~ in the following amounts
were appropriated for the Committee fdr the flacnl year 1948 in the
Independent CMlcesAppropriation AcG 1948,..apProYed .~~Y w, 1947:
SaIaries and expenses.--—.—————...—. , , ~=---,. $&, 480, OJJO
PrtntIng and bindtng---.—— ..!?!! w-
Coustruction and equipment of. mboratory .faclliti~ :..”
Lmmleg Aeronautical LaboratmT---—-——————.———6,452,360
Ames Aeronautical Laboratov’------——---- 196,700
Mwis Fllght Propulsion Laboratory——--------- .3. 2&~950
TotaI appropriations---——.— ,— — 43,44%w.
In addition contract: .authorttg. for wmtruc!ion and e~yimuent of
laboratory facilities was Provided in the amo@ of.$2,14S,ooo.
ObIigat~onstncurred during the fiscal Year 1948 are listed belo~.
The figures shown for ealarles and expenses include the costs of
~ereonal servl% trmel, trampoti~on, mmmun~~tio% u~fl@ ~r~-
icaa, contractual services, supplles and equipment, and tort claims.
Salarles and emmses:
Headquarters OSlce, Washington, D. C_--—--=— $652,i!23
Langley Aeronautkal Laboratory------_-—-- “ill,ti2, 187
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory---- -—-. --- , 5, y4! 140
Lewts Flight Propulsion Laboratory ---. —->------ U, 733,463
Research Contracts-educational ~nstkutiom—— .“ 697,765
Transfer to IYattonal Bureau of Standards.--—— ~~w
PrIntlng and binding, all acti\’lties---------------- .79,.987
ConstructIon and euuipment of laboratory ficlllties:
Langley Aeronautical La.@ratQ?Y_-_---—.-.-.=- .- ,6,~~, _~O
Ames Aeronautical. Lab.oratom------—---—------- U-B,667
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory _ti-~__. .,3, ?34 023
Total obligations.~_—__—— —-. ..4423,.849
Unobll&?atedbalances;..
Salaries and =Penses-_--_--——-.--— Ii&3,378 -
Printing and blnd[ng_---. ——. -e 3.3s-.--. ,--- ....
Construction and equipment---————————-. 44&.7!30
TotaI appropriations ----- —--—---.-— ————,- 43,449,000..
Obligations incurreti.und.cr: the ccmtracb auWority_f$m construction
and equipment of laboratory “facilities were incurred as followB:
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory—_-——_— $296,46
A~ee Aeronautical Laboratory—-———————— 60,636
Lewis .Fligh~PropuIsio~ Laboratoti__~-_——— “-:L 570,889
...
‘lota~ obligations--=-- -—-- —-- --—— — L 936,3$1
Unobligated balance--__--_—-_——————— 206,719
.-.-: .—=
Total authorization-— – —_____ --”zI*, Oot-.”l..
Appro~riation8 for the @oat year 1949.—Funde in the foIlowlng
amounts w~re appropriated for. the Conunlttee for the fiscal year lfJ49
in the fid~erident- @lices Amromflation Ac~ lD+K approved April
20, 1048::
Salfules atid expense::-._—————-–—-—- $37,810, COO
. . ...
Printing and binding-——-————--------------.=- 96,000,:
Construction and equipment of laboratory fimtlftles:
-.
Lar@e~Aeronautfcal Lnboratory_— —- 4,1% 650
@e@ronaqtical La@ratory-___--———— . 870,300
.Lewie Flight Propukdon Labor~tory------
. .6;.441;W ,
Totalapproprlatlons---—=——----- 47,005, “MO
‘ The amti-fit “o{$iO,~O~OOOappropriated for conatNictlon and equip-
ment of la~ratorj. fai%ities IniIiidce $2,14S;000 for ll@datl.on of the
obligntions~. @curiwd u“n.der the contract authorit y provided in the
appropriation for the fiscal gear 1948. The remainder, $7#57,000,
w1lI be available during the &scal years 1949 and 1930.””Addltlona~
contract ~utiorit y fbr construction and equ[pmeut of laboratory
facflitiea in the. amotiut of $18,wJ300 W- provided in tie 1040 acb
for obligation during the tMcnl years 1949 and 1%().
-..
-. .
-—. . .
. ..— . . . ___ .
-.
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.-.. . .
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